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Abstract
Electron transport in nanostructures has been a very active topic of research
for over last few decades and is still actively investigated across different
materials and very new device types. This research has been fuelled by the
necessity to understand microscopic physical phenomena in the transport
processes, as the device dimensions continuously decrease. As the device
dimensions get very small, quantum mechanical effects tend to dominate
electron transport behavior. Quantum dots or single electron transistors
are among the smallest possible devices which could be fabricated in the
laboratory and using them the transport processes could be finely inves-
tigated in controlled conditions of an experimental setup. The inherent
quantum mechanical nature of electron transport in these devices gives it
less of a deterministic but more of intrinsically probabilistic behavior. This
thesis draws on this inspiration to fabricate and investigate single electron
transistors as charge transport devices and uses statistics of the probabilistic
charge transport to understand the microscopic transport behavior of these
devices.

The probabilistic nature of electron transport basically arises through very
small currents flowing through the very thin channel barriers, whose re-
sistance could be much larger than the quantum of h/e2 ' 26 kΩ (with
e being the unit charge and h being the Planck’s constant). Using these
high-resistance barriers formed across a junction of low capacitance regions
in series, offers single electrons to suffer Coulomb blockade due to each
electron being able to interact with another electron. In large conductors
this interaction is always averaged and the current flow does not carry
information of this interaction, while in a very small conductor, this interac-
tion becomes visibly important and this aspect of electron transport allows
only single electron to charge or discharge the device at a time, giving rise
to switches in the current magnitude as measured capacitively through a
quantum point contact.
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These current switches carry information on possible electron correlations
happening across the channel barrier. We use the tool of full counting
statistics to investigate the probability P (N,t) to measure the number N
of electrons crossing the barrier in time t. This zero frequency charge
correlation statistic is used to estimate the moments and cumulants of the
probability distribution. This work in particular makes use of a recent
technique of studying factorial cumulants which are studied to provide
information about microscopic physical phenomena of Coulomb interactions
during the transport process. The factorial cumulants are shown to oscil-
late as function of time (in our experimental analysis) when the electron
correlations are present in the measured current while they do not oscillate
when electron interactions had not occurred. We further investigate the
distributions of electron waiting-times, when the energetics of the device
allow two electron states to be occupied at the quantum dot and we infer
whether the waiting times for certain tunneling processes carry memory of
interactions from previous state across the tunneling barriers.

Keywords: Factorial cumulants, Electron interactions, Electron correla-
tions
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Kurzzusammenfassung
Der Elektronentransport durch Nanostrukturen ist seit mehreren Jahrzehn-
ten ein sehr aktives Forschungsthema und wird auch heute aktiv in einem
breiten Materialspektrum untersucht. Diese Forschung wurde angetrieben
durch die Notwendigkeit, mikroskopische physikalische Phänomene in den
Transportprozessen zu verstehen, da die Systemgrösse elektronischer Bauteile
sich kontinuierlich verringert. Werden die Systemabmasse sehr klein, kön-
nen quantenmechanische Effekte das elektronische Transportverhalten do-
minieren. Quantenpunkte oder Einzelelektronentransistoren sind kleinst-
mögliche Systeme, die im Labor hergestellt werden können. Unter Verwen-
dung dieser können diese Transportprozesse in kontrollierten Bedingungen
in einem Versuchsaufbau untersucht werden. Durch die inhärente quanten-
mechanische Natur des Elektronentransports in diesen Systemen ist dieser
weniger deterministisch, sondern zeigt vielmehr intrinsisch probabilistisches
Verhalten. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden daher Einzelelektronentransis-
toren hergestellt und untersucht. Es werden Statistiken des probabilistischen
Ladungstransportes verwendet, um das mikroskopische Transportverhalten
dieser Systeme zu verstehen.

Die probabilistische Natur des Elektronentransports zeigt sich grundsät-
zlich in sehr kleinen Strömen, die durch Kanalbarrieren fliessen, deren
Widerstand viel grösser als die Widerstands-Quanteneinheit h/e2 ' 26 kΩ
(mit der Elementarladung e und dem Planckschen Wirkungsquantum h)
sein kann. Durch diese Barrieren und dazwischenliegende Bereiche mit
geringer Kapazität in serieller Konfiguration erfahren einzelne Elektronen
Coulomb-Blockade aufgrund der Wechselwirkung der Elektronen untere-
inander. Während in grossen ausgedehnten Leitern der Stromfluss aufgrund
von Mittelung keine Information bezüglich dieser Wechselwirkung trägt,
wird diese in einem sehr kleinen Leiter wichtig und sichtbar. Durch diese
Eigenschaft des Elektronentransportes kann das System mit nur jeweils
einem einzelnen Elektron geladen oder entladen werden. Die Änderung der
Elektronenzahl führt zu sprunghaften Änderungen des Stromes durch einen
kapazitiv angekoppelten Quantenpunktkontakt.
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Diese Stromänderungen beinhalten Informationen über mögliche Elektro-
nenkorrelationen über die Kanalbarrieren hinweg. Wir verwenden das
Werkzeug der Full Counting Statistics, um die Wahrscheinlichkeit P (N, t)
zu untersuchen, eine Anzahl von N der Elektronen in der Zeit t zu messen,
die die Barriere passieren. Diese zero-frequency Ladungskorrelationsstatis-
tik wird verwendet, um die Momente und Kumulanten der Wahrschein-
lichkeitsverteilung abzuschätzen. Insbesondere wird in dieser Arbeit ein
aktuelles Verfahren verwendet faktorielle Kumulanten zu untersuchen, um
Informationen über mikroskopische physikalische Phänomene hervorgerufen
durch Coulomb-Wechselwirkungen während des Transportprozesses zu er-
halten. Es wird gezeigt, dass die faktoriellen Kumulanten als Funktion der
Zeit oszillieren (in unserer experimentellen Analyse), wenn Elektronenkorre-
lationen im gemessenen Strom vorhanden sind und nicht oszillieren, wenn
keine Wechselwirkungen zwischen den Elektronen stattgefunden haben. Zu-
dem wird die Verteilung der Wartezeiten der Elektronen für den Fall, dass
die Besetzung zweier Elektronenzustände des Quantenpunktes energetisch
erlaubt ist, untersucht, um zu folgern, ob die Verteilungen Memory-Effekte
des zuvor besetzten Zustandes enthalten.

Schlagworte: Factorial kumulanten, Elektron-Wechselwirkung, Elektronen-
korrelationen
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1 Introduction
Development in today's electronics is happening through retrenching of
semiconductor devices into nanometer dimensions with newer technologies
and applications. The ITRS roadmap into the region of 10nm and below
10nm dimensions does envisage it necessary to understand thoroughly many
plaguing physical phenomena of static leakages, quantum tunneling, thermal
issues due to dynamic power density that are not just harder to predict and
manage but also add to the costs of sustaining the economics of electronics
consumption in the long run for the industry.

The quantum mechanical dynamics of the major charge carriers (electrons in
further discussion) get paramount importance in the nanoscale dimensions
due to the much quantified (small) number of electrons becoming present
at these scales in the devices. Fundamental research work in understanding
precisely these aspects have resulted in investigation of single-electron devices
(transistors) which are also expected to allow us to understand if a quantum-
information device for future information processing could also be designed
and enabled successfully using the knowledge so gained from the study. Both
the wave and particle nature property of electrons are interesting to this
end as the wave nature allows probing of the information through resultant
wave interferences and particle nature allows transmitting this information
in a discrete way to be better inferred and recorded. This thesis, in a
similar vein, tries to study time dependent tunneling aspects of electrons
in single-electron transistors (or quantum dots) at energy configurations
of the electrons, where their behaviors are less random, more controllable
(i.e., at conditions of extremely low operating- temperatures and noise at
the device) and also allow investigation of microscopic information such as
presence or absence of interferences through the analyses of noise patterns
evolving as discrete events through the device.

Fabrication of nano devices on high-quality grown crystals of GaAs host ma-
terial are essential to the understanding of the dynamics of carrier transport
through those structured nano devices. Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
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1 Introduction

technique is used to grow high quality crystalline heterostructure which is a
sandwich of precisely controlled laid (and band-gap engineered) materials
(with similar lattices) on the host material of GaAs, which confine the
carriers spatially in a 2-dimension (similar to a single Graphene sheet or an
ultra thin metal layer) and therefore affords fabrication of nano-structures
on the surfaces (top-clad layer of the heterostructure) to enable further
spatial confinement of the carriers through electrostatics, into 1- or 0- dimen-
sions and offering the possibility to control the flow of the charge carriers.
The surface nano-structuring is carried through lithography techniques of
Atomic-Force Microscopy and Scanning-Electron Microscopy. The surface
structures are basically lateral- or metalized top- gates. Application of a
potential at these gates, causes an electrostatic confinement of electrons into
1- or 0- dimensions, below the surface along the plane of the 2-dimensional
confinement of the engineered heterostructure. These confinements act
like electron waveguides and the charges moving through this confinements
display a quantized transport behavior which forms the basis of all further
investigations.

The devices so created are operated at temperatures of few hundred milli
Kelvin to lessen randomness (Brownian motion behavior) of electrons wit-
nessing themselves at higher temperatures (than the cooler operating tem-
perature) with no features of their behavior dynamics (hence showing a
white spectral feature) and since electrons tunneling through a confined
waveguide have an associated noise pattern to them (and hence a distinct
feature), which is called as shot-noise, it is essential to operate the devices
(and the electrons moving therein) at energy configurations where this
observation gets successful.

Since the study of quantum dynamics entails wave nature of the charge
carriers, the length scales though, in the nano dimensions need be such that,

les � lD � ldph � lies

with les being the 'elastic scattering length', lD being the 'device length',
ldph being the 'dephasing length' and, lies the 'inelastic scattering length'.

This makes the carriers ballistic within the lengths of the devices which
still being smaller than the 'dephasing or decoherence length' allows any
electron-electron interactions to also become part of end observation in an

2



experiment. Further, the inelastic scattering length which is also the mean
length for the carrier to lose its energy to the environment while reaching
an equilibrium state, and this energy being kBT (kB being the Boltzmann's
constant, T being the temperature), it is essential to have a low T as possible
and keep the transport a non-equilibrium (or close to equilibrium through
a finite bias) phenomena, which allows one to investigate the transport
features over a longer time period. The low temperatures also allow ground
state occupation of the charge carriers which offers a simplistic noise picture
of ground state carriers' transport behavior than also possibly due to the
higher energy excitations of the carriers which could also be studied provided
the simplistic picture has been thoroughly examined.

This work essentially studies shot-noise behavior of carriers through nano-
structured device using single quantum dot (quantum dot being a zero-
dimensional confinement of charge carriers with discrete energy states offered
through both physical confinement and low temperature) in a single-electron
tunneling device configuration and operation. The idea of operating quantum
dots in single electron transport configuration is enabled through weakly
coupling the single quantum dot with the charge reservoirs. This weak
coupling is strictly enabled through keeping the resistance of the coupling
channel within few integral multiples of 1/GQ (GQ being the quantum
of conductance). This is also called 'Coulomb blockade' regime, where
the integral multiple is possible due to Coulomb force blockade [1] of
the next charge, withholding it to pass through the channel since the
energy cost of this process needs to be larger than single quantum of
e2/2C energy (C being the capacitance of the dot owing to its geometry and
electrostatic configuration with other gates, and this remains nearly constant
for the designed structure), which necessarily needs to be larger than any
external bias energy and temperature of the charge, wanting to undertake
the transport, hence quantizing the whole transport process through the
channel.

Study of shot-noise is quite different from the study of an averaged current
that is usually measured from an electronic device since, the averaged
current is an average over all the microscopic transport events carried out
through the device, the microscopic dynamics (of charge transport) gets
obscured or perhaps lost in the process. Studying the frequency spectrum
of the noise would be a standard way to understand the time evolution of
the noise (and has been carried out for some time now [2]), the, process of

3



1 Introduction

correlated transport, electron-electron interactions would not be so evident
in the frequency spectral analysis of the charge transport noise. Shot noise
studies have been carried to understand sub-Poissonian behavior of single
electron tunneling [3] and fractional-charge tunneling [4, 5] in fractional
quantum Hall regime.

Probing of noise fluctuation becomes possible through an integrated ‘charge
detector’ which is again a 1-D confined channel capacitively coupled with
the quantum dot, which makes it sensitive to any charge fluctuations at the
quantum dot, and show up as fluctuation in its own channel current. This
fluctuation is read out for charge fluctuations happening at the quantum
dot-weakly coupled-reservoir system.

The discussion of the aforementioned different length scales, even through
the quantum mechanical approach of investigating charge transport process,
inherently makes the whole process less deterministic and more statistical in
nature. The statistical analyses essentially captures the fluctuations within
charge transport and higher order correlations in the DC frequency limit
or finite frequency limit, which are collectively termed into full counting
statistics (FCS) [2]. This work focuses on DC frequency limit current
correlators of orders going beyond the first two namely the mean current
and the noise (through higher order moments and cumulants) by studying
the probability distribution P (N, t) of counted N charges, travelling through
the 'quantum dot' in time t. Characterizing the origin of the fluctuations,
this distribution could be Gaussian or Poisson, whose variance, skewness
from the asymmetric tails of the distribution, the sharpness of the center of
the distribution and further orders could provide us with distinct information
to distinguish the nature of the whole transport process. Further, the FCS
follows the idea that the cumulant for the measured transport process is the
sum of all the cumulants of the sub-processes which are also independent to
each other.

FCS through the calculation of 'factorial' cumulants further offers us to
investigate 'discrete' [6, 7] sub-processes that otherwise do not show up
in normal cumulants since normal cumulants are worked upon continuous
variables or quantities [8]. Factorial cumulants of orders > 1, tend to be zero,
for Poisson distribution, and the shift from pure Poisson process becomes
evident with non-zero factorial cumulants with orders > 1, while the normal
cumulants of orders > 2 are non-zero for Poisson processes and zero for
Gaussian processes.
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Chapter 2 briefly introduces us to the idea of mesoscopic transport phe-
nomena in semiconductors, takes through shortly to magneto-transport
experiment to understand behavior of electrons at magnetic fields and then
discusses the idea of full counting statistics and its advantage in understand-
ing charge transport as discrete processes over just measuring the average
currents.

Chapter 3 briefly introduces us to the idea of technology of crystal growth,
nano fabrication techniques, particularly the fabrication of hybrid nano-
structures, the necessity of putting through right processing steps in optical
lithography, AFM lithography and SEM lithography. These processing steps
also needed to be optimized for efficient and electrically correctly working
device. The efficiency parameters were in reducing the number of total
steps in getting this done, usage of AFM and SEM tools concurrently to
aid in correct hybrid structure and optimizing wet chemical processes to
promote very good ohmic contacts. The chapter also discusses the use of
Palladium element in the ohmic contact process which was necessary to
have a reliable process for getting maximum working ohmic contacts which
was not always achievable through the Ge/Ni/Au eutectic process of making
ohmic contacts. The chapter further discusses the experimental procedure
for the electron counting process.

Chapter 4, discusses the procedural techniques of collecting and analyzing the
counting signal corresponding to charge fluctuations through the quantum
dot-QPC (quantum point contact) system. The data processing steps which
involve converting raw current switching signal into a meaningful waiting
time distribution data which then are processed to yield moments and
cumulants.

Chapter 5, discusses all the results of applying full counting statistics through
normal cumulants and factorial cumulants on the distribution data obtained
through counting experiment. The factorial cumulants analysis is discussed
in the scheme of non-linear transport where a high-bias is available at the
dot offering more than single occupation level for the electron to occupy
and the resultant 3-level states due to 2 electron transport (not co-tunneled)
through the dot-QPC system. The analyses of 2 occupation state data,
through calculation of factorial cumulants provide us with new information
on particle interactions which were not possible with the normal cumulants.

5



1 Introduction

Chapter 6, gives the concluding remarks on the current understanding of
our experiment and the results, and puts forward further ideas which could
be investigated to improve upon and extend the understanding of current
results.

Appendices A through D, further offers new and optimized details on
lithography techniques, recipes, nano-fabrication errors, ohmic contact
issues and, also proposes an idea to improve the signal-to-noise ratio for
future counting experiments. Appendix E discusses on understanding and
derivation of rates from waiting time distribution. Appendix F discusses
further the time evolution of factorial cumulants, in a very high dot bias
situation.
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2 Theoretical Overview

2.1 Motivation
This chapter briefly discusses the underlying concepts of dynamics of electron
transport through nanostructures. The idea of statistical investigation
techniques of cumulants on electron transport dynamics that has been
employed in this work, would be briefly discussed, which will also be a
prologue to the later discussion on Full Counting Statistics in Chapter 5.

2.2 Nano - Mesoscopic systems
Nano-dimensional semiconductor devices permeate every day to day life
today. Unlike the classical physics of microscopic transport which guided
most device behaviors until the dimensions started to get below few hundreds
of nanometers, the necessity for understanding mesoscopic behavior through
the quantum mechanical dynamics of charges and atoms in the transport
process, has become a very important area of study in the last two decades.

Mesoscopic regime brings in new physical properties which can be vastly
different from those of the bulk systems. Mesoscopic regime could ideally be
characterized when the length of the device approaches the Fermi wavelength
[9] λF = h/

√
2meEF where, me, EF are mass of electron and the Fermi

energy, of the material system of the device (where then the wave nature of
an electron becomes significant). The nomenclature of quantum confinement
or size quantization is used to describe the situation when the length scales
in the bulk material gets squeezed in either or all of the length dimensions
and, the typical lengths where the size quantization occurs, are within few
factor multiples of λF . In the homogeneous bulk, electrons are free to move
in all three directions but while confined to less than three directions, it
gives rise to new device characteristics which are put into many useful
applications and, as well to understand many other physical phenomena.

7



2 Theoretical Overview

The Fermi wavelength discussed before varies with the electron densities in
the material system for different dimensions, for spin degeneracy 2, as [9],

λF =



23/2
(

π

3n3D

)1/3
, for bulk system(

2π
n2D

)1/2
, for 2D systems

4
n1D

, for 1D system

(2.1)

with the electron densities, n3D, n2D and n1D respectively at corresponding
dimensions.

The energy level for a homogeneous solid could be represented as function
of wavevector −→k in all the three dimensions as Esubband(kx, ky, kz). With
a z-direction confinement of length Lz (and forming a box), the allowed
values of kz would be nzπ/Lz (nz = 1, 2, ··, being the subband index, ) [10]
and the energy levels would be Esubband(kx, ky, kz) with the restricted kz
values. This pertains to formation of a quantum well with electrons moving
only in the x-y plane. Materials can be band-engineered to yield this kind
of quantization and they are referred to as 2 dimensional electron gas or a
2DEG system.

For the bulk (3 dimensions) the energy dispersion relation for GaAs material
system is highlighted in Fig. 2.1, and obtained from the following relation
as [10];

E(−→k ) ≈ Ec +
~2(k2

x + k2
y + k2

z)
2me

(2.2)

where, Ec and me are constants of band gap and conduction band effective
mass respectively.

For a quantum well with quantum confinement in the z-direction we will
have, with 1D subbands (labeled as p) and each with 2D dispersion relation
as [10],

Ep(kx, ky) ≈ Ec + nz
2εz +

~2(k2
x + k2

y)
2me

with εz = ~2π2

2mcL2
z

(2.3)
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Figure 2.1: Energy dispersion relation curves as 'illustration' for bulk GaAs.
Energy calculated is for Conduction band effective mass me of 0.12m from
sp3s∗ model described in [10] and Conduction band edge (band gap) Ec of
1.55eV (at 0K temperature).

The value ε for discussion, assumes the electrons are confined in an infinite
potential of narrow width Lz, and in applying the above idea into the
engineering of a 2DEG material system, the value of Lz is very small
(narrow) such that for the box confinement to be called as a quantum well,
the energy difference (∆E) from the discrete levels corresponding to kz is
� the thermal energy kBT , with kB being the Boltzmann constant and, T
the temperature. This condition gives a bound state to the electron with a
finite potential well and we will see below, the idea is constructed in all the
three directions to give discrete energy states for electrons, to occupy and
become maneuverable, in a quantum device.

A very small z-confinement (of few nm), for GaAs with me of 0.07m0 (m0
being the rest mass of electron) at near absolute zero temperature, would

9



2 Theoretical Overview

yield a large energy separation εz (of few hundred meV) and shows stronger
effects of size quantization, which is highly desirable to study material
properties at microscopic level.

Continuing with the above idea, for a quantum wire with quantum confine-
ment in both y, z directions, with 2D subbands and each with 1D dispersion
relation, we will have,

Eq,p(kx) ≈ Ec + ny
2εy + nz

2εz + ~2k2
x

2me
with εy = ~2π2

2mcL2
y

(2.4)

where ny and nz are the subband indices (positive integers 1, 2, ··). For a
system confined in all three directions, we will have a system like an atom,
called a quantum dot, with,

Ej,q,p = Enx,ny,nz ≈ Ec + nx
2~2π2

2mcL2
x

+ ny
2~2π2

2mcL2
y

+ nz
2~2π2

2mcL2
z

(2.5)

The energy E(−→k ) quantization through subbands is experimentally observ-
able through the quantity of density of states which measures the energy
eigenstates per unit volume of the confinement in any of the three dimensions
of the energy range. If E(−→k ) = Ec + (~2k2)/(2me) is the parabolic energy
dispersion relation with effective mass me, the density of state (DOS) is
obtained as,

D(E) = d(total states with energy ≤ E)
dE

(2.6)

and we obtain the different DOS values for the different confinement situa-
tions as [10–12];

D(E)3D = [LxLyLz]
[
me

2π2~3

]
[2me(E − Ec)]1/2 (2.7)

D(E)2D = [LxLy]
[
me

2π~2

]
(2.8)

where, for the 2D situation, the D(E) rises abruptly and becomes constant
for higher energy values, and additional steps are observed for further 2D
subbands at higher energies.
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Figure 2.2: DOS calculated for 3D, 2D (confined along z direction), 1D
(confined along y, z direction) cases using equations 2.7 - 2.10, with 0D
case superimposed for illustration. For calculation, x, y, z lengths were
respectively 1, 1, and 10 nm [10].

D(E)1D = [L][me

π~
]
[

1
2me(E − Ec)

]1/2
(2.9)

D(E)0D = 2δ(E − Ec) (2.10)

while for 0D situation, the DOS is the discrete Dirac function at each
subband where Ec is due to carriers confined from all three dimensions
in the conduction-band and the states are just available at these discrete
energies with no k-space around, while a pre-factor of 2 is accounted for
spin degeneracy. For 3D, 2D and 1D respectively, we see the density of
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2 Theoretical Overview

states, dependence varies as E1/2, E0 and E−1/2 respectively. The DOS for
different size quantization are highlighted in Fig. 2.2.

While the observable quantity in a device, the conductance, is dependent on
DOS as discussed above, the number of subbands (or modes) are another
factor in studying the conductance of nanostructures. This idea of 'number
of mode' becomes relevant when the device dimensions are smaller or similar
to the mean free path of the electrons. In understanding the 1D channel
which are also called as Quantum Point Contacts (QPCs), which form an
essential role in the nano devices we fabricate, we would briefly look into
the idea of modes as another foundational principle in quantum transport.

If we look into the current through a quantum wire (from energy dispersion
relation of Eq.2.4), we have current I defined as [10],

I = −q
∫
dkx
2π

1
~
∂Eν(kx)
∂kx

= −q
h

∫
dEν (2.11)

We see the current to be quantized in q/h for unit energy Eν , for a particular
subband or mode ν. For a two-terminal quantum wire, with the left and
the right sides being at chemical potentials of µ1 and µ2 respectively, the
current for the first mode ν would then be,

I = −q
h

(µ1 − µ2) = q2

h
· V (2.12)

with V therefore being the potential difference between the two ends.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the development of quantized conductance profile
with energy, with the unit quantization being q2/h. Chemical potential
is the equilibrium state between the higher energy DOS of occupied and
lower energy DOS of unoccupied states. This definition is very useful for
temperatures > 0 in the Fermi-Dirac distribution (since at T = 0, µ = Ef )
and will be regularly referred in discussions in the thesis. The discussion on
number of modes would again be discussed further in the chapter.

2.2.1 Magnetic effects in 2D mesoscopic systems
This section briefly discusses 2D mesoscopic systems under influence of
magnetic fields of comparatively weaker (for extracting electron density and
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Figure 2.3: Saddle shape schematic of quantized conductance G as a function
of mode density (number of subbands) taking part in a transport process.
The top graph illustrates the energy dispersion for the lowest conduction-band
subbands.

infer quality of fabricated samples) and stronger (for a further theoretical
overview) field strengths.

We would briefly look into non-relativistic Dirac equation to understand
electrons under influence of external magnetic field. In the solid, though
the electron velocities are not high, the electrons suffer weak relativistic
effects from the electric fields at the nuclei (and the dispersion relation for
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2 Theoretical Overview

this relativistic electrons, take the form E2(−→k ) = m0
2c4 + c2~2k2). With a

non-relativistic lowest-order approximation, the presence of magnetic field−→
B yields the Pauli equation as ([10]),

(E −m0c
2)ψ =

[
φ+ (−→p + q

−→
A )2

2m

]
[1̂]ψ + µB

−→σ ·
−→
Bψ (2.13)

where, −→p is the momentum operator, µB = q~/2m is the Bohr magneton,
−→
B = −→∇ ×−→A (−→A being the vector potential) and, the second term on the
right hand side being the Zeeman term, φ the scalar electric potential, 1̂
the identity matrix and, σ the Pauli spin matrices.

The electrons quantized in the z-direction under external magnetic field in
perpendicular to the x− y plane direction, take up cyclotron orbits which is
referred to as Landau quantization. The second term from Eq. 2.13, could
be mapped into a harmonic oscillator as

ω → ωc = eB

m
(2.14)

which yields the cyclotron frequency ωc and taking spin degeneracy into the
picture, we obtain for the x− y plane, the energy eigenvalue as,

En = ~ωc
(
n− 1

2

)
+ g∗µBB, n = 1, 2, ·· (2.15)

with, g∗ being the effective electron Lànde g-factor. The state En forms the
nth Landau level. The Landau level degeneracy per unit area per energy
level is therefore given as,

D(E) = g∗

2πl2B
[δ(E − En)] (2.16)

where, lB =
√
~/eB is the magnetic length which corresponds to the extent

of the quantizing magnetic field. Figure 2.4 illustrates the DOS for Landau
quantized 2DEG system.

The energy spectrum of electron transport through a 2DEG, under an
external perpendicular magnetic field, would display quantum Hall effect
as shown in Fig. 2.5. From the figure, the Hall voltage which is inversely
proportional to the electron density (Rxy = B/(ne · e), with ne being the
electron density and, Rxy being the Hall resistance), is measured and the
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of DOS with spin degeneracy lifted (in strong
magnetic field) for each Landau level. The δ function for the energy is
broadened at the bottom from the non-ideal situation of conduction-band
fluctuations.

mobility (ϑ ∝ 1/(Rxx · e · ne)) of electrons are determined. Mobility values
give a good indication into the quality of our samples. A comparatively
higher mobility value indicates samples with low impurities and scatterers
at the 2DEG space.

The measurement of Fig. 2.5 was done with an increasing longitudinal
(x-direction) voltage at liquid He temperature (4K). At this temperature,
the onset of Hall plateau visibly starts at considerable higher magnetic
field (≈ 3T) due to larger thermal fluctuations. The Hall voltage plateaus,
show a certain constant Hall resistance values of h/ne2 with the factor 1/n
signifying Hall resistance quantization with the fully filled Landau level n.

The quantized quantum Hall measurements ([13]) also suggest that localized
states (Fig. 2.4) which are predominantly due to disorder and impurities,
do not contribute to Hall resistance.
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Figure 2.5: Longitudinal (Rxx) and Hall (Rxy) resistances measured using
a hall bar at 4.2 K temperature, to study the quality (electron density and
mobility) of the fabricated heterostructure sample discussed in Chapter 3.
The Hall bar used in the measurement is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

The Landau levels at the Fermi energy are usually partially occupied and
this degree of filling (filling factor) of Landau levels is given as (for spin
degeneracy of gs = 2)[[9]],

ν = gsEF
~ωc

≡ hne
eB

(2.17)

As the magnetic field increases, energies of Landau levels change with
their position within the boundary plane of the Hall device (actual case of
real devices with finite dimensions). At the boundary edges, the Landau
levels cross Fermi energy and it has been shown through self-consistent
calculations [14] that, the delocalized states form compressible metallic-
like conducting strips while the localized states form incompressible strips
which are non-conducting (a very simplistic picture though, since tunneling
through incompressible strips and fractional quantum Hall effects are outside
the purview of this thesis). The number of these strips are proportional to
the number of fully occupied Landau levels from the inside of the planar
boundary of the device. The metallic-like strips form the edge channels where
the partially filled Landau levels always get redistributed with electrons
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Figure 2.6: Hall measurement through 2DEG. The Hall resistance is ob-
tained from Vxy measurement while driving a current I through the x direc-
tion. The fully occupied Landau levels form the edge channels (close to the
device boundary shown in green). The inset shows the fully and partially
occupied Landau levels from the inside of the x− y plane of the sample, rise
in energy at the edges of the sample boundary, giving rise to metallic-like
channels at the edges for the electron transport, at higher magnetic fields.

and get pinned to the Fermi energy. At kBT � ~ωc (with electron thermal
energy much less than the Landau separation), the electrons in the edge
channels scatter elastically and the channel gets ballistic (one dimensional)
in nature [15, 16]. The oscillations in the longitudinal resistance Rxx (Fig.
2.5), called as Schubnikov-de Haas oscillations are the result of Fermi level
pinning in between the Landau levels, with bulk becoming non-conducting
(rising the resistance). The transverse (Hall) resistance Rxy plateaus are
the quantized transverse Hall conductance of value νe2/h (defined in Eq.
2.17). As the ballistic nature of transport makes the electrons to follow the
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direction of higher to lower potential (as shown through directed green lines
in Fig. 2.6), the current gets directly related to the transmission probability
Trjk(B) of 1D channels [16] with, the current injected into the kth Landau
level from the left reservoir being transmitted as a fraction as,

I = e

h

j=M∑
j=1

Tjk[µ left − µ right] (2.18)

where, µ left − µ right = eV . We would further have the total transmission
probability being summed over all incident channels as,

Tr =
j=M,k=N∑
j=1,k=1

Trjk (2.19)

with, M being the total DOS at the contacts and N being the number of
edge states (M � N ). Equation 2.18 (using Eq. 2.19) could hence be
approximated to yield a Hall resistance value which is always (1/T )(h/e2).
The factor here denoted by the transmission probability is another point of
view of looking at the quantization process explained above.

2.3 Quantum Dots and Electron Transport
Extending the confinement in all the three directions, forming a quasi 0D
density of state system, a 2DEG space could be converted into an island
like pool of electrons. The dimensions of this island in each direction are
within few multiples of the Fermi wavelength length. This configuration
mimics that of an atom and hence this pool of electrons is also referred to
as an 'artificial atom' or a quantum dot. The confinement while possible
through band-engineering of materials, 2DEGs (where the z-confinement is
already achieved through band engineering, to yield electron movement only
in the x− y plane) are used along with lateral/top gates, to electrostatically
isolate regions of interest in the x − y plane and at the same time create
electrostatically-tunable barriers in the x− y plane.

Figure 2.7 highlights the formation of a quantum dot in a 2DEG. The
S and D are the electron reservoirs (Source and Drain) connected to the
quantum dot through lateral barriers which can allow tunneling or flooding
of electrons between the dot and the reservoirs through electrostatic-tuning
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2.3 Quantum Dots and Electron Transport

of the barrier gates (schematically in the figure, the tuning influences the
width of the channel between the dot and the reservoir). In a typical device
(with quantum dot) operation, the lateral barriers are tuned to couple the
reservoirs weakly (the barrier being less wide) with the dot and this leads
to countable number of electrons transiting across the barrier. The scale of
this weak coupling is in the orders of few tens of micro electron Volts (across
each barrier). The figure also shows an additional gate Vg, which is purely
capacitively coupled to the dot through a Schottky barrier. This barrier
in effect allows tuning of the energy levels on the quantum dot through
capacitive coupling of Vg potential with that of the quantum dot. This
tuning is essential in bringing in available energy states in the quantum dot
within the electrochemical potential difference of the two reservoirs, so as
to enable controlled transport of electrons across the quantum dot.

Electrons are hence added or removed through the quantum dot by a careful
tuning of both the lateral barriers along with the capacitively coupled gate in
a simple two-terminal device as shown in the schematic of Fig. 2.7. Earlier
experiments [17] has shown atom like properties of quantum dots with the
energies, needed to add electrons into a dot revealing a shell like structure
for a two-dimensional harmonic potential. This is in spite of quantum dots
being much larger than real individual atoms. In subsequent sections we
will explore the dynamics and the effects of these discrete states effecting
through electron transport through the quantum dot.

2.3.1 Electrostatic picture of quantum dot

Transport of electrons across the barrier introduces Coulomb interactions
between electrons in the dot and the reservoirs and this introduces different
charge dynamics of which the phenomena of Coulomb blockade is further
discussed in this section. From Fig. 2.7, the quantum dot forms a 2-terminal
device with the source and drain tunnel junctions and a capacitively coupled
gate voltage Vg, and this device could be aptly called a single-electron
transistor (SET). Electrostatically the tunneling barrier are represented
with capacitances of Cs and Cd respectively.

From the equivalent circuit model of the SET, we can theorize the quantum
dot potential due to the whole device to be,
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Figure 2.7: (a-b) Quantum dot (QD) schematic in a simple two-terminal
device, the 0-D confinement is achieved through the use of S (Source, at
electrochemical potential µS) and D (Drain, at electrochemical potential µD)
electrostatic barriers (ohmically connected to electron reservoirs) laterally on
the 2DEG. Vg is another lateral gate which is capacitively connected to the
quantum dot and provides to tune the energy levels in the quantum dot with
reference to the electrochemical potentials of the lateral gates (S and D);
Fig. (a) illustrates the discrete energy states at the QD, available within the
potential difference of eVsd provided by the source and drain contacts; Fig.
(b) schematize the electrical model of the SET circuit, with the quantum
dot connected in series with the different gates; while Fig. (c) represents an
equivalent circuit model of the SET device.
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2.3 Quantum Dots and Electron Transport

Udot = UN +
k∑
j

Cj
C
Vj (2.20)

where, UN is the actual dot potential due to Ne charges and C the dot's
capacitance owing to its geometry and that due to all other junctions (or
leads) at the dot, with Cj and Vj are the capacitances and voltages at the
junction j. The energy at the quantum dot with N number of charges, can
therefore be defined as,

E(N,N(at junctions and gates)) =
Ne∫
0

Udot(q)dq = (Ne)2

2C + (Ne)
k∑
j

Cj
C
Vj

(2.21)

If we consider the electrochemical potential energy difference required to
add an extra electron into the quantum dot, we would need to derive the
Eq. 2.21 with respect to N (from classical thermodynamics). The effective
energy therefore to put an additional electron into the SET device could be
further approximated as [1],

E(N,Ng) = e2

2(Cs + Cd + Cg) (N −Ng)2 (2.22)

where, N is the existing total number of electrons in the quantum dot,
and Ng = (CgVg)/e is the number of electrons at the quantum dot, due
to the influence of actual Vg, the gates controlling the capacitive and the
tunnel junctions. The factor EC = e2/2CΣ with CΣ = Cs + Cd + Cg, is the
magnitude of charging energy that would take to alter the electronic state
of the quantum dot (only) by an unit quantity (electron) for a given N and
Ng.

Since a tunnel junction is characterized by its conductance or resistance,
for the correct operation of the SET, it is necessary that, EC � kBT (i.e.,
the thermal energy of an electron needs to be much lower than the charging
energy and hence the SET is operated at very low temperature T ), where
kB is the Boltzman's constant and, the tunnel conductance Gt is Gt �
1/Rt = 2(e2)/h, providing sufficient transmittance to the single electron
either from the dot or the reservoir at the leads through the junction. The
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factor 2 is due to spin degeneracy. The tunneling time scale at the junction
would be, ∆t = RtC (C being the dot's capacitance) [1] which is obtained
through Heisenberg's uncertainty relation of, ∆E∆t = ECRtC � ~. The
quantization of conductance which is conserved in the short and narrow
constriction of the tunnel junction were first observed in GaAlAs-GaAs
heterostructures [18, 19]. Equation 2.12 could therefore be generalised for
N channels as,

I = q2

h
·N · V (2.23)

where, V = (µs−µd)/q, N = kF · (width of the junction)/π, which happens
when the Fermi energy EF (EF = ~2k2

F/2m∗, m∗ being the effective elec-
tron mass) at the tunnel barrier is overcome as the width of the junction is
increased allowing increase in N . This quantized conductance happening
through the tunnel junction could be recalled from Fig. 2.3. The con-
ductance steps in the figure, show a smoother evolution as the channel
is opened up through leveraging the gate voltage. This smoothness is a
quantum mechanical dependence on the continuous function of energy. This
dependence is given by the Landauer formula

I = GQ

e

∑
n

∫
E→µ

dETn(E)[fL(E)− fR(E)] (2.24)

where, fL, R(E) is the Fermi function for the left and right side of the
junction and GQ = 2e2/(2π)~ being the quantized conductance value (the
subscripts of GT and GQ ideally give the same idea but used differently to
denote different nomenclature within the context of discussion). This is the
quantized quantum of conductance flowing through the channel. The rest
of the expression (without the GQ) form the so called modes (with Tn being
the quantity to identify the total number of modes), which in very simple
terms forms the channel number, and this increases with the channel width,
as the channel gets more subbands and so more energy levels for the charges
to occupy. This channel number is also highlighted in Fig. 2.3 as a multiple
of the quantized value G.

The charging energy is however a classical quantity in nature which since
is ∝ 1/C can have a vanishing value for a larger dot area signifying a
larger capacitance. However, the charging energy is also influenced by
the dynamics of electron-electron interactions, screening and correlation
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effects across the tunnel junctions and hence offers an additional quantum
mechanical dimension into the transport phenomena. An approach called
as 'constant interaction model', allows one to explain the experimental data
in better detail than the model described above. It would be necessary to
include the discrete energy level spacing, which gets well defined for the
quantum dot as a function of the dot's geometry, along with the capacitance
model. The spin degeneracy resolved discrete single particle level spacing at
the dot, can be obtained from the 2DEG DOS definition of m∗/π~2 states
per unit dot's area A, and is given as,

∆E ≈ π~2

m∗A
(2.25)

For the constant interaction (CI) model, the single particle discrete states
also depend on the magnetic field −→B as E(−→B ), which depend on the char-
acteristic confinement potential (the external gate voltages here). As long
as the interaction energies between particles are much smaller than the
confinement energy (case of very low magnetic fields, B < 1T), the CI
model is successfully used [1, 20]. At higher magnetic fields, the idea of
singlet-triplet transitions for multiple electron occupied situations in the
quantum dot, with the Darwin-Fock (DF) energy definition is utilized, where
the non-constant Coulomb interactions are well described. For a quantum
dot in a parabolic confinement of V (r) = 1/2(m∗ω2

0r
2) [21–23], the DF

energy spectrum is given as,

En,l,s = (2n+ |l|+ 1)~Ω − 1
2 l~ωc + sg∗µBB (2.26)

with, Ω =
√
ω2

0 + 1
4ω

2
c

n, is the radial quantum number
l = −n,−n+ 2, ··, n− 2, n; is the angular momentum number

s = ±1
2

ωc = eB/m∗, is the cyclotron frequency, m∗ = 0.0067m0

The DF spectrum evolves with distinctly spaced levels from zero magnetic
field, into a complicated level crossings at higher magnetic fields. At higher
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magnetic fields this happens as the electrostatic confinement reduces and
levels coalesce with the free electron Landau levels with constant quantum
number n + (| l | − l)/2 [23] (the effects angular momentum quantum
number playing dominant part, due to its large values, and hence large
energy values).

2.3.2 Transport through a quantum dot
Figure 2.8 shows the influence of charging energy on electron transport
through the quantum dot. This way of depicting is the practice to infer
various parameters affecting electron transport through the dot. As the
coupling between the dot and the leads through the tunnel junction gets
weaker, Coulomb blockade sets in where, owing to Coulomb repulsion, the
energy state occupation within the dot stays constant till the occupied
state gets empty again. This is highlighted in the region of 1 and 2 in the
schematic of the figure. The actual electrochemical potential needed to add
an electron in the n+ 1 state would be that at the n state plus EC +∆E.
When this additional energy is below the electrochemical potential of the
left lead µL, it ideally implies the top state in the dot is occupied and a
Coulomb blockade prevails across the left lead, while if this energy is still
larger than the electrochemical potential of the right lead µR, the electron
in the top occupied state, in the quantum dot jumps into the right lead.
Across the vertical axis in the figure, for the incrementing charge states of
N , N + 1 and so on, being energetically degenerate, we observe electron
occupation at the quantum dot, switch between N and N + 1 and thereby
causing a current flow through the quantum dot. The case of Vsd = 0 is
highlighted to show how change of electron number by 1 and not any more
due to Coulomb blockade, causes current flow while VG is increased slowly.

From Fig. 2.8 the plot (a) shows the points of degeneracy for electrons in
the quantum dot and as well the regions of Coulomb blockade (white region)
within the diamond structure. The diagram also shows the evolution of the
parabolic energy states of Eq. 2.22, where the points of crossings are the
degenerate points of electrons (encircled in orange) which are energetically
degenerate on the vertical axis while the occupation degeneracy increases
on the horizontal axis (on either side of 0 Vsd). The colored regions adjacent
to white region, appropriately suggest the regions of gate and source-drain
potentials where the energetics or the occupation degeneracy stays stable
(otherwise a Coulomb blockade region) in the quantum dot; with N being
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Figure 2.8: Schema of charge stability regions shown in terms of differential-
conductance, measurable at the quantum dot for given gate voltage and source-
drain biases. Plot (a) schematizes the actual experimental measurement
shown in plot (c). See text for further explanation.
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the actual number of electrons in the dot. Plot (b) from the figure highlights
schematically the Coulomb blockade and tunneling process happening at
the respective positions. Plot (c) shows the charge stability diagram from
actual measurements from the SET device discussed in this thesis (the
'black' lines are regions of high current (∼ nA) and regions of 'red' / 'yellow
spots' are Coulomb blockade regions though still experimentally detectable
very-negligible current (∼ few hundred pA) flows through the device).

The transport henceforth occurs, while there is a coupling of filled energetic
states in both of the reservoirs (through the tunnel junction) with the empty
state of the quantum dot. For a two terminal device of Fig. 2.7, continuing
from the electrostatics picture, when there is a coupling between EN state
at the dot, with 'source' reservoir (transport happening in the direction of
source to drain), Eq. 2.22 and the equivalent circuit model (from Fig. 2.7)
could be inferred to give,

EN + e

CΣ
(CG VG + CS VSD) = µD + eVSD (2.27)

yielding,

VG = CΣ − CS

CG
VSD + CΣ

eCG
(µD − EN );

α1 = CΣ − CS

CG
as the positive slope of (∂VG/∂VSD);

α2 = −CS

CG
as the negative slope of (∂VG/∂VSD), (2.28)

while the drain is in resonance with the EN state

and the slopes yield the ratio of the 'gate' capacitance CG = e/VG and
the 'total' capacitance CΣ as (α1 − α2) = CΣ/CG, which is also one of
the inferable quantities through plotting the figure of Fig. 2.8. The slopes
become characteristic of the junctions involved in the transport. The idea
of involvement of multiple level occupation states during transport which is
shown in dark brown region of Fig. 2.8, would be further discussed in the
context of high source-drain bias situation in Chapter 5.

At higher temperatures or bias voltages the lowest excited state with energy
spacing of ' ∆E from the ground states also comes in the probable occupa-
tion states for the electron to occupy in the transport process through the
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Figure 2.9: Excited state spectroscopy schematic of tunneling process
through the quantum dot. In relation to charge stability diagram of Fig. 2.8,
the dotted lines in this figure, show the first excited state transport spectrum,
which the electrons can occupy, in addition to the ground state represented
as 'solid' line. (1) Shows the first excited state (N') at the dot in resonance
with the electrochemical potential of the Drain; (2) shows the first excited
state at the dot in resonance with the electrochemical potential of the Source.

dot. This gives rise to a non-linear transport spectrum where the differential
conductance peak spectrum also show adjacent slope formation as shown
in dotted lines of Fig. 2.9. The dotted lines are less prominent in the
transport spectrum compared to the ground state lines. The availability of
this excited state in the transport window, also gives rise to the possibility
of co-tunneling through the dot, though inelastically while the dot is at
non-zero bias situation. Since the dot is coupled to the reservoirs and the
environment (non-adiabatically), the excited states also have a finite lifetime
τΓ and owing to this, the discreteness of the excited state spectrum gets
broadened by ' ~/τΓ and gives a possibility of excited state continuum
with energy ' ∆E ln(∆EτΓ /~) [2].

Considering N charges at a given moment of time at the quantum dot, the
probability for an electron transfer to occur in a unit time is given by the
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rate Γ (N) from/to the given state N which could classically be represented
as [2],

Γ = I

q

= qGV
q2

≡ G
e2

∫
dEf(E)(1− f(E −∆E))

= G
e2

∆E

exp (∆E/kBT )− 1 (2.29)

with the tunneling time being ∆t = 1/Γ , while this equation also explains
the rate at finite temperature.

Since this rate brings a certain probability for an electron to transfer in
unit time, which is not a constant value, owing to reasons of dot occupation,
dot-reservoir coupling, finite temperature, and conductance quantization;
we have here a certain probabilistic dynamics into the transport process.
For the dot then, the probability change per unit time would be obtained
as [2],

dp(N, t)
dt

=

−(ΓF (N) + ΓT (N))p(N, t)+
ΓF (N − 1)p(N − 1, t) + ΓT (N + 1)p(N + 1, t) (2.30)

where, ΓF and ΓT are the rates from 'outgoing' and 'incoming' electron
from/to the dot, from both directions (reservoirs). The rates remain constant
for a given 'dot' and 'gate' voltages.

The above equation forms the Master equation for the probability distribu-
tion of the single electron transport. A stationary solution could be obtained
for this equation by setting dp/dt = 0 and the condition of the probability
of being in all possible states ΣNp(N) = 1. Generalizing the above form
quantum mechanically, for any charge state of the dot, if Γ(α,β) be the rate
respectively from initial state α to final state β, then from Fermi Golden
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2.4 Statistical analysis of transport phenomena

rule definition of rate between an initial state to a final state, we would
have,

dp(α)
dt

= −
∑

β
Γα→βp(α) +

∑
β
Γβ→αp(β) (2.31)

where, the first group on the right-hand side, signifies the average 'outgoing'
current Iout-going from the dot, and the second group, the average 'incoming'
current Iin-coming into the dot. The transport is therefore influenced by
the straightforward changes in the probability distribution p(N, (α, β)). If
there are no fluctuations in the states, while many states are involved in the
transport process, for an energy difference of ∆E, δs level spacing energy,
we will have ∆Eδs discrete states involved in the transport process which
would then yield an average rate,

〈Γ 〉 = G
e2 δs (2.32)

2.4 Statistical analysis of transport phenomena
2.4.1 Averaged current

The average flow of electrons 〈q〉 that cross the tunnel junction from dot into
the reservoir during the time ∆t could be identified, as an average current
〈I〉 (〈q〉 = 〈I〉∆t) which has been the most primary measurable quantity
at any device. In this section we will briefly observe how this quantity is
not totally sufficient to study transport at energetics much smaller than
the thermal energy at the small dimensions. Study of electron flow in
a non-averaging measurement process would rather be more informative
to get to know any microscopic dynamics better than purely an averaged
measurement process yielding the current. For a brief moment, if we can
imagine electrons participating in the averaged current, being countable
individually (and so being determinable in a non-averaging measurable way)
over the period of the same time ∆t, we would have a picture of their
distribution over this time period as shown in Fig. 2.10 which schematizes
how this process also generates certain statistical information just from the
probabilistic nature of the transport, as discussed from Eq. 2.29. We shall
see how this statistical picture evolves with the measurement parameters
that are experimentally possible.
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Figure 2.10: Counting statistic of a random event with 10000 total counts,
with the degree of freedom (mean) equalling 4 and, a non-symmetric tail at
either side of the mean. The y-axis shows the frequency or the distribution of
the total events in a short interval of ∆t, also suggesting a mean count of 4
within this short interval. The first four cumulants are also schematized (for
the 3rd cumulant, the arrow figuratively means the behavior of the tail on
both sides). The inset shows a two terminal, simple waveguide with a tunnel
junction connecting two reservoirs at the ends (at potentials µα and µβ , α
and β being the corresponding reservoirs). The junction is also the scattering
region for the electronic wave functions from either side, with reflection r
and transmission t amplitudes of individual wave functions schematised for
two channels, while also suggesting that, both the reflection and transmission
is happening at the first channel from the left side.
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2.4 Statistical analysis of transport phenomena

We shall look at the averaged current through the collective mechanism of
individual transiting electrons using one or more channels at the junction and
this methodology would also help us to pick and understand the microscopic
(non-averaging) information easily as we go on to discuss noise and higher
order statistics later in the section. Considering this way, the electron
transport across a junction could be identified with a waveguide picture,
but, the real fabricated devices are far from an ideal waveguide picture and
studying electron transport through this system would be quite inaccurate.

To enable a better understanding, an approach of using 'scatterers' at the
junction (a non-ideal waveguide) allows one, to formulate all the elastic
scattering phenomena happening at the junction, given that, the junction
is at very low temperature and the scatterers are quantized entities. A
scattering matrix approach [24–29], offers the possibility of deriving the
currents using the Landauer-Büttiker formalism with the transport described
by transmission eigenvalues derived from the scattering matrix. In this
formalism the interactions follow fermionic statistics which forbid double
occupation of Fermi wave functions in the same state. For a brief theoretical
treatment, the average current is taken as [2],

〈I〉 = 2eΣn
inf∫
0

dkx
2π vx(kx)(1−Rn(E))[fα(E)− fβ(E)]

= e

π

inf∫
0

dETr[tt′][fα(E)− fβ(E)] (2.33)

where, Rn(E) = Σn| rnn′ |2 is the reflection probability for the wave function
getting reflected from all channels n′ into channel n. vx is the velocity of
the wave function, with kx being the wave vector for any transport channel
n at energy En defined as kx =

√
2m∗(E − En)/~. The transmission

probability is given as Tr[tt′] = Σn(tt′) where t is the transmission matrix
responsible for the transmission through the scattering region (reflection
and transmission is schematized in Fig. 2.9). The trace of this matrix gives
the transmission eigenvalues whose sum can be denoted as Tp. Evaluating
the transmission eigenvalues over the Fermi sphere (summing up over all
transmission probabilities) at low temperatures, yields the conductance
value of [2],
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G = 2s
e2

(2π)~
∑
p

Tp(µ) (2.34)

or 〈I〉 = GQ
e

∑
p

∫
dETp(E)[fα(E)− fβ(E)]

which is the Landauer formula [30] also discussed earlier in the context of
quantized conductance in Eq. 2.24. For a wave function at the scattering
region (junction) given by the potential,

V (x,y) = V0 −
1
2m
∗ω2

xx
2 + 1

2m
∗ω2

yy
2 (2.35)

with V0 being the electrostatic potential at the junction, the transmission
probability is expressed as [31],

Trp = 1
1 + e(−πεn) (2.36)

with,

εn =
2[E − ~ωy(n+ 1

2 )− V0]
~ωx

(2.37)

for n = 0, 1, 2, ··. When εn = 0 the transmission probability Trp approaches
value 1. Trp yields the stepped conductance of Fig. 2.3 wherein, the width
of the transition junction is given by ~ωx and the separation of the steps is
given by ~ωy and well defined steps occur when ωy ≥ ωx. The expression
in Eqs. 2.33, 2.34, helps to understand the averaged current in terms of
transmission possibility at the junction and integrable over energy.

2.4.2 Shot Noise in preference to averaged current
Since we have now got the expression of the average current through the
junction, we have a similar situation in an experimental setup, wherein
the measured current is in fact an averaged value over a long period of
time. This averaged current does not always give enough information on the
many processes that get profound at mesoscopic, ballistic transport and low
temperature scales. An electron transfer at a junction is a stochastic process
(since we now know the scattering process across channels at the junction as
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the dominant reason for this stochastic process) and the number of electrons
traversing through the junction at a time ∆t is a random phenomena. The
study of this stochastic process can however yield much more information
than the averaged current alone.

At higher energies the stochastic nature of transport arises from the un-
avoidable temporal fluctuation or noise which Schottky described across a
vacuum diode as an irregular 'pattern' whose mean-squared current value
was determined as [32, 33],

〈I2〉∆f = 2eI∆f = Sf∆f (2.38)

where, ∆f is the frequency range of probing the current from the diode;
Sf = 2eI is the 'white' spectral density or the 'shot noise'. "The noise
is the signal" [34] informed that this noise could be used as an additional
information other than the measurable averaged current, about the transport
process. The contributions towards noise comes from two distinct processes
[35]; first, the occupation probabilities of the reservoirs fluctuates with the
slightest temperature fluctuations, known as the 'thermal noise' and second
the discreteness or the 'granularity' discussed by Schottky which is called
the 'shot noise' or in certain ways also the 'partition noise' in parlance
relevant to our discussion of single junctions or barriers. The shot noise,
has a flat power spectrum at lower frequencies, while the noise increases
linearly with current (for large bias voltage eV � kBT ) [36]. Thermal noise
is one, which is always from the occupation probability fluctuations between
F occupied Fermi state and 1− F , the unoccupied Fermi states, and the
fluctuations behave like 〈(n−〈n〉)2〉 with, n being the occupation number in
the occupied Fermi state. Thermal noise however reduces to the minimum
experimentally possible as T → 0. Partition noise is accounted by the fact
that the particle nature of the electrons allows them to get either reflected
or transmitted through the junction (or barrier) and hence the random
fluctuations in the path partitioning in itself creates this noise behavior.
Partition noise is however present even at zero K temperatures.

In semiconductors, the granular nature of electronic behavior (not strictly
in the 'particle' sense) can arise through the electron-hole pair creation
and annihilation [36, 37], and fluctuating the charge number while giving a
Lorentzian whose spectral density is like,
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Sf ∝
τ

1 + f2τ2 (2.39)

with τ being the time constant between detection of each charge (electron).
This Lorentzian also behaves as,

Sf →
1
f

(2.40)

at low frequencies (close to single digit values in Hz), which is appropriately
called 1/f noise. If the measurement process is done at higher frequencies,
the 1/f component ideally vanishes and what is left is what is described in
Eq. 2.38, referred to as the shot noise. In classical system the shot noise
is not observable due to the self averaging [38, 39] of independent current
fluctuations where the suppression is of the order of lin/L (lin � L� lel)
where lin is the inelastic mean free path, lel is the elastic mean free path
and L is the sample length. In mesoscopic systems however, L < lin (case of
ballistic transport), and the shot noise gets profound. In diffusive mesoscopic
systems, shot noise is predicted to be (1/3)rd of value suggested in Eq. 2.38
[39] and in ballistic case, for L < lel the shot noise can still vanish if the
transmittance at the junction is unity.

In a fermionic system, the Pauli principle allowing at most an electron in a
wave packet, the electron flow through a junction gets regulated through
certain minimal overlap of wave packets (or tight packing) and the shot noise
can get highly reduced [35, 40–42]. This reduction however is not visible
in the averaged current if that is the only measurable quantity in a device.
The idea of noise hence takes further importance to study any quantum
nature of electronic interactions, which could be better studied through noise
correlation studies for example in an interferometer like device. Mesoscopic
Mach-Zehnder type interferometric experiments [43–45] have investigated
via shot noise measurements, origins of phenomena like 'dephasing' from
sensitive measurements in quantum Hall effect regime through single edge
state and closed geometry transport. The averaged current values could not
yield that information.

From Eq. 2.38, the time ∆τ is distributed as a Poissonian (discussed
further below), and hence gives the measure of the shot noise as purely from
uncorrelated events. The current and spectral density are here equivalent.
However, if the junction [18, 19] has a transmittance of unity (due to all
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occupied channels), the shot noise for temperature kBT � eVsd and energy
independent transmission probabilities Trp's, would ideally be [28, 41, 46],

Sf=0 = 2e
2

h
|eVsd|

N∑
p=1

Trp(1− Trp) (2.41)

Here if, Ip = (2e2/h)VsdTrp is the current at the pth channel, a suppression
of 1 − Trp happens in the shot noise, relative to the classical case from
Eq. 2.38. Hence, at junctions where the presence of gate voltages can vary
Tp, the shot noise (indicating the correlations of electrons due to Fermi
statistics), will change with the maximum due to the top most channel
having a transmission probability of 1/2. For a stationary process, at a
finite frequency f > 0 the shot noise as a correlation function, takes the
expression as [35, 47],

Sf = 1
2

∫
dt eift〈∆Îα(τ)∆Îβ(0) +∆Îβ(0)∆Îα(τ)〉 (2.42)

where, α, β are the corresponding reservoirs as shown in Fig. 2.10; operator
∆Îα(τ) is defined as ∆Îα(τ)− 〈∆Îα〉. The diagonal elements in Eq. 2.42
are the noise spectral values and the non-diagonal elements correspond
to current-current correlators between the reservoirs. At the reservoirs in
equilibrium [38], the noise is primarily from an energy range of width of
order kBT at the Fermi level which subsequently gives rise to a current
of eKBT/π~ from the reservoir. For the case of transmission

∑
Tp � 1,

Eq. 2.38 will yield shot noise, for current from either reservoir in a single
channel, as,

Sf = 2eekBT
π~

∑
p

Tp∆f (2.43)

and for the case of currents from both reservoirs, and evaluating expression
for G from Eq. 2.34, we will further have,

Sf = 4kBTG∆f (2.44)

(with G being e2/h), is also known as the Thermal equilibrium noise or the
Nyquist-Johnson noise. In a transport (reservoirs not anymore in equilib-
rium), the conductance and shot noise would be sum of separate contribu-
tions of Eq. 2.43 for each channel (with transmission being as,

∑
Tp � 1)
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which is ideally, 2kBTG. Eq. 2.44 also shows that the conductance informa-
tion is an equivalent to shot noise information in a measurement but then,
it also does not provide any further information.

2.4.3 Fano factor
The definition of S = 2e〈I〉 as discussed from Eq. 2.38, is also known
as Poisson value of shot noise. This actually corresponds to Schottky's
observation of uncorrelated arrival of charges with a distribution function
of time intervals between arrival times of subsequent charges as,

P (∆t) = 1
τ
e
−∆t
τ (2.45)

with, τ being the mean time interval between the charges. The Poissonian
character becomes relevant when Tp is neither 0 or 1. As discussed earlier,
Eq. 2.41 corresponds to S = 2e〈I〉 in the limit of very low transparency
Tp � 1. As we consider a non-interacting system, the shot noise is always
suppressed within the limit of S = 2e〈I〉. We note here that, at Tp = 0 i.e,
for all closed channels and, Tp = 1 at all open channels, none contribute to
shot noise, while, the maximal contribution is from channels with Tp = 1/2.
The suppression of shot noise, or the measure of sub-Poissonian shot noise is
called the Fano factor and is the ratio of Eq. 2.41 to S = 2e〈I〉 (the actual
shot noise to the Poissonian noise) which in a linear regime yields [35],

F =
∑
p Tp(1− Tp)∑

p Tp
(2.46)

while, F takes values between zero (indicating all transparent channels) to
value of 1 (Poissonian noise) or > 1 (for super-Poissonian noise). This short
introduction on Fano factor is elaborated further in the next section.

2.4.4 Higher Order Statistics
For, N events observed in a given measurement, the probability function
P (N) of the distribution of those events could be quantified, by getting a
measurement M repeated to Mmax. identically 'max.' times, while taking
MN as the count at one measurement; we would then have a perfect count
N , as MN/Mmax.. Considering this idea from an experiment of stationary
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independent repeated set of N event of Fig. 2.10, we get an average count
value of

〈N〉 =
∑
N

NP (N) (2.47)

and the variance which measures the amount of deviation from the average
value, which also is the second cumulant as,

〈〈N2〉〉 = 〈(N − 〈N〉)2〉 =
∑
N

N2P (N)− (
∑
N

NP (N))2 (2.48)

From above, if P (N) notes the probability for N counts, and P (N −M)
notes the probability for non N counts from the total of max. counts in a
given time, the probability of Pmax.N can always be found by the convolution
of the probabilities of P (N) and P (N −M). For mathematical convenience
an expression of 'characteristic function' of the probability distribution could
be utilised, which is expressed as [2],

Λ(χ) =
∑
N

P (N)e(i χN) (2.49)

Theoretically the logarithm of the characteristic function (of the counting
field χ) also implies a sum over all transport channels, further suggesting that
electron transfers in different channels and over different energy intervals
are independent in nature [48]. Hence, the characteristic function allows
to further process it mathematically to yield different quantities. The
total probability distribution will then have a characteristic function of
Λmax. = ΛN (χ)ΛN−M (χ) (the product of characteristic function of each
event, with lnΛ(χ) proportional to the duration of the measurement dt).
Differentiating 'lnΛ(χ)', one time, twice, and further k times with respect to
iχ, while setting χ = 0, will give the average, the variance, the kth cumulant
of the distribution respectively.

If Γ is the rate of electron transfer through the junction, the probability of
transferring an electron during a time dt would be Γdt� 1. The probability
of no electron transfer would likewise be, 1−Γdt. The characteristic function
for a short interval would then be [2],

Λdt(χ) = (1− Γdt) + (Γdt) exp(iχ) (2.50)
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For a certain time∆t comprising of say j short intervals dt, the characteristic
function would be simply product of each short interval characteristic
function (also that the transfer is non-interacting, and independent from
each other short interval). The average number of transferred electrons
would be given by 〈N〉 = Γt. Therefore the probability P (k) for k electrons
to get transferred through the junction during the time ∆t would then be
the inverse Fourier transform of the total product characteristic function [2]
and is given as,

P (k) = 〈N〉
k

k! e(−〈N〉∆t) (2.51)

This equation is the Poisson distribution. Figures 2.11, 2.12 highlight an
example of Poisson process where the 〈N〉 increases in an experiment for
a same total count of electron transfers. The above discussed cases were
clearly for Tp � 1 for one channel. From Fig. 2.12, the data lengths for plot
B and C were taken to be 12 ms and 18 ms respectively. The data length is
the total length of time the individual counts were measured. As the delta
increases, we also see the average waiting time increases, highlighting the
idea the more long time events are also counted. Very importantly the tails
in the log form, show visibly the variations between the two distributions
(discrete vs. continuous) and this idea is characterized in the discussion of
factorial cumulants.

On the contrary, for transmission, 0 < Tp < 1, we expect correlation (and
therefore a non-fluctuating current through the junction), which for multi
channel, finite temperature, will have a characteristic function as given by
Levitov formula [2],

lnΛ(χ) = 2∆t
∫ dE

2π~
∑
p

ln
[
1 + Tp(e(iχ) − 1)fL(E)[1− fR(E)]+

Tp(e(−iχ) − 1)fR(E)[1− fL(E)]
]

(2.52)

where, fL and fR are the fermi distributions on left and right reservoirs.
The logarithm since being a integral over energy, suggests electrons are
transferred independently in each energy interval.
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Figure 2.11: Figure highlights the (discrete) Poisson (squares) and (contin-
uous) Gaussian (solid line) distribution for process with same total number
of events. The mean and variance are same for both the distributions. The
mean is 〈N〉 = Γt. The mean for the three examples increases linearly (in
actual transport through a junction, for a constant transfer rate Γ , average
time between two electron transfer t increases) while the distribution tail
spreads (which in actual transport, highlights the majority likelihood time
from all measured times, between two electron transfer also increases and
spreads).

Upon differentiating Eq. 2.52 with respect to χ, χ = 0, we can obtain the
average, the second cumulant, the third cumulant of electron transfer in
certain time ∆t in the following equations as,

〈N〉 = 2e∆t
h

∫
dETp(E)[fL(E)− fR(E)] (2.53)

which can be equated to Eq. 2.33, yielding the Landauer formula; the second
cumulant being,
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Figure 2.12: Figures highlight the idea as shown in Fig. 2.11 (in A) and
from actual experiment data (B-C), in semilog plot with N being the actual
events (in few µs units). The blue lines show the Gaussian fits. We observe
how the Gaussian diverges at the tails from the Poisson distributed data
which get better highlighted in the semilog plots.
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2.4 Statistical analysis of transport phenomena

〈〈N2〉〉 =
2e2∆t

h

∫
dE
[
Tp[fL(1− fL)− fR(1− fR)] + Tp(1− Tp)(fL − fR)2

]
(2.54)

which at equilibrium condition of fL = fR, i.e., V = 0, where only the first
term is non-zero, yields,

〈〈N2
eq.〉〉 = 2e2∆tkbT

π~
∑
p

Tp = 2GQkBT∆t (2.55)

which also means that the second cumulant does not vanish at equilibrium
unlike the first cumulant.

For the case of long measurement time (long ∆t), the second cumulant
could also be expressed by zero-frequency noise as,

〈〈N2
eq.〉〉 = ∆tS(0)

2 (2.56)

where, S(0) = 4kBTG is the equilibrium fluctuation-dissipation or the
thermal noise discussed earlier.

At eV � kBT (at shot noise limit, thermal noise is minimum compared to
large bias), the first term of Eq. 2.54 becomes zero (while the second term
is non-zero), the second cumulant behaves as,

〈〈N2
eq.〉〉 = ∆tS

2 ; (2.57)

with,

S = 2eGQV
∑
p

Tp(1− Tp)

and again, the Fano factor would be the ratio as,

F = S

2e〈I〉 (2.58)
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Having seen Fano factor defined in terms of Shot noise, the relation [2],

S(0) = 2G
[
eV F coth( eV

2kBT
) + 2kBT (1− F )

]
(2.59)

further relates Fano factor F , eV and, kBT for a tunnel junction, a QPC
(and also a diffusive junction).

At equilibrium condition of V = 0, the characteristic function of Eq. 2.52
becomes an even function of χ and all odd cumulants disappear. But in
shot noise regime, the third cumulant is [2],

〈〈N3〉〉 = e2V GQ∆t
∑
p

Tp(1− Tp)(1− 2Tp)

= e2GQ∆t
∑
p

Tp

[
eV − 3Tpξ(eV ξ − 2kBT )+

T 2
p (eV (3ξ2 − 1)− 6kBTξ)

]
(2.60)

with,

ξ = coth( eV

ekBT
)

which for T � 1 yields, 〈〈N3〉〉 = e2∆t〈I〉. In the case of a SET following
the master equation approach from Eq. 2.30, with barriers L and R and
corresponding rates of ΓL and ΓR, at biases kBT � eV ≥ EC (moderate
bias offering Coulomb blockade of say 0 or 1 extra electron, while electron
traversing from left to right direction), the average current, shot noise, Fano
factor, third cumulant respectively get defined as, [2, 36, 49, 50]

〈I〉 = e

[
ΓLΓR
ΓL + ΓR

]
(2.61)

S = 2e〈I〉
[
1− 2φ2

]
(2.62)

F = 1− 2 ΓLΓR
(ΓL + ΓR)2 (2.63)
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Figure 2.13: Schematised first three cumulants (from Ref. [2]) obtained
from expressions in Eqs. 2.61, 2.62, 2.64, with noise and third cumulant
normalized over mean current. The plot is schematized for a symmetric
left and right tunneling barrier in a SET, with the current flow forming
a single Coulomb diamond (current in a SET forming a single Coulomb
diamond is discussed in Fig. 3.12 of Ref. [2]). The cumulants approach
their individual Poisson limits at the boundaries where Coulomb blockade is
observed at the Coulomb diamond (eV � kBT ), where the current becomes
zero. ω ∼ eEc(1/2− nq/e)− eVsd.

〈〈N3〉〉 = e2∆t〈I〉
[

1
6 − φ

2 + 2φ4
]

(2.64)

with φ = 1[√
ΓR
ΓL

+
√

ΓL
ΓR

]

Since, we would be more interested in the probability Pτ (N) of average
number 〈N〉 of transferred charges through a junction in time interval
τ , as this is the measurable quantity in our experiments, we can more
simplistically have the first four cumulants as,
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C1 = 〈N〉 =
∑
N

Pτ (N)

C2 = 〈〈N2〉〉 = 〈(N − 〈N〉)2〉
C3 = 〈〈N3〉〉 = 〈(N − 〈N〉)3〉

C4 = 〈〈N4〉〉 = 〈(N − 〈N〉)4〉 − 3〈(N − 〈N〉)2〉2 (2.65)

where the C2, C3 and C4 cumulants would physically be the width of Pτ (N)
(the temporal fluctuations of the charges), skewness of the tails of Pτ (N)
and sharpness of the peak of Pτ (N) respectively; and also the Fano factor
as,

F = S

2e〈I〉 = C2(2e2/τ)
2e(C1e/τ) = C2

C1
(2.66)

where, considering that, the statistics of total charge Q = eN transferring
across the barrier (unidirectionally) in time τ , we would then have the
average 〈Q〉 = 〈I〉τ with, C1 = 〈N〉 and, C2 = 〈〈N2〉〉. 〈〈Q〉〉 ≡ 〈Q2〉 −
〈Q〉2 = s(0)τ/2, as shot noise at zero frequency yields the second cumulant
[48]. This behavior is verifiable further from Eqs. 2.57 and 2.53 (and further
making use of Landauer formalism in Eqs. 2.24 and 2.33) respectively.

Ideally, from the central limit theorem at times τ � τ0 (τ0 = q/I being
the instantaneous value), the higher moments (and the cumulants) become
increasingly dominated by the lower order moments and hence any irre-
ducible parts of higher moments (or cumulants) that may contain any new
information (time behavior), gets increasingly complicated to extract and
understand, hence, our discussion of cumulants and moments have got
restricted to the first few orders, still, the higher order cumulants could be
recursively described as [51],

Ck = Mk −
k−1∑
q=1

(
k − 1
q − 1

)
Ck ·Mk−q (2.67)

with, Ck, Mk denoting the cumulants and moments of order k.
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2.4 Statistical analysis of transport phenomena

At weak tunneling rates the distribution is always a Poisson form [52] with
the zero frequency spectral density Sk of the kth cumulant as,

Sk = 〈〈N
k〉〉
τ

= ek−1I (2.68)

which is purely due to the dot junction. In experimental situations, this
spectral density S also is a factor of the sample (and tunnel junction), the
amplifier and the load noises which could be assumed to be uncorrelated
[53]. This calls for an experimental setup which limits the thermal noises
by cooling the sample to Helium temperatures and below, by limiting the
amplifier noises by using very low input noise profile amplifiers and therefore
forming the detector setup which is fast enough to resolve any individual
charging processes.

Probing and understanding higher order correlations [54–57] in mesoscopic
systems has led to much better understanding of quantum statistical, quan-
tum mechanical phenomena [41, 42, 58–61] and further chapters will probe
and discuss the technological aspects and the quantum statistical results
so obtained to further enrich our understanding on mesoscopic electronic
behaviors at low temperatures.
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3 Technology of Nano device
fabrication and operation

3.1 Motivation
This chapter discusses about the various techniques that were used to create
nanostructures on 2-DEG wafers and hybrid nanostructure devices using
both local-anodic-oxidation and electron-beam lithography techniques. The
hybrid devices were attempted for the first time in this lab and many
improvisations over existing techniques were established apart from few
newer approaches to create an electrically correct working device. In addition,
Appendix A, B, C sections further discusses on the recipes and process
details.

3.2 Heterostructures - Theory and relevance to
Quantum Devices

3.2.1 Heterostructures - delta doped
Heterostructures primarily have been used to create a lattice with isoelec-
tronic and dopant ions employing Molecular Beam Epitaxy (stoichiometric
growth) technique to grow layers of semiconductor materials. GaAs with
Si as dopant impurity has been thoroughly studied for few decades and
has been the choice of materials for this work. GaAs heterostructures are
grown over GaAs substrate with primarily the buffer layer sufficing smooth
growth surface, the group-III flux, the group-V flux, the dopant flux to
bring in charge carriers, then restoring group-III flux overgrowing over the
dopant atoms which act as the spacer region, then finally capping off with
very thin GaAs again. The layer growth and dopant flux are precisely
controlled processes while additional layers or superlattices are also grown
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of A. delta-function doping distribution, B. Triangu-
lar (asymmetrically V-shaped) potential well created through a δ-function
charge distribution, formed at a selectively δ-doped heterostructure, C. En-
ergy levels with quantized charges in the (asymmetric) triangular potential
well [62]. zd, zs are the depth of the beginning of δ doping and thickness of
the spacer layer respectively.
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3 Technology of Nano device fabrication and operation

for more superior quantization of majority carriers along the plane of charge
transport.

Creating a doping profile with high concentrations and narrow distributions
are advantageous for many device applications and, exploring newer physical
phenomena employing precise gated control of carrier motion through the
dense 2D plane. In III-V semiconductors, distinct positive and negative ion
lattice sites allow either an anion or a cation sublattice planar distribution
(ideally a single atomic layer) of the dopants. An ideal atomically flat epitax-
ially grown semiconductor will bear the doping atoms in its substitutional
lattice sites while if the semiconductor surface is terraced or a thermally
stimulated redistribution of dopant atoms happens after the doping process
is finished, the doping profile will not be confined to a single atomic layer.

δ-function like doping profile minimizes the potential fluctuations arising
from the random dopant distribution. Since, many characteristics of semi-
conductor devices depend on the potential fluctuations, for example, the
mobility of the free carriers gets seriously affected by the potential fluctu-
ations caused by the random distribution of any outlying dopants. These
fluctuations get indeed minimized by the minimal scattering due to narrow
profile of δ-doped distribution which has been also predicted to have as
much as four times reduced elastic scattering [62].

Assuming a n-type semiconductor with a 2D donor density ND, the donor
distribution along the z-direction (perpendicular to the 2D donor plane) is
given as [62];

ND(z) = NDδ(z − zd) (3.1)

where zd is the location of the plane of doping atoms. The doping profile is
illustrated in the figure above. The electrostatic potential determined due
to the dopant atom distribution, as determined through Poisson's equation
would be;

V(x) =


− 1

2
eND
ε (z − zd), for z ≤ zd

+ 1
2
eND
ε (z − zd), for z ≥ zd

(3.2)

with e being the electronic charge. The schematic of Fig. 3.1 illustrates
the potential to be linear to z while considering an even distribution of the
dopant ions. The V-shaped potential well (though shaped asymmetrically in
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3.2 Heterostructures - Theory and relevance to Quantum Devices

the figure, it is still a good approximation for the δ-doped heterostructure)
so formed classically allows electrons interact diffusively with the dopant
ions and this creates a wider distribution of majority carrier concentration
than the pure dopant ion distribution. Ideally, the spatial extent (which
is of frequent interest since, most carriers occupy the ground state and its
spatial extent is a good approximation of the spatial extent of the whole
electron system) of this distribution could be twice of the Fermi screening
length of the carriers [[63]]. Upon considering size-quantization of the
electron gas, solving for Schrödinger and Poisson equations simultaneously
(self-consistently using variational approach [[64]]), the spatial extent of the
ground state wave function could be denoted as [[63]],

z0 = 2
√

7
5

(
4
5

~2

eξ2m∗

)1/3

(3.3)

where, ξ = (1/2)eND/ε. For example, if ND is 1012cm−2, m∗ is 0.067m0,
z0 yields a value of 80 Å.

Further, the free carriers though ideally equal in density as that of the
dopant ion concentration, will introduce certain amount of band bending
right from the point of the plane of doping where it is still like a V-shaped
potential discussed early. The band however gets flat farther from the
doping plane which signifies presence of more neutral atoms in the region.

Ideally a δ-doped layer would be flat and confined to a single atomic layer and
the scattering of free carriers on the ionized dopant atoms are non-existent.
However realistically this is rarely possible. In GaAs, n-type δ-doping is
introduced through Si donor atoms. Above a certain doping concentration
3 × 1011cm−3, the free electrons form a plane across the dopant profile
and are free to move even at low temperatures without freezing out on the
donor atoms [[63]] and in the direction perpendicular to the dopant layer,
the electrons are confined to the Coulomb potential of the donor dopant
layer. The V-shaped potential discussed above is smaller than the de Broglie
wavelength of the electrons and hence the subbands (quantum states) extend
well in the potential profile offering a very near two-dimensional planar
profile with more than one populated subbands. Si in GaAs, has a very
shallow donor level of 5.8 meV, unity sticking coefficient, and low diffusivity
[[65]].
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For probing transport properties of the majority carriers in δ-doped semicon-
ductors under the influence of electric and magnetic fields, the microscopic
quantities of 'mobility', 'scattering probability', 'scattering time', get di-
rectly influenced by the doping process of the semiconductor and the charge
transport is a result of the net displacement of these carriers after several
microscopic scattering events (not immediately considering a purely ballistic
transport, where the scattering entities still play a role depending on the
size of the device).

Let us briefly look into these scattering entities. The macroscopic (classical)
scattering time to quantum scattering time (quantum lifetime) ratio for
GaAs/AlGaAs system is between 5−20 [66]. At low temperatures the ionized
atom scattering gets more prominent over the acoustic and optical phonon
scattering. During the elastic scattering process the quantum mechanical
phase of the wave-function is conserved. And with a non-zero probability
the carrier gets back to its original position, giving rise to weak localization
in the absence of magnetic field [67]. The inelastic scattering time are much
longer than the elastic scattering time. This inelastic scattering time is
dominated by electron-electron scattering and Nyquist scattering which is
the scattering of a single electron on the fluctuating potential of the rest of
the moving electrons in the 2DEG. The carrier mobility is directly affected
by the contributions of each of the scattering phenomena. In δ-doped
structures the doping concentration also affects the effective mobility of the
carriers through different occupations of the lower most subbands. Higher
doping concentration brings in more populated subbands around the Fermi
level, while with the higher filled subbands mobilities increase the higher
one goes. Though within a higher subband the mobility reduces at higher
doping concentration due to stronger confinement of electrons to the doping
layer. This is also the case with higher subbands when the thickness of
the doping layer is increased, the mobility decreases, as more electronic
wave-functions overlap with the ionized scattering centers [62].

We can clearly deduce that, for mesoscopic experiments the idea of size-
quantization in devices, using very low operating temperatures and good
quality heterostructures are of paramount importance to observe pure
physical effects from charge transport.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of energy band of a selectively δ-doped AlGaAs/GaAs
heterostructure [62]. The δ-doping is selectively made at the wide-bandgap
layer of AlGaAs (from the left hand direction of the figure) at a distance
of zd (also Ref. Fig. 3.1). A thin undoped spacer layer (AlGaAs, of
thickness zs) is used to improve the interface roughness between buffer GaAs
and AlGaAs layer. This also indirectly improves the carrier mobility by
preventing scattering of channel carriers from the ionized impurities (from
the dopants). E0 is the quantized energy of the lowest state of the 2DEG,
EF−E0 is the degeneracy energy of the 2DEG, with EF being the Fermi level,
while EF ≤ Eδ0 to avoid any parallel conduction in the AlGaAs layer. Eδ0 , EC
and EV respectively are the size-quantized energies at the δ-doped V-shaped
well, the conduction band and the valence band of the heterostructure [63].

The formation of a flat and clean interface with GaAs (narrow-bandgap)
and AlGaAs (wide-bandgap) alloys is highly enabled by the nearly matched
lattice constants (though AlxGa1−xAs, has a larger bandgap, with bandgap
being direct for x < 0.4). Figure 3.2 highlights the band diagram at this
lattice junction. The band offsets at the interface particularly depend on
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the value of x, while x being 0.3, the conduction band of Al0.3Ga0.7As
is pinned at 300 meV above that of GaAs [9]. At the interface a dipole
interface (through quantum mechanical tunneling) gets build up due to band
alignment between the two alloys [68] inducing band bending at the interface.
The Si dopant atoms can either form a δ layer or bring in the majority
carriers at the interface (modulation doping). While the lowest subband
gets mostly populated through the V-type potential, the interface forms a
near perfect 2-dimensional electron system offering high mobilities and the
semiconductor environment offering a greater control over the mobilities and
electron densities allowing large possibilities for controlled charge transport
studies through the system. The GaAs/AlGaAs system ideally also provides
to easily modulate the Al concentration where, varying the Al content results
in varying (square, parabolic) quantum mechanical potentials of the wells
so created adding to the different recipes of heterostructures systems to do
charge transport studies. In summary, the δ-doping profile, enables a very
high achievable free-carrier density and high free-carrier mobility.

One of the heterostructures probed in this work is schematised in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Bandstructure (EC) plot and, grown layer-schematic of one
of the shallow 2DEG heterostructure samples probed in this work. The
conduction band potential EC , has been solved using the 1D Poisson Solver
[69, 70]. The superlattice was grown to enhance the mobility of electrons at
the 2DEG, by reducing the influence of scatterers from the substrate. The
2DEG plane is situated at 37 nm below the surface of this sample. For this
heterostructure, the electron density was determined to be 3× 1011cm−2 and
mobility of 1.84× 105cm2/Vs.
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3.3 Preparation of mesa structure with Ohmic and
Surface contacts

Optical lithography with wet chemical processing of the heterostructure
surface offers the most practical approach to contact the planar 'carrier rich'
region below the surface. Contacting was primarily done through e-beam
evaporation of Ge/Au/Ni/Au metals on the mesa surface, and annealing
the sample which further forms an eutectic alloy contact at the 2DEG
through the surface. Additionally, Palladium based alloy contacts were also
probed to test its efficacy in consistent right contact formation. Appendix
A, describes the recipes used in the wet chemical processing of the surface
and that used for ohmic contact laying using a) the standard eutectic alloy
based on Ge/Au/Ni/Au metals and b) using Palladium alloys.

To provide for enough ohmic contacts and top gates in the hybrid structure,
an optical mask was designed as shown in Fig. 3.4. Diagonal optical markers
were created to facilitate inclusion of minimum of 128 sq. micron size square
to enable first alignment scan of the central mesa area under the SEM. This
was necessary to bring the number of processing step one further down
in the making of the final hybrid structure. This area of 128 sq. micron
was estimated after determining the minimum scan line-width of the SEM,
the resolution limits of the positive resist (see Appendix A) used during
optical lithography, extant of resist development (of certain thickness) at
the minimum resolution without adversely affecting the surface of the mesa
at the ohmic contact region (since optical markers and ohmic contact were
exposed and developed in same steps) and, the stickiness of Gold (as an
eutectic alloy) of thickness over 1 micron (since this was the thickness used
at the ohmic contacts) without getting ripped off during many further
cleaning cycles of the probe. Additionally many a times the last Au layer
was made a bit thicker to provide for good bonding of Au wire with the chip
carrier. The reason was that, after the annealing process during which the
deposited metals at the ohmic contacting region, for an eutectic alloy, the
surface Au layer also develops pin-holes of few micron dimensions. Presence
of these pin-holes in large numbers were detrimental to a good bonding of
Gold wire. This problem was overcome to a greater extent if not totally by
increasing slightly the thickness of the final Au layer in the Ge/Au/Ni/Au
deposition process. Further it would be been possible to add Ga into the
deposition process so as to avoid taking up of Ga from the mesa surface
during the annealing process for the formation of the alloy [71]. This wasn't
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quite undertaken in this work though Palladium was investigated as an
alternate choice for ohmic contacting process. Additionally, Palladium based
process also allowed development of one recipe which worked at a lower
annealing temperature. This low-temperature process is very important
with the idea of minimising activating any impurity species which might
otherwise interfere with transport process in the nano-structure (Appendix
A for information on the recipe).

The diagonally placed markers were also designed to allow the developer
solution to flow easily along the edges to give a sharp profile for a near accu-
rate scan during the SEM step. It should be noted that the heterostructures
used for the current work were the 'shallow' donor ones, with the 2DEG
depth between 35 - 42 µm and the capping layer of GaAs of thickness of
about 5 nm. If the wet chemical processing of the surface was not done
rightly or if the mesa surface was not smooth even up to 1-2 nm, the 2DEG
beneath used to get depleted at deep-low temperatures.

The above four steps were critically estimated largely through trial and
error procedure. Appendix A, details the values which worked successfully
for the samples.

Figure 3.4 shows the alignment of optical markers, the first SEM alignment
marker, and the extended top-gate contact whose bonding pad was made
larger as well enough isolated from adjacent ohmic bonding pads so as to
prevent squishing of Gold (25 micron dia. bonding wire was used for bonding
contacts to chip carrier pads) from the pads during any re-bonding activity
and thus avoid any unnecessary shorts happening through the top-gate
contact. The single mesa area (of about 25 sq. microns) with the extended
ohmic and top-gate bonding pads and with optical markers occupied 1 sq.
mm area and offered the possibility to have four such structures in a 4
sq. mm (20 contact pad) chip carrier. Care was also taken for the metal
contact area to extend farther from the mesa edges (at the ohmic contact
region) to avoid any increase of contact resistance during high magnetic-
field experiments due to higher electron localization through their cyclotron
orbits which otherwise could be disturbed with the metal contact extending
into the substrate where the 2DEG had been etched away [9].

Figure 3.5 show the SEM images of markers done through optical lithography
(Fig. 3.5-Left, also refer Fig 3.4 for the marker at 128µm from the mesa
center) and SEM lithography (Fig. 3.5-Right) to lay the final structure.
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(a to b dimension ratio not in true scale)

Figure 3.4: Schema of the designed optical -mask and -lithography regions
(mesa as grey colored, optical markers and ohmic contacts as golden-red
colored) used in the sample preparation. This mask offered possibility of 16
ohmic contacts and 16 top-gate contacts, while allowing four such structures
in a 4 x 4 mm sample surface. The top-gates are electrically insulated
from the 2DEG underneath the surface with resistances of few hundred MΩ
(for sample densities discussed in the text) at room temperature. Ohmic
contact (OC) metallization region extends over the mesa to avoid higher
contact resistance at higher magnetic field experiments (see text). Top gate
contacts (TGC) pads are bigger and farther than ohmic contact pads to allow
convenient bonding. Markers (discussed in Fig. 3.5) placed at a distance
from center allowed rapid positioning during SEM lithography process (see
text).
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Figure 3.5: SEM scan image of differently laid markers, the left-image
marker was laid through optical lithography, scale = 2µm; the right-image
marker was laid through SEM lithography, scale = 500 nm; bright region is
metal layer and, dark region is mesa surface. The left-image is the marker
positioned at distance 'a' from mesa centre (ref. Fig. 3.4). The particular
shape of markers, helped in accurate cross-hair positioning, which was also
easier to create anticipating mechanical flow of developer solution on the
resist, creating sharper inner edges, while also allowing enough surface area
to stick on the mesa (see text) and all the while accurately aiding the hybrid
lithography.

This distance from the mesa center, also accommodated the idea of the
SEM scan line width to be consistently an integral multiple of lowest line
width resolution offered by our SEM system. This distance offered a SEM
scan area of 256µm which allowed consistent and repeatable quality of
nanostructuring during SEM lithography with one process step less since
the marker was already available through optical lithography. The SEM
scan screen-shots of the markers in Fig. 3.5 have been particularly included
in the discussion here to highlight the fact that, after two lithography and
metal deposition steps (while this screen-shot was taken), the markers had
not got any overlayed metal at their positions, underlying the idea of 'SEM
scanning area enclosing the markers' and 'minimal scanning at minimum
resolution for the set SEM aperture' was necessary to accurately reuse the
markers for aligning the AFM and SEM lithography steps.
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Figure 3.6: Ohmic behavior of Palladium alloy based ohmic contacts in
AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure samples (between two opposite contacts of
the star structure discussed in the text) with two different electron densities
(see text), with slopes of 141 kW (A, with low electron density) and 2.6 kW
(B, with comparatively higher electron density), both at 4K temperatures.
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3.3 Preparation of mesa structure with Ohmic and Surface contacts

For laying ohmic contacts, apart from the (now) standard eutectic alloy
of Ge/Au-/Ni/Au based contacting process, Palladium (Pd) metal was
investigated for laying contacts on n-GaAs [71–75] (see recipes investigated,
in Appendix A). The Ge/Au-/Ni/Au eutectic alloy based ohmic contact had
problems in ohmic contacting all the 16 ohmic contact region in the 16 x 16
star mesa structure used in this work, consistently. Pd metal alloy based
contact offered a substantial alternative to provide maximum useable ohmic
contacts in the 16 x 16 star mesa structure quite consistently. Figure 3.6
highlights the ohmic behavior for a very wide range of voltage (compared
to what is usefully employed for quantum dots), in I-V curves of the ohmic
contacts (at diagonal opposite ends) measured in the 16 x 16 mesa structure
for two different shallow 2DEG heterostructures. The electron density for
the 2DEG employed in sample A (Fig. 3.6-A) was n = 3× 1011cm2 and for
sample B (Fig. 3.6-B) was n = 4.5× 1011cm2.

During the sample testing process, many shallow 2DEG heterostructures
were investigated for optimum mobility and electron densities. In the initial
set of wafer-lots it was observed that though the mesa surface was optically
perfectly flat with clear RHEED (reflection high energy electron diffraction)
spectrum for the prepared heterostructures, the samples constructed using
these wafers did not conduct at 4K temperatures. They otherwise showed
identical room temperature behaviors on measurements of resistivity. Their
electrical conductivity worsened below from about 100 K temperature. Upon
atomic force microscopy investigation of the sample surfaces, it was found
that the samples had undulations with valleys and hills as shown in Fig.
3.7. The valley dips with about 2 nm dimension were very likely depleting
the majority carriers at lower temperatures and showing higher resistivity
subsequently. Upon careful investigation of the MBE growth process, it
was found that the sample holder were harbouring micro (though optically
visible) cracks and these supposedly created large temperature gradients on
the wafer surface during growth process which finally resulted in atomically
non-flat final surface. The problem was gone once the sample holders in the
MBE were attended to.
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0.0 10.0 μm

200 nmA B

Figure 3.7: Surface undulations contributing to non-conducting samples
at temperatures below 100K. A) 10 µm sq. area AFM scan of the sample
surface with B) showing the same surface in a 2 µm sq. area scan. The
valleys in both A and B have height range of between 1.5 nm to 2.7 nm.

3.4 Nanostructuring through AFM and SEM
lithography

Since the invention of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) by Binnig
and Rohrer, at IBM in the mid-80s, [76], has heralded the probing of most
material surfaces in the greatest detail as possible today [77, 78] where the
scanning tips were terminated with a CO molecule to achieve a very high
resolution of the probed complex organic molecule. STM probing techniques
can be mechanically done through very sharp tips as in AFM by measuring
the force between the tip and the surface, or the surface and just below the
surface probed for LDOS (local density for states) by measuring the very
small tunneling currents through the surfaces. STM tips can even pick and
move atoms electrostatically as was shown by IBM's Don Egler in 1989.

AFM technique particularly, uses a very sharp (of the orders of few tens
of nanometers uncoated tip radii, while for a coated tip the radius could
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3.4 Nanostructuring through AFM and SEM lithography

be in the order of few microns) tip, to mechanically scan a surface and
build a surface profile of the scanned surface. The mechanical scanning
either happens through continuous contacting the surface or by tapping
the surface at high frequencies while progressing with the scan. The latter
method usually provides for high tip life and scanning of softer surfaces.
The scanning tip is held on to a cantilever with a very high Q-factor, piezo
resistive (typically a lead zirconate titanate material) detector which reacts
to small vibrations on the tip with an amplified resonant output. This is
precisely detected using a reflected laser beam which then feeds the the
beam scatter information to profile the scanned surface undulations. Further
the feedback of the tip's z-movement is additionally determined through
the cantilevers head control which ideally is programmed to create a certain
controlled deflection of the cantilever in the z-direction, either in contact or
tapping mode of scan enabling error free profiling of the surface through
the tip.

Atomic force microscopy since the past decade, also has been used very
successfully to create nanostructures on a 2D plane [79–87] using a certain
technique called local anodic oxidation (LAO). LAO [88–90] uses a con-
ducting tip in a contact mode wherein, an optimum potential difference
(8-12 V DC) between the tip and the lithography surface, creates a chemical
reaction locally which looks like [91–94];

At the GaAs surface;

2GaAs+ 6H2O + 12h+hole → Ga2O3 +As2O3 + 12H+

6H2O + 12h+
hole → 2O2↑+ 12H+

At the AFM tip:

12H2O + 12e− → 6H2↑+ 12OH−

At the water meniscus:

12H+ + 12OH− → 6H2O

where h+
hole are the positively charged holes on the GaAs surface. During

the oxidation process at the tip and the surface, the H+ and OH− ions
recombine to yield the Ga and As oxides on the surface. The oxide for-
mation process at the surface also extends locally below the surface [95]
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Figure 3.8: Simple schematic of local anodic oxidation using atomic force
microscopy.

as shown in Fig. 3.8. The spacer region above the 2DEG subsequently
gets electrostatically depleted of free electrons and since in a shallow 2DEG
heterostructure, the 2DEG lies close to the surface with larger percentage of
dopant ions still available closer to the surface, the depletion process easily
extends to the 2DEG planar layer beneath the oxidised region. The oxide
growth energetics can also be illustrated as [91, 96],

dh/dt ∝ exp−h/lc (3.4)

where, h is the oxide thickness at time t and lc is a characteristic decay
length depending on the anodisation voltage; hereby, implying that, the
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3.4 Nanostructuring through AFM and SEM lithography

scan rate, anodising voltage are equally important along with the loading
force on the tip during the writing process.

The loading force on the tip also creates a trench locally at the spot of
oxidisation and this acts in tandem to the oxidation process, in removing
material below the surface and creating a stronger isolating barrier. The
2DEG beneath the oxidised region hence forms a barrier yielding resistances
of up to few mega ohms at room temperature to non-conducting at liquid
Helium temperatures, at up to few hundred millivolts. The oxide barrier
capacitively insulates the two region it isolates. This capacitive isolation
ideally depends on the extent of the oxidation (thickness and sub-surface
depth profile which together form the oxide line aspect ratio) of the barrier.
This capacitive isolation hence provides us a controlling gate for the flow of
electrons below the surface at the 2DEG wherein, lower capacitive coupling
to the other side of the barrier means the gate has less influence on the
charge flow across the other side of the barrier and likewise, for higher
capacitive coupled barrier, the gate potential has larger influence on the
charges flowing across the other side of the barrier. The coupling across the
barrier is influenced by the use of positive or a negative potential respectively
on the other side of the barrier.

After the LAO structuring has been accomplished, using the SEM laid
markers the structure is aligned in the final SEM lithography step for the
top-gate structures. This technique follows the now very standard technique
of using very thin polymer resist (Appendix A, for recipe) as the SEM scan
mask, which is exposed, developed and metal is evaporated to form the
final top-gated structure. The top gates formed with the SEM lithography
also, capacitively couple with the 2DEG beneath the surface through a
negative or a positive voltage at the gates. A negative voltage, ideally
forms a barrier electrostatically just below the surface (at the gate) while
likewise a positive voltage has an opposite behavior below the surface. This
influence of formation of barrier is again used to create controlling gates
for the electrons to flow across the other side of the barrier and controlling
channels for the electrons to flow just below the gate.

From Fig. 3.9, we see two examples of the hybrid nanostructures engineered
for this work. During experiments it was found that the quantum point
contacts formed through the top-gate and the AFM oxide barrier, were
very sensitive to the charges flowing across the other side of the barrier
(through the quantum dots). This was probed at different temperatures
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Figure 3.9: SEM images of two examples of hybrid-nanostructures probed
in this work. The pale line marked for visibility, is placed on the trench (from
AFM lithography, in the image) is the AFM nanostructured lateral barrier.
TG refers to 'top gates'. Source and Drain contacts form the channels for
the quantum dot and the quantum point contact to conduct through. For
image A, the AFM line is less than 50nm away from the TGs forming the
double dots, while the QPC TG is about 200nm away on the other side of
the AFM line. For image B, for single dot side, the AFM line is again about
50nm away from the TGs, while double dot TGs are about 170nm away from
the AFM line on the other side. The AFM barrier is of about 230nm wide
(including the depletion widths) on both images.

from about 350 mK to up to 15 mK temperatures (in a dilution fridge).
The hybrid structures investigated in this work could not be reliably used
for the charge-counting experiments since the structures were very noisy in
terms of the QD (quantum dot) current and QPC (quantum point contact)
current, when probed at 400 mK to 15 mK temperatures. The noise has
largely been attributed to the 2DEG which couldn't be done away for any
appreciable measurements. About 20 different wafers were investigated for
the right QPC and QD current behavior with simple nanostructures on few
of them and with complex nanostructures on few of them.
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3.4 Nanostructuring through AFM and SEM lithography
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Figure 3.10: AFM image of nanostructure used for the results discussed
in this thesis. The raised pale ridges are the oxidised barriers. LG refers to
'lateral gates'. Source and Drain contacts form the channels for the quantum
dot (QD) and the quantum point contact (QPC) to conduct through. The
size of the quantum dot at the centre is ≈ 300nm across.

Figure 3.10, shows a LAO nanostructured device done on a separate wafer
from the former labs of M. Reinwald and, W. Wegscheider of University of
Regensburg, (sample C021227B) [97].

The single electron transistor device, is formed with two barrier gates G1
and G2 which can electrostatically enclose the quantum dot (marked as
blue disc in the image) while forming tunneling barriers across it. SourceQD
and DrainQD form the source and drain contacts for the quantum dot. A
quantum point contact (QPC) is formed using the gate G3, which can
electrostatically create a 1-dimension (1D) channel between the barriers of
the quantum dot and the gate G3. The barrier formed through LAO creates
a capacitive coupling of the two regions across the barrier and the extent
of this capacitive coupling depends on the barrier-height to barrier-width
ratio or the aspect ratio of the oxide line. A higher capacitive coupling
would need a smaller width with a larger height, which is possible with very
narrow AFM tips and good LAO technique (which depends dominantly
on the variables of ambient humidity at the tip, operating temperature,
tip writing speed, tip potential and, surface of the material apart from
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hardware/software local parameters). The current flowing through the
1D QPC channel (across the source and drain contacts of the QPC) gets
capacitively coupled to the charging and discharging process at the quantum
dot (discussed again in the next chapter) and hence forms a very sensitive
detector for the electron transport happening through the quantum dot and
across its barriers. This sample had an electron density 4.59× 1015m−2 and
mobility of 64.3m2/Vs (at 4.2K). The diameter of the quantum dot disc
(as determined, through the dot capacitance deduced from charge stability
diagram discussed in the next chapter along with the physical dimension
after subtracting for depletion region of the oxide lines from all sides) was
found to be ≈ 250nm. The mean single level spacing was deduced to be
∆ ≈ 95µeV ≥ kBT . With the disc of radii being ' 125nm, we would have
the total number of electrons occupying the quantum dot at equilibrium
to be ≈ 225 electrons. The charging energy of the dot obtained from the
charge stability plot of Fig. 2.8(bottom) is ≈ 1.2 meV. Our discussions on
experiments and results will consider measurements from this device.

3.5 Experiment

For the experiments, a Helium-4 fridge with solenoid magnets for fields up to
13T was used. The temperatures achievable through this system was about
1.5K. An insert for Helium-3 circulation (using a turbo pump) with two
line-of-sight coaxial lines (lab constructed, Manganin alloy wired with few
hundred pico Farads capacitance each) was used to achieve temperatures
up to 350 mK. Sample fixed on a chip-carrier is then mounted on the
sample-rod with the coaxial channels and is vacuum sealed and thermally
contacted in the He3 insert which is then fixed into the He4 VTI (variable
temperature insert). Over few hours of cooling cycles with He3 and He4, a
base temperature of about 350 mK was achieved around the sample. The
coaxial lines provide a high-fidelity low current detection channel for the
quantum point contact current measurements. And hence for sensitive
detection of very low QPC currents, the QPC were always connected to the
coaxial line.

Each HF line was wired with 'manganin' alloy wires, and the measured
capacitance for each line was about 120 pF (the capacitances can signifi-
cantly vary if the wire is not taut from end to end soldering), and the line
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3.5 Experiment

capacitance along with the switchboard BNC output in series was about 1nF.
The QPC is not connected through the switchboard, but directly connects
the HF SMD connection through a Femto current amplifier as discussed
below.

From Fig. 3.11, a lock-in amplifier was used with a 13 Hz sinusoid signal
to lock-in on the QD current, while the amplitude was maintained at 10
µV at non bias situation at the QD. The lateral gates were controlled
using computer controlled DACs (DAC488HR). Each lateral gate input
was filtered using a 1-10 Hz low pass filter. The output of the QPC was
measured using a ultra low noise (input noise at 180 aA/

√
Hz) current

amplifier (Femto Messtechnik GmbH). The bandwidth of the amplifier was
400 kHz with gains up to 1013 V/A.

The switch-box was additionally filtered for high frequency signals. Great
care was taken to avoid ground loops forming due to different instrumenta-
tion sources, power supplies for the instruments, and vacuum and pumping
systems. For the DACs and lock-in amplifier a separate power supply with
isolated transformer was used. QD currents were amplified using Itahco
DL1211 current amplifier and, this was connected to the isolated transformer
power supply. The Keithleys for DC measurements were connected to a
separate power supply since they had a constant high frequency power line
signal generating from their power units. The Femto current amplifier was
powered by a battery operated power supply. Proper terminations (50 ohms)
were always provided on the coaxial lines. The QPC signal was digitised
through Keithley (KUSB 3116) data acquisition board (500 kS/s at 16-bit
resolution) and recorded in binary format.

Figure 3.12 shows the sample stick which held the sample, with provision for
two high frequency LOS (line of sight) lines, inside the He3 insert, during
the experiments. The turbo pump was attached at the opposite port from
what is visible for the Fischer connectors. The use of turbo pump allowed
comparatively lower base-temperature of ∼ 350mK at the sample, to be
achieved during the cooling process, though the base temperature remained
so for 2-3 hours. The calibration of the detector and counting experiments
had to be performed within this time. Without the turbo pump, the base
temperatures were slightly higher but the base temperature remained so
for about 4-5 hours of operation. The extent of base temperature ideally
depends on the amount of heat carried into the sample through all the
cables, the high-frequency lines and insert assembly.
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Figure 3.11: Measurement setup schema used for the counting experiment.
The setup used He3 insert with a turbo pump, with the He3 insert sitting
in a He4 wet-fridge from Oxford Instruments. IQD-DC/AC respectively de-
scribe AC and DC current components from the quantum dot (with the
AC component separated through the Lock-IN, see text), VQD-Gate1/Gate2
respectively describe the voltages at tunneling barrier gates, VQPC is the
QPC gate voltage, the Femto current amplifier reads the QPC current, which
is further digitised and saved as binary data.
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2 SMD Outputs 
for the two
Coaxial/HF line

24 pin 
Fischer connector

Cu thermal connection
to He3 Insert

24 pin Sample holder

Line of sight, 
very-low 
capacitance line

1400 mm

Figure 3.12: Measurement stick for holding the sample in the He3 insert,
in the experiment setup. The high frequency line was critical to get very
good signal to noise ratio for the QPC current, which otherwise couldn't
be resolved enough to calculate higher moments, from signals using normal
twisted pair copper line. The high frequency line is further discussed in the
text. Thanks to Mr. Ronny Heuther for supplying with an original CAD
image for this figure.
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4 Experimental detection and counting
process

4.1 Motivation
In this chapter we would discuss the techniques of experimentally detecting
and counting of charges flowing through the quantum dot using a 'quantum
point contact' and further, upon gathering the data, how the data is pre-
pared for statistical analysis. The underlying algorithms to analyse the data
towards estimation of normal cumulants and factorial cumulants are dis-
cussed in detail. Parts of text and figures would be similar to those presented
in the publication tentatively titled, 'Factorial cumulants in conditional
tunneling regime in a single Qauntum dot'.

4.2 Experimental detection of single charges using a
Quantum Point Contact

After the quantum dot (SET) is set to its optimum operating point through
appropriate voltages at the lateral gates (Fig. 3.11), where the left and
the right gates are optimally open to allow discrete charge flow through
the barriers, the charge on the quantum dot is detected non-invasively (not
in strict sense) through a capacitively coupled quantum point channel. In
physical terms the transmission of this 1D channel depends proportionally
on the charge in the quantum dot with and the effective capacitance at the
dot due to all other gates in operation. The potential difference between the
two transmission coefficients in the QPC channel (δT = T (N + 1)− T (N))
for the charge configurations of N and N + 1 in the dot, however is very
small [[2]], a measurable current of

δI = GδTV (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Top and bottom figure show the charge current so measured
flowing through the SET with, the top figure showing what is detectable
as the SET Current through the tunnel (Drain) junction (in few hundreds
of nA), the bottom figure showing what is detectable as the QPC Current.
The black dots in the bottom figure constitute the charge current (in few
hundreds fA) wherein at the bottom-left part, the currents start from the
pinch-off region of the QPC. VG1 and VG2 are the barrier gates of the SET
(gates LG1 and LG2 from Fig. 3.10), are closed/opened in tandem slowly for
the single charge measurements.
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4 Experimental detection and counting process

for a voltage of V across the channel, flows through the channel. While
operating the channel close to the leading-edge of first conductance plateau,
the QPC current gets highly sensitive for single electron changes at the
dot. A very sensitive (preampliers with gain of above 1013 V/A) and
fast measurement setup, is employed to measure this current. Figure 4.1
highlights (for the quantum dot in equilibrium) the changes in current that
is detectable at the QPC and shown as black points in the lower graph
which is however not-detectable as a dot current which is measured through
the tunnel junction as the quantum dot Source−Drain current as shown in
the top graph. The region below the 'green' dotted line boundary shows
no value when in fact the QPC has visibly measurable values in this region.
Pioneering experiments [87, 98–103] had very much standardised the use of
QPCs as charge detectors in resolving single electron transport process in
quantum dots. Figure 4.1-B also highlights two regions in the lowest bottom
corners. The left-bottom corner informs region of a nearly closed quantum
dot, with few to none electrons tunneling through the barrier, while on the
right most bottom corner, the gate G1, opens up totally and the dot is
strongly coupled with the 'Source'. This quantum dot is usually operated
in the region where just a single electron could be tunneled through while
maintaining a certain positive bias to form a uni-directional current flow.

From the QPC data, we have for q = 1.602× 10−16C, the capacitances at
the barriers as,

C(G1) = q

δV (G1) = 16 aF

C(G2) = q

δV (G2) = 6.56 aF

for respective δVG1 and δVG2 of 10mV and 24mV. The values compared to
earlier experiments of Fricke et. al [104] have differed, due to deteriorating
gate barriers (through natural aging process of the oxide barriers).

We have to be aware that the visible change in QPC current happens with the
whole QPC circuit in picture, which includes the SET's QPC, the connecting
line's reactance, the amplifier input noise behavior. This detected current
at the QPC is hence not inferred in isolation of the underlying detector
circuit at play. We therefore would need to understand the noise of this
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4.2 Experimental detection of single charges using a Quantum Point Contact

detector circuit at the input, and the detected current should be larger than
the noise at the input of the detector, given as,

δI > 2
√

2 ·Noise current of the detector (4.2)

The RMS internal (referenced to) output noise current of the detector (the
QPC circuit) from the (referenced to) input noises from the amplifier and
the QPC (at the sample), would be [104]

I =

√√√√√ BW∫
0

I2
ampdω +

BW∫
0

4π2ω2C2V 2
ampdω +

BW∫
0

[
Vamp

Rqpc

]2
dω

further yielding,

I =

√
4
3π

2C2V 2
amp(BW )3 + I2

amp(BW ) +
[
Vamp

Rqpc

]2
(BW )

where, Vamp, Iamp are respectively the voltage and current noise values
(/
√
Hz) of the amplifier, BW the bandwidth of the amplifier, Rqpc is the

quantized resistance of the QPC (∼ 26 kΩ) and, C is the capacitance of
the measurement channel (∼ 120pF, see Chapter 3). The 400 kHz Femto
current amplifier employed in our experiment at the QPC, along with the
QPC, allowed QPC current sensitivities of the order of minimum of few
nano Amperes.

In our experiment, the tunneling rate of the electrons across the 'Drain'
junction was in the range of few to few tens of kHz (see Chapter 5 for
discussion on rate values), which sufficed the quick measurement possible
through the QPC channel.

There are further certain possibilities of sources of noise in a QPC current.
Using QPC for charge detection also entails that its own operating state
does not become a source of noise. Yuan et al. [105] discussed that, an ideal
QPC wouldn't generate shot noise when electrons are not backscattered as
they traverse the channel, unlike for, any ballistic channel which can be a
shot noise generator too [106]. Further sources of QPC current noise could
be from, electrons taking part in transport from several subbands at higher
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4 Experimental detection and counting process

temperature at the device, the fabricated channel being non-smooth at the
edges causing non-adiabatic transition from 2D to 1D transport and, the
presence of hot electrons at the channel.

The QPC channel formed through gate G3 (Fig. 3.10) and SourceQPC,
DrainQPC channels are energised with a very small voltage across the
channel. The experiment used a voltage of ≈ 100 µV to drive the channel.
This small voltage is very important due to the backaction of the energy
across the the QPC and the quantum dot circuits [107–117].

At low temperatures an energy exchange between the two circuits of 'quan-
tum dot' and the 'QPC' is mediated through the interactions of interface
acoustic phonons, and these phonons can pass through an electrostatic
barrier between these two circuits, unlike electrons. The backscattering of
an electron from the leads (with non-equilibrium state distribution) has
an upper limit energy of EPh = 2~kF vs, vs being the velocity of sound of
about v = 5.3 km/s, for longitudinal acoustic phonons in bulk-GaAs in
[110] direction [118]; wherein only the phonons with momentum ≤ 2~kF are
absorbed back by the electrons (owing to conservation of energy and mo-
mentum). On the other side, bias through the dot, also induces absorption
of interface acoustic phonons at the detector circuit due to non-equilibrium
conditions (from energy and momentum) again from the leads (necessitating
a certain bias through a QPC to overcome these phonon) and at higher Vsd
voltages, phonons from high energy electrons will have momenta ≥ 2~kF ,
the momentum conservation allows only the perpendicular component to be
significantly large which then propagates ballistically with mean-free path
larger than the crystal dimensions [113, 119].

The QPC and dot bias values are set, with the above discussion in perspective
for correct operation of the SET. QPC bias was however varied around
100 µV to correctly operate the QPC. The value varied owing to finding the
right operating point which altered slightly between repeated cooldowns and
the changing asymmerty of the gates (due to deteriorating oxide barriers).
The QPC current after amplification were in the range of few hundred nA.
We have discussed that the QPC is just able to differentiate the presence
or the absence of charges in the quantum dot. QPC cannot differentiate
the direction of tunneling process. It is henceforth essential to provide for
a uni-directional electron transport mode of experimental investigation by
biasing the quantum dot enough, allowing the tunneling process to be very
clear in the single QPC current measurement.
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4.3 Preparation of experimental data for statistical analysis

4.3 Preparation of experimental data for statistical
analysis

From the experiment discussed in the next chapter, an hour measurement
of 'electron counting' saved in 16-bit binary format, yielded a file of about
3.5 GB and to process the entire data in a 32-bit machine (OS and Matlab)
gets a bit tricky, even, a 64-bit OS wouldn't overcome limitations due to the
processing software, Matlab which was of 32 bit during most of the data
processing done for this thesis. This is not a problem when data file size
is few MB long and a single program iteration can flawlessly perform the
statistical calculations.

In the case of the 3+ GB size file, since the entire data could not be processed
as a single variable, the data file was truncated at optimum lengths (so
determined by being able to run the whole sets of calculations without any
memory overflow), it was critical that the truncated parts matched since
when this do not happen, the entire statistics get different and wrong.

Another further experiment discussed in the next chapter, from operating
on 4040 files set of few MB size each, for different procedures (in a single
iteration though), to identify the waiting times and to calculate different
cumulants, equally required optimal management of memory resources and
error checking at different stages.

Once the noise from the data were dealt with, to allow for further correct
data interpretation, error checks of

1. for the truncated part, comparing the previous byte and the next byte
of raw data, with the corresponding processed data at the point of
truncation,

2. logically estimating that a 'waiting state' cannot be in more than one
state at any instance, for each (truncated or full) set of data

3. programmatically, allowing for random optical cross-check of actual
data points in the current trace, with the corresponding inferred length
of 'waiting time'

were continuously performed at parsed data during calculations and saving
the sum results.
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4 Experimental detection and counting process

measured data in binary form

1. histogram of set of all data points

2. determining noise floor (critical for noisy data) and  3. determine minimum data-point number (based on the extent of noise) to classify a single waiting state 

4. setting width of window, to filter data  

5. identifying 'waiting times' from the windowed data

if the window is less wide, lots of data points are lost and it is critical to determine the transition step into next waiting state correctly 

  
  

if the window is very wide, moredata are in the window, but this may include lots noise from the measurement system and, also include very fast non-resolvable events for the detection system but recorded as a data point and is equally critical to determine the transition step into next waiting state correctly      

0

2

4

N
×
1
0
4

Figure 4.2: Simplified 'flow and relationship schema' for the procedure
involved in determination of waiting times from the measured raw data. For
set of data comprising of 4040 files, the whole process is totally automated
with very optimal values for all parameters to isolate noise, set window filters,
set minimum data points, to yield right output. The output is extensively
checked upon, after calculations with random individual file processing. The
step of 2 through 4, will be again further discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.4 Process flow for estimation of statistical parameters

4.4 Process flow for estimation of statistical
parameters

In addition to the brief scheme of data processing from Fig. 4.2, the following
succinctly explains the algorithm steps;

0 2 4 6 8 10
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8
0
0
0

0 0.8 1.6 2.4

0

1
2
0
0
0time (ms) counts

N

N+1

N+2

N

N+1

Figure 4.3: Current over time, traces of QPC measurements showing 2
and 3 energy levels of electron waiting state, with 'blue' and 'orange' arrows
showing the tunneling in and out directions respectively. The distributions
for each level on the right forms the process of identification of levels for
each trace. For the bottom figure, with 3 level state distribution, we observe
that for this particular trace, the distribution is very small for the state N+2
compared to the states of N, N+1, and the the distribution of N+2 state is
very close to the noise floor, though the floor is very minimum.
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4 Experimental detection and counting process

1. The binary data is a current trace over time (Fig. 4.3). The data
points however will have one or more than one range of values, with
each range of value being distributed with a unique mean and variance

2. To identify the mean and the variances of the ranges, distribution
of the whole set of data points are estimated for each file, and, in
case the file size is very big, the distribution is taken along different
chunks and compared for common mean and variances wherein a
certain amount of tolerance for deviations is programmed out of long
data observations and this takes care of any slight mismatch in the
distributions between chunks along the whole long time trace

3. Once the distribution is fixed for the single data file, peak detection
algorithm detect peaks from each distribution

4. From the identified peaks, the widths of the window boundaries on
both sides of the peak are decided. Again, since one experiment
involved changing the gate voltages while incrementing dot source-
drain bias, the peaks of the distributions would always shift across
each file and so the window edges. Also that the current traces would
comprise of one, two or three levels creating, subsequent number of
distribution peaks and windows. To automate the whole process of
peak identification and windowing around the peaks, it necessitated,
very sensitive and more controllable peak detection algorithm for this
purpose (with about 6 controllable parameters whose tolerances had
to be placed or varied according to the raw data)

5. Noise was issue in the experiment set involving thousands of files.
While filtering process was involved (for the raw data, Savitzky-Golay
method was used), it was very critical that the noise filtering process
didn't alter the peak location more than certain set tolerance levels.
Though, the noise filtering was not employed for all files, the files
were always checked (programmatically) for the height of noise floor
and if it exceeded set tolerance levels, the noise filtering process was
automatically brought in

6. This point will be discussed in further detail in the next chapter, that,
the choice of the window width around each peak was a critical choice
in the final behavior of waiting time distribution at short time limits
and that at short time limits, the limits of the detector bandwidth
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4.4 Process flow for estimation of statistical parameters

become always visible where the distribution either shoots up or shoots
down than the rest of the distribution

7. The above point is also due to the choice of one, two, or more than two
individual data points being considered to count an unit of waiting
time. This is important because, a single data point could be from
transient noise from the measurement setup, or a fast event which
could not be resolved due to the bandwidth of the detector though
still recorded as a single point. Hence second to the choice of the size
of window, this choice of counting minimum set of points for one unit
of waiting time is critical to the whole counting process. In the next
chapter we will see instances of counting single data point as one unit
of waiting time yielding a very different distribution

8. Next the current level edges have to be identified correctly using the
above information (points 4 through 7). It would be always possible
that in the transition between two levels certain data points are left
due to them being out of the windowed range for that particular and
the next level, so it was always necessary to rightly approximate the
transition edge of the current levels in the trace data. Other than this,
it was also observed that spikes (comprising of less than minimum
number of 'unit waiting time' data points) within each level had to
be very correctly omitted and adjacent data points (around the spike)
were correctly counted

9. Once the above steps are correctly undertaken, the waiting time for
each trace (from single file or truncated part of large file) is calculated.
In the case of large file with many truncated parts, the waiting times
before and after the point of truncation are very diligently cross checked
(programmatically) as it is possible that at point of truncation both
the earlier and the later parts could be in the same state or in different
state of energy (current), or points lost or gained due to approximation
process of trace edges. Very slight errors at this part, after combining
the truncated parts, did yield very different statistics and therefore the
end observations and it often had been very tedious to locate source
of data handling error from end statistical observation

10. From the waiting times distribution, to estimate the statistics of
cumulants, the waiting times are counted in range of unit mean, to few
ms large mean, time slots and their moments estimated and cumulants
calculated
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5 Full Counting Statistics

5.1 Motivation

This chapter discusses further idea of using counting statistics in the Coulomb
blockade regime of the quantum dot, with experimental results of electron
counting so obtained, through estimation of normal cumulants, factorial
cumulants and waiting time distribution. We would also discuss waiting
time distribution in terms of simulation experiments.

Parts of discussed text and figures would be similar to those presented
(at places 'in verbatim') in the publications tentatively titled, 'Factorial
cumulants in conditional tunneling regime in a single quantum dot' and
'Waiting time distributions in conditional tunneling regime in a single
quantum dot'.

5.2 Effect of detector bandwidth

As we would further discuss the choice of statistical analysis as one tool
to understand electron transport in quantum dots and 1D channels, we
will have to understand the behavior of the detector which we started to
understand in the last chapter. The detector introduces a certain lag (on its
own) on the actual electron moving over the barrier. The current so forth
measured at the detector would hence be lagging [120–123] with the reaction
time (τd) of the detector, which is in fact an exponential suppression as,

〈I〉detected = Γ · e−Γτd
2 (5.1)

for symmetric barriers (ΓL = ΓR = Γ ) here, which further can be given in
terms of the distribution as [120–122, 124]
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5.2 Effect of detector bandwidth

P (τ(L,R)) =
e

1
2 (ΓL+ΓR+ΓD+Ω(L,R))(eΩ(L,R)τ(L,R))ΓDΓ(L,R)

2Ω(L,R)
(5.2)

with,

Ω(L,R) =
√
−4ΓDΓ(L,R) + (ΓD + ΓL + ΓR)2

where again, the suffixes of D, R, L for the rates Γ , time τ represent
corresponding values for the 'detector' the 'right' and 'left' barriers; ΓD =
1/τd. Figure 5.1 show the time evolution of the distribution the 'waiting
times' of electron in the dot, 'before' and 'after' occupation of the dot with
parameters as,

ΓL = 28.990 kHz
ΓR = 10.320 kHz
ΓD = 500 kHz

The lag due to the detector is visibly seen at the short time limits where
the distribution tends rapidly towards 'zero'. The counting process for
this representation made use of considering only three or more points
as a unit waiting state, hence, the single and double data-point value
distribution is not represented, which would nevertheless would have a
dropping distribution towards zero (for this experimental data used in
the calculation). At long time limit however, the distribution tends to be
exponential. The model fits very aptly considering the fitting value for the
detector used in the experiment here. The log scale helps representing the
wide variation in the distribution very aptly. We also see that, the sum
observed process is however not Poissonian due to the detectors manifestation
on the real bandwidth of the tunneling process. The effective mean life
could then be approximated as [120],

〈τ〉(L,R) ≈
ΓD + ΓL + ΓR
Γ(L,R)ΓD

(5.3)

which is not simply 〈τ〉(L,R) = 1/Γ(L,R) value.
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Figure 5.1: Waiting time distribution of tunneling event with two stable
states, with the detector model fitting into the raw experimental data. We
also observe how in very long time limit, the pdf falls rapidly and also creates
outliers, implying the largest waiting times occur quite rarely, given a certain
barrier width and thermal energies available at the dot-barrier system.

5.3 Time analysis of counted Electrons

5.3.1 Moments and Cumulants
Let us briefly revisit the idea of moments continuing from Chapter 1 again
in this section with a brief mathematical connotation while trying to explain
physics in the subsequent discussion. Here we have the simpler way to write
a moment of an rth order about a point z, for a certain distribution F ,
using the Riemann-Stieltjes integral, would be,
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µxr =
∞∫
−∞

(x− z)rdF (5.4)

for random variable x with z about the mean or zero; where as, the rth
moment about x in terms of rth and lower moments about another point z
could be developed as,

µr(x) =
r∑
j=0

(
r

j

)
µr−j(z)(x− z)j (5.5)

where again, x could be the mean of the distribution. The above two
equations hold importance in discussions where we deal with grouped data,
which is our waiting time data from the counting experiment. The grouped
data offers the possibility for higher moments to be mathematically evaluated
and possibly provided with a physical interpretation. Mathematically higher
moments are always sensitive to fluctuations on the sampling process and
possibly larger amount of errors. Further it is also possible to have a
generating function or rather a moment generating function here from
the distribution function (of the waiting times), which when expanded in
powers of the time t, will give the moments as coefficients of those powers.
Henceforth, if the frequency generating function is say, F (t), the moment
generating function would be F (et).

Since our mathematical analysis would be on the probability distribution
(P (n,t)) of event n in time t, an equivalent probability generating function
would be useful to understand the mathematical evolution of the statistical
analysis we shall discuss further, where the equivalent generating function
is given as,

G(z, t) =
inf∑
n=0

P (n, t)zn (5.6)

This idea allows one to treat any infinite sequence through the coefficients
of the series. For our transport process, this is akin to the partition
function in statistical mechanics which is equivalently written as product of
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5 Full Counting Statistics

partition function of all the independent microstates, while the sum of all the
probabilities each microstates occupy, equals 1. This is akin to normalization
process of

∑
P (n, t) = 1, which would also imply, G(z = 1, t) = 1, z called

the 'counting field' being an arbitrary coupling field between the detector
and the dot system [8]. For a long time limit t → inf, the logarithm lnG
gets linear in time just like in a macroscopic / thermodynamic limit, the free
energy (being = kBTZ, the partition function) becomes linear in the volume
of the system [8]. We see here the generating function of fundamental
interest to evaluation of the whole transport process [consisting of any/all
independent constituent sub-processes (ξ(z) = ξ1(z) · · · ξk(z))], through
factorization of the generating function. In terms of the moment generating
function (as mentioned above), we will then have the generating function
as,

M(z, t) = G(ez, t) =
∑
n

P (n, t)enz (5.7)

This above description is akin to the Fourier transform of the probability
distribution function P , in z.

As moments and cumulants are another set of constants which can give
further information on the properties of the distribution and the system
we can by taking the logarithm of the moment generating function (over
its argument z), yield an irreducible set of correlation functions for the
transport phenomena, called as cumulants [8]. In terms of power series [6]
one can also conveniently write as,

exp

[
κ1(t) + κ2

t2

2! + · · ·+ κr
tr

r! + · · ·
]

= 1 + µ1t+ µ2
t2

2! + µr
tr

r! + · · ·

= G(t) (5.8)

where, κr is the coefficient of (t)r/r! in logG(t), while µr is the coefficient
of (t)r/r! in G(t). Theoretically the idea of cumulants informs that they are
invariant under change of origin, except the first (in contrast to moments
about an arbitrary point) and any linear transformation of the kind lκ+m,
leaves the cumulant unchanged (except the first, which is the mean).

We have therefore, the cumulants written as,
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S(z, t) = log(G(ez, t)) (5.9)

giving the mth cumulant by differentiating w.r.t z at z = 0 [125],

〈〈nm〉〉(t) = ∂mz S(z, t) |z→0 (5.10)

which develops into the set of cumulant definitions discussed in Chapter 1.
Experimentally accessing P is more practical than G.

The theoretical work on using FCS for electrons tunneling through a conduc-
tor was pioneered by Levitov and Lesovik [54] and used the idea of scattering
matrix to solve the problem of FCS of non-interacting electrons being trans-
ported through a conductor. Works of Pilgram and Nagev [126, 127] brought
in ideas of FCS (evolution of third cumulant) being strongly influenced
from transparencies at the contacts in a semi-classical regime. Evolution of
FCS for interacting systems (Coulomb blockade regime) were discussed in
[128–131], with the higher order moments and cumulants. The analytical
properties of the FCS [132, 133] as functions of current, voltage, tempera-
ture, counting field (as a theoretical parameter) of the generating function
of the probability distribution P (n,t) has come to be of valuable interest
since the transport process is essentially a function of all the independent,
microscopic events and the generating function could be factorized according
to these properties as pointed out in [134, 135].

Since cumulants have been the traditional way of deducing the FCS for
characterizing the probability distribution P (n,t), the fluctuations in cu-
mulants have been the key idea to grasp any physical understanding of
the underlying processes. The cumulants' fluctuation over time and other
parameters of further investigation, would be further discussed in the next
sub-sections. The cumulants for a non-Gaussian distribution have already
been shown to oscillate as a function of any parameter in general (while
temperature and magnetic susceptibility parameters are discussed below) in
the works of Flindt et. al. in [103].

In the forthcoming sections on cumulants we will discuss the time evolution
of normal cumulants as function of temperature fluctuation and varying
magnetic susceptibilities on the quantum dot.
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We had discussed the formulation of normal cumulants in Chapter 1, here
we mention the cumulants or order n (in terms of central moments) as a
binomial function of moments µ as,

Cn = µn −
n−1∑
m=1

(
n− 1
m− 1

)
Cmµn−m (5.11)

which upon expanding for the first four orders, yields,

C1 =�n�
C2 = <n2>−<n>2

C3 = <(n−<n>)3
>

C4 = M4 − 3C2
2 (5.12)

where, M4 is the 4th normal moment defined as, M4 = <(n−<n>)4
>, for

the distribution P (n, t). The higher orders cumulants could be similarly
inferred through expanding Equa. 5.11 in terms of higher order moments.

In terms of experimental data analysis, the histogram of electrons transferred
through the barrier (as discussed in Chapter 4) essentially yields P (n, t)
and the idea of cumulants is developed analogously from the theory of k-
statistics as developed in Chapter 12 of [6]. The idea of k-statistics proposes
symmetric functions (k1, k2, ·, kp) to characterize the distributions, and
show the sampling cumulants could be obtained by combinatorial operations
on these functions [6] (also as mentioned in Eq. 5.11). The idea remains
same even for the discussion of factorial cumulants in the later sections.

The distributions of P (n, t) are considered from the experimentally possible
minimum to the experimentally possible maximum time limit while in the
very long time limits, the discrete electron statistics turn up into (linear)
continuous current statistics as � I �≡ �n

m�
t , at t → ∞. Discussions

on cumulants and factorial cumulants in this work, are considered at zero-
frequency limits which ideally means any information of interactions or
correlations are averaged over the experimentally valid long times and the
discreteness of electron transfers (resolvable at the detector’s bandwidth
limits of close to zero frequencies). Full counting statistics [52, 53, 87,
103, 136–144] had been so far remarkably utilized to understand higher
order statistics of charge transfer distributions across the tunneling barrier
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5.3 Time analysis of counted Electrons

and the discussions in succeeding sections shall attempt to enhance this
understanding. Of particular interest, is in using a comparatively newer idea
in FCS, called as factorial cumulants to identify any discerning information
in the transport statistics for example, the tails of the distribution in the
log plot of Fig. 2.12. The idea that, voltage or current fluctuations were
measurable [53, 141, 143] ideally by accounting the noise in the environment
[52] paved ways to measure the distributions P (n, t) [87, 137, 138] of tunneled
charges circumventing the need to remove any environmental noises, heralded
further ways to apply FCS to learn further through the higher moments and
cumulants. The review works of [145, 146] and references therein, quite aptly
sum the idea of applying the statistical techniques with charge detection and
counting processes using QPCs in both single and double ([139]) quantum
dots. Normal cumulants up to the 15th order have been worked upon in
[103] using a single quantum dot.

We will also discuss 'waiting time distributions' again in the same frame of
one another way of looking at charge transport. Discussions on cumulants
and factorial cumulants are further taken up with references to different
experiments discussed as follow.

5.3.1.1 Experiment-Set A: Cumulants vs. Temperature

The quantum dot is set to a fixed working point with a near constant rate for
tunneling-in and tunneling-out of electrons. The switching current (as the
QPC signal) is recorded at two different temperatures of base temperature
(400 mK) and higher temperature of 1.3K at the quantum dot. The current
traces are single switching events, indicating occupation of single free energy
state within the dot's energy window for both the temperatures. While
tunneling processes are compared, the quantity of tunneling asymmetry is
of essential importance and it is defined as,

α = Γout − Γin

Γout + Γin
(5.13)

where Γout and Γin are the tunneling rates for the tunneling-out and
tunneling-in processes considering an unidirectional flow of current from
the source to drain through the quantum dot. Asymmetry value is also an
indicator of measure of the change in barrier transparency for the tunneling
process between the two measurement. To compare two different tunneling
processes, it is also essential that the transparency of the barrier is not
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different so as to rightfully observe the effects of temperature rather than
that of the barrier transparency affecting the statistics.

For this experiment we have the following observations for 1.3K temperature,

Γin = 48.45 kHz
Γout = 17.61 kHz

α = −0.47

while for 400mK temperature,

Γin = 40.22 kHz
Γout = 10.79 kHz

α = −0.57

The temperatures were inferred through the vapor pressure of He3 at the He3
insert since it was intentional to bring as minimum heat possible through
any other sensors and measurement signals and avoid the use of extra wires
supposedly for sensors.

Figures of 5.2, 5.3 plot the normal cumulants (standardized or 'normalized
over the first cumulant') evolving over a period of time, so obtained from the
two temperature measurements. The solid lines represent data for higher
temperature while the dashed line represent data for base temperature
measurement. If we consider the ratios of the cumulants themselves for
the respective higher and lower temperature (the ratio for the cumulants
without having been normalized), we see from Fig. 5.4 that, for the ratio
of the first cumulant, the ratio stays to near constant value over time and
the value is not 1 but, > 1 (the constant value being 1.5 with changes
starting from 4th decimal position at longer times). This does indicate
that the mean of the distribution has shifted to higher value for the higher
temperature, indicating that we have larger average number of tunneling
events at the higher temperature. While this increases the tunneling rate,
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Figure 5.2: Time evolution of first seven cumulants for two different tem-
peratures. The cumulants shown are normalized over the mean current (first
cumulant). Solid lines are for higher temperature and dotted lines for base
temperature measurements. The inset shows the first cumulant.

for a fair comparison of the temperature effects, the tunneling asymmetry
was kept close to similar value (as mentioned above).

We observe from Fig. 5.4 that, apart from the mean becoming higher, we
also observe the second and third cumulant ratios are higher than 1. This
would mean that, the extent of spread from the mean position gets higher
at the higher temperature, for the smaller waiting times as plotted in the
figure. More events occur at the lower time limit when the temperature is
high.

We do observe the higher temperature has brought in certain visible (if not
very dramatic) change of statistics into the cumulants. The distribution
for both the set of data is plotted in Fig. 5.5. The asymmetry being close
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Figure 5.3: Time evolution of eighth to eleventh cumulants for the two
different temperatures. The cumulants shown are normalized over the mean
current (first cumulant). Solid lines are for higher temperature and dotted
lines for base temperature measurements. The inset shows the first cumulant.

to similar for both temperature measurements (the closest so obtainable
experimentally in this situation), at the higher temperature we do not
expect any different tunnelling scenario except that in absolute terms the
tunnel coupling is higher at both directions at higher temperature and we
expect the higher temperature to bring in higher occupation states into
the quantum dot, which would offer higher probability for the tunneling
electrons to occupy those states and tunnel through the dot. While this
increases the rate, it also effectively does not allow electrons to wait for
longer time at the dot before tunneling out, indicating shorter waiting
times. This is clearly observable in Fig. 5.5 with comparatively higher
distribution at the shorter time limit; while the waiting time distribution at
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Figure 5.4: Ratios of the first through fourth cumulant for higher-
temperature to base-temperature, are shown as respectively colored circles.
The ratio of C1 for the two temperatures is shown in blue-circle (which is a
constant 1.5), while that for C2 through C4 are shown in green, dark-brown,
purple circles. The ratios of the cumulants are taken from the non-normalized
values of the respective cumulants, to isolate any influence of the first cumu-
lant in the understanding of the comparison. The solid and dashed lines for
C2, C3, C4 are the normalized respective cumulants for the two temperatures,
as shown in figure of 5.2 respectively.

the medium to longer time limit is appreciably much lower than that at the
base temperature.

Further, higher temperature would bring in excited states into the energy
window at the dot, and while, electrons could occupy these states, they
would as well quickly decay into the nearest ground state [[147]] and ideally
the tunneling would happen from that ground state. We do expect this to
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of waiting times for the experiment for the two
different temperature. We see how for very long time limits the distribution
becomes rarified and spreads at the bottom of the distribution. The distri-
bution does show small differences for the two measurements at different
respective temperature, at smaller and very long time limits.

happen continuously but these events are not detectable from the current
experimental setup. The measurements basically see the transitions involving
purely the ground states at the dot.

We hence show that, higher temperature does alter the statistics of tunneling
electrons through single-dot measurements and these changes are observably
classical in nature. The use of double-dots with much smaller size geometry
and with a very fast detection setup, would dramatically give better picture
of actual unidirectional flow and clear involvement of kind of occupation
states involved in the tunneling process as the temperature would increase
from base to higher values.
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5.3.1.2 Experiment-Set B: Cumulants vs. Temperature vs. Asymmetry

We further evaluate the the dot system while we are continuously varying
the asymmetry parameter by varying the voltages at the gates G1 and
G2 (ref. Fig. 3.10)[G1 was varied from 422.5mV to 880mV and G2 was
varied from 163mV to 158mV, while G3 was set at 113.1mV]. Counting
measurements were performed at different temperatures, and the asymmetry
was varied at each temperature value.

The asymmetry values at temperature of 2K, changed from 0.11 to 0.54;
for temperature at 1K, α changed from 0.32 to 0.73; for temperature at
700mK, α changed from 0.38 to 0.75 and; for the base temperature of 400
mK, α changed from 0.43 to 0.76.

Work on universality of cumulant oscillations were discussed in [144], wherein
the cumulants oscillated with no special binding on the asymmetry parame-
ter. Figures 5.6 and 5.7, show how the cumulants evolve at one particular
temperature, with the varying asymmetry. For a particular temperature,
the waiting times from each stepped asymmetry condition were counted
into single distribution and the cumulants were evaluated. This way allows
one to identify if the varying asymmetry condition could influence the to-
tal distribution and hence any particular behaviour in the oscillations of
cumulants.

We do not observe any significant change in the pattern of time evolution
of the oscillations even for one particular temperature, the asymmetry has
changed. A reasoning similar to that discussed for Set-A experiments,
could be made wherein, the positive change in asymmetry is manifested
through the gradual opening of one of the tunnel barriers. This process
does rearrange the dot levels but owing to the bias through the dot at close
to 0.5mV, though, slightly more positive from 0V to aid uni-directional
transport, the occupation level in the dot always stays single. The increase
of temperatures though brings in higher coupling with the barrier contacts,
the asymmetry value being similar across temperature, the statistics just
varies as discussed in Set-A earlier, but, the stochastic nature is preserved
and no other dramatic observation is made.

The randomness (stochastic nature) in the waiting times do not get influ-
enced for any one particular temperature, though it should be mentioned
that our measurement system is limited to probing of events at close to DC
to few kHz frequencies and any possible bunching process that may happen
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Figure 5.6: Semi-log plot of cumulants 2nd through 4th (normalized over
the first) vs. Asymmetry, for a time interval of 0.5ms. Refs. [125, 144]
explain the universality of the oscillations of 15th order cumulant with respect
to both asymmetry and dimensionless time (Γt) quantities. Here the first
four orders are plotted with respect to asymmetry for different temperatures
to show that, the stochastic nature of tunneling process is not altered and is
universal with respect to change of asymmetry at different temperatures.

at high asymmetry and high kinetics (from very quick tunneling process)
condition or through co-tunneling [148–151] and, would still be recorded in
the combined time resolution of our system's measurement apparatus.

5.3.1.3 Experiment-Set C: Cumulants vs. Transverse Magnetic Field

In this experiment the quantum dot was evaluated for the influence of
magnetic field with the field passing perpendicularly through the dot-detector
system, at the base temperature and at gate voltages of G1 at 320mV, G2
at 147mV (G2 barrier nearly closed, while for 3T field, G2 was increased to
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Figure 5.7: Semi-log plot of cumulants 2nd through 4th (normalized over
the first) vs. Asymmetry, for a time interval of 1.5ms. Refs. [125, 144]
explain the universality of the oscillations of 15th order cumulant with respect
to both asymmetry and dimensionless time (Γt) quantities. Just like the
previous figure, 5.6, with the longer interval of counting the tunneling events,
the stochastic nature of tunneling process is still not altered and is universal
with respect to change of asymmetry at different temperatures.

132mV) and G3 at 125mV. The experiment is discussed for magnetic fields
of 1, 2 and, 3 T, all measured at base temperature.

The asymmetry values maintained to similar values and were for 1T, 2T
and 3T fields at α = 0.30 (Γ1 = 8.943 × 104 Hz, Γ2 = 1.681 × 105 Hz),
α = 0.28 (Γ1 = 4.608 × 104 Hz, Γ2 = 8.136 × 104 Hz) and α = 0.25
(Γ1 = 1.166 × 104 Hz, Γ2 = 1.928 × 104 Hz) respectively.

The presence of magnetic field ideally lifts the spin degeneracy due to
which we do expect suppression of conductance due to spin-blockade which
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Figure 5.8: Time evolution of the first cumulant for magnetic fields of 1T,
2T and, 3T at base temperature.
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Figure 5.9: Time evolution of 2nd through 5th cumulant (normalized over
the first) for magnetic fields of 1T at base temperature.
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Figure 5.10: Time evolution of 2nd through 5th cumulant (normalized over
the first) for magnetic fields of 2T at base temperature.
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Figure 5.11: Time evolution of 2nd through 5th cumulant (normalized over
the first) for magnetic fields of 3T at base temperature.
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Figure 5.12: Ratios of 1st, 2nd and, 3rd cumulants with respect to magnetic
fields of 2T/1T and 3T/1T, at base temperature. The ratios were taken
for the non-normalized cumulant values for each magnetic field, so as to
avoid influence of the mean current (first cumulant), in understanding the
change in cumulant values as magnetic field increased. We observe how at
higher magnetic fields the cumulants magnitude is suppressed (at each time
position).

would be at its dominant at 3T compared to 2T and 1T fields. Influence
of magnetic field assumes importance to the study of FCS owing to the
various electron coupling possible through spin interactions [102, 152–159].
In this experiment nevertheless, the stochastic nature of electron tunneling
through the tunneling barrier remains and the only difference the magnetic
field brings in is an altered distribution of tunneled events through the
barrier, through the suppression of distribution. The cumulants show
suppressed oscillation at higher magnetic field markedly visible for higher
order cumulants.

Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 show the time evolution of the first five
order cumulants for the three magnetic fields at base temperature. For the
current observation, the length of measurement for time trace was about
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1 min. and the Fano factor (2nd cumulant over the 1st cumulant) does
not show any effects of the magnetic field which could be the first most
visible observation for operating the dot and evaluating the FCS in the
Kondo regime (through change in the tunneling statistics from any magnetic
exchange couplings happening at the dot or across the barrier at higher bias
or temperature). The Zeeman energy (gµBB ≈ 25 µeV/Tesla, for g ≈ 0.4)
is much smaller than the single level spacing (see Chapter 3 for details)
and is also ≤ kBT . This along with the small unidirectional dot bias just
allows a single state occupation in the dot. The temperature also brings in
a certain tunnel broadening at both the barriers and the non-ferromagnetic
leads does not allow any spin exchange to happen with the leads. We do
not expect the Fano factor to get values more than 1 (as an indication of
super Poissonian transport owing to any transport happening in groups of
electrons due to any coupling across the barrier) in this situation (and of
investigation at DC - few-kHz frequencies), though the conductance through
Coulomb blockade does gets suppressed through spin-blockade at the higher
magnetic fields (the mean current - first cumulant, is suppressed as the
magnetic field increases). Figure 5.12 shows the ratio of 1st, 2nd and, 3rd
cumulant for magnetic fields at 2T vs. 1T and 3T vs. 1T. The ratios for
the 2nd and 3rd cumulants were considered for non-normalized values of
individual 2nd and 3rd cumulants at the respective fields. We observe that
all the ratios are less than 1, for considerable time until the inherent noise
(due to limited length of the data) overtakes the trend of the behavior. We
see that, the mean current is suppressed by about 15% at 2T from 1T field,
and further suppressed by about 50% at 3T going from 1T field. Second
and third cumulants are as visibly shown to be reduced too. As we had
seen the suppression due to spin-blockade mechanism, alters the statistics.

For this experiment the dot-bias was not swept through zero value at the
presence of magnetic field and hence it remains interesting (still at DC -
kHz frequencies), how the use of ferromagnetic leads and also a zero-bias
anomaly affects the behavior of cumulants at close to zero bias condition
of the quantum dot. At the QPC (detector) the presence of magnetic
field tends to improve the quantization through reducing the amount of
back-scattering (also see Chapter 2) happening at the point contact (even if
the potentials at the QPC would not be completely adiabatic [160]).
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5.3.1.4 Experiment-Set D: High dot bias condition
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Figure 5.13: VSD vs VG2 plot for the positive source-drain bias of the quan-
tum dot. Refer text for description and explanation on various annotations.

The sample (from Fig. 3.10) [104, 161, 162] with the AFM oxidised barriers
forming tunneling channels across both sides of the quantum dot, was
subjected to source-drain bias sweep from -2.2mV to +2.2mV DC (in 25µV
steps), while the gate G2, was stepped and opened gradually as shown in
Fig. 5.13. Figure 5.13 shows the region of positive bias of the result (in
the form of QPC mean current or the first cumulant as evaluated from the
QPC current, as one of the channel was stepped through the bias). The
electron temperature was inferred through the Coulomb blockade widths at
zero bias (for FWHM ∝ 3.5kBT , accounting for a certain bias offset close
to zero bias), and was found to be approximately, 800mK. In the figure,
the dot is opened as the gate (G2) voltage decreases. Gate G1 voltage was
appropriately set to allow for single tunneling events (in our sample device,
gate G1 had gotten electrically weak due to aging and it was continuously
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compensated accordingly). Further, the dot bias is also increased, offering
further stable occupation states for the electron at the dot.
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Figure 5.14: Time traces of current switches observed from the positions of
'single blue' (A) and 'double blue' (B) dagger points of Fig. 5.13. Arrows show
the direction of current flow, i.e, the electrons are switching occupation states
as 0 → 1 and 0 → 1 → 2 as they fill the states and then empty thereafter
one state at a time, unidirectionally, with 0, 1, 2 being the occupation states.

Figure 5.13 highlights regions of low and high current regions. The pale
yellow dashed line represent the region of an abrupt increase in the current
from the region represented by the black dashed line. The abrupt current
increase (marked as prominent presence of red colored values) is ascribed to
the presence of first excited state becoming available in the energy window
for the electron to occupy during the transport process. Following the
discussion from Section 2.3.2, we do observe an excited state that is also
visibly broadened (possibly due to presence of a continuum of excited states,
made available through the large bias situation at the gate and the dot,
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while the electrons tunneling through this continuum, would only take up
the lowest state in the energy window). Regions 1 and 2 denote the Coulomb
blockade region and the figure also shows regions of two and three stable
states of electron occupation in the dot.

As bias increases, and electrons are able to occupy single or two occupation
states (giving two or three stable configurations respectively, as shown in Fig.
5.13) and, the QPC current registers switches representing the respective
stable configurations as shown in Fig. 5.14 (here we observe two plots of
QPC currents with single and double switches respectively). These two plots
also correspond to regions represented by single and double blue daggers of
Fig. 5.13 respectively.

We can further infer from the both the plots of Fig. 5.14 on how the waiting
times for the electrons in each stable state are distributed. The length of
each waiting time is a random length due to the stochastic nature of the
tunneling process. This gives us a Poisson behavior for the distribution.
The smallest point from the time trace is of 2µs (discussed in Chapter 3).
The figures of 5.13 and 5.14 from this experiment are further discussed in
the next section of factorial cumulants.

5.3.2 Factorial Cumulants
Figure 5.14 represents regions of single and double occupation states for
electron(s) to occupy inside the dot, at different gate voltages. We shall
discuss these observations through the evaluation of factorial cumulants
rather than non-factorial (normal) cumulants as in the previous sections
since, the idea of factorial cumulants brings in additional information on
the idea of possible Coulomb interactions in the Poissonian processes that
we expect to observe happening across the tunnel barriers while involving
more than one occupation levels inside the quantum dot.

We shall try to understand the experimental results through a short math-
ematical introduction to factorial moments and cumulants. The factorial
expression [6] for a variable s is conveniently described as (with an analogy
to power law, sr),

s[r] = s(s− h)(s− 2h) · · · s− (r − 1)h
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or rather taking the first difference with respect to s with unit h we will
have,

∆sr = (s+ h)r − sr

= (s+ h)s(s− h) · · · s− (r − 2)h− s(s− h) · · · s− (r − 1)h
= rsr−1h

which could be compared to the equation in differential dxr = rxr−1dx.
Conversely we will have,

∞∑
s=0

s[r] = 1
(r + 1)h (s+ h)[r+1]

which would correspond to the rth factorial moment about an arbitrary
origin a as [6],

µ[r] =
∞∑

j=−∞
s

[r]
j f(sj) (5.14)

with the summation (rather than Stieltjes integral) indicating the idea that
the factorial moments are ideally useful for discontinuous distributions or
continuous distributions [6, 7]grouped in intervals of width h and f(sj)
being the distribution of sj .

The factorial moments as defined as derivative of the factorial moment
generating function would be [47] in terms of ordinary moments defined as,

< nm >F (t) ≡ ∂mz MF (z, t) |z→0=< n(n− 1) · · · (n−m+ 1) >

where, MF (z, t) = G(z + 1, t) is the factorial moment generating function,
alike the ordinary moment generating function discussed in the previous
section.

We see the usefulness of employing factorial moments and factorial cumulants
with reference to Fig. 2.11-2.12 where a certain Poisson process (with
discrete distribution) with a certain rate Γ was not fitting with the Gaussian
(continuous) distribution. This idea [47] can be further illustrated, if we
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consider Equa. 2.51 (from Chapter 2) which in terms of the processes from
Fig. 2.11 and 2.12 would yield for the Poisson process as (as a physical limit
for the rare discrete process),

P (n, t) = Γt

n! e
−Γt

with the corresponding generating function as G(z, t) = eΓt(z−1). This
would give cumulants for the Poisson process as,

� nm � (t) = Γt

which for factorial cumulants � nmF � (t) is zero (ideally it → 0, which
is visible at shorter time limits) for m > 1 (for Poissonian processes, Fano
factor = 〈〈N2〉〉/〈N〉 = 1, and have non-zero normal cumulants for order
m > 2); hence the idea of factorial cumulants become important in the
discussions of discrete processes in a possibly interacting system where
the evaluation of factorial cumulants can reveal any deviations from pure
Poisson statistics (just as normal cumulants would show deviations from
pure Gaussian statistics). Figure 2.11 highlights this difference in the tails of
the Poisson and Gaussian processes (in the log plot) and factorial cumulants
of order m > 1 would be non-zero for deviating from Poisson statistics (Fig.
2.11).

In general, we could consider the factorial moments for a grouped data
with distributions (frequencies) f1, f2, ··, fn be given by the progressive
summations, for the first four factorial moments as,

µF1 =

n∑
j=1
{jfj}∑
fj

µF2 =

n∑
j=1
{j(j − 1)fj}∑

fj

µF3 =

n∑
j=1
{j(j − 1)(j − 2)fj}∑

fj
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µF4 =

n∑
j=1
{j(j − 1)(j − 2)(j − 3)fj}∑

fj
(5.15)

where the summation is divided by the total frequency
∑
fj . This way

of summation and dividing by the total frequency has been the norm of
calculating the factorial moments for all the experimental data discussed in
this section.

Analogous to the discussions of ordinary moments and cumulants discussed
in the previous section, here the factorial cumulants could be defined as the
coefficient of tr/r! in the expansion of the logarithm of the factorial moment
generating function [6, 47] as,

SF (z, t) = log[MF (z, t)]i.e,
� nm �F (t) ≡ ∂mz SF (z, t) |z→0=� n(n− 1) · · · (n−m+ 1)�

While in the preceding section we witnessed how the normal cumulants have
been oscillating, it has been not possible to extract any further information
on physical processes (ideally the processes could be hiding in the oscillations)
leading to the statistics other than the universality of the oscillations as
discussed before. The idea brought by Abanov and Ivanov [163, 164]
that, for noninteracting fermions through a two-terminal system would
be a "generalized binomial" (also in [165]) and that the charge transfer
process could be factorized into the individual charge events while the idea
that the 'zeros' of the generating function would lie on the negative real
axis. Theoretically the idea 'zeros of the generating function' stem from
the mathematical operation of finding determinant in terms of spectral
properties of operators whose eigenvalues give transmission probabilities of
elementary charge transfers. The mathematical treatment of the subject
is beyond the scope of this work and hence is referred as zeros and its
likelihood of it not confining purely in the negative real axis of the complex
plane indicates interactions in the fermionic system.

The treatment of zeros is not taken further in this work for the reasons that,
its calculations in comparisons to results offered by factorial cumulants were
not straightforward to calculate and understand within the discussions of
the theoretical model discussed by Kambly et. al. in [125], which otherwise
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forms the framework for discussing factorial cumulants characterizing our
experimental data.

Factorial cumulants which have not been yet treated widely in the realm of
FCS in mesoscopic physics is shown to provide an alternate view compared
to ordinary cumulants to characterize the probability distribution P (n,t) of
the charge transport processes. Though works of [166–168] discuss factorial
cumulants numerically in the realms of photons statistics through a QPC,
entanglement entropy at QPC and in realms of spin degenerate quantum
dot coupled to normal lead and spin non-degenerate quantum dot coupled
to ferromagnetic lead respectively, the idea that they can characterize
Coulombic interactions in an actual experiment of a simple two-terminal
quantum dot with normal lead form the core of our discussions below.

Kambly et. al. have discussed in their work of [125] that, the binomial
statistics that being characterized by factorial cumulants show that for
noninteracting systems, the higher order factorial cumulants will not oscillate
with any parameter (unlike the normal cumulants we observed in previous
section). Our experiment just deals with the parameter of 'time' evolution
of the factorial cumulants. Contrarily, if the higher order factorial cumulants
oscillate as a function of some parameter ('time' in our experiment), the
idea of 'generalized' binomial statistics is violated and it is hence a cause
due to electron 'interactions' happened at the dot.

The expression of the generating function being factorable into independent
elementary particle events, from [125, 163, 164], is mathematically given as,

G(z,t) generalized=
binomial

z−Q
∏

i
Gi(z,t) (5.16)

where, Gi(z,t) = 1− pi + piz is the expression for the binomial generating
function corresponding to single elementary charge transport occurring
with a probability pi ≤ 1. This generating function depends on 'time' as
well as other parameters the system provides. The factor z−Q equals 1
for an unidirectional transport, which is the experimental situation in our
discussions. This factor corresponds to a deterministic background charge
transfer with Q =

∑
i pi − 〈n〉 ≥ 0 [125], with 〈n〉 being the mean value of

the total transferred charge and Q = 0 for unidirectional transport.

Discussions in this section attempt to explain Coulombic interactions, influ-
encing the stochastic processes across the barrier which further influence the
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probability distribution P (n,t), become visible through factorial cumulants
unlike in ordinary cumulants.

The factorial cumulants from the experimentally obtained moments (as
explained above), are further evaluated (as in terms of ordinary moments)
for the first four orders (from Equa. 5.11) as,

F1 = µ1 (5.17)
F2 = µ2 − F 2

1 (5.18)
F3 = µ3 − F 3

1 − 3F1F2 (5.19)
F4 = µ4 − F 4

1 − 6F1
2F2 − 4F1F3 − 3F2

2 (5.20)

The evaluation of factorial cumulants further than first four orders is not
considered for want of very long time trace data, which as discussed in
Chapter 4, amplifies noise at higher orders if the data length is short and
it becomes impossible to learn further about the time behavior of factorial
cumulants at higher orders. Additionally, the first four orders have been very
sufficient to discuss the experimental observations characterized through
factorial cumulants.

The figure of 5.13 shows two observations of importance, which we will
continue to discuss further. First observation is, as shown by 'blue' daggers,
with 'single' dagger positioned at the region of single occupation state in the
dot, ultimately allows two possible stable states of electrons inside the dot.
This single dagger position is highlighted by the time trace of Fig. 5.14A,
which clearly shows current switches between occupied state (marked as '1')
and unoccupied state (marked as '0'). We will further call this situation
of time trace as 2-level system. The blue 'double' dagger is positioned at
the region of 'high-bias' where the possibility of two-occupation state in the
dot arises. This position is highlighted by the time trace of Fig. 5.14B, of
current switches in states marked by '0', '1' and '2'. The dot offers states of
'1' and '2' for two electrons to occupy in the region marked in Fig. 5.13 with
two occupation probabilities and three stable states for the electrons inside
the dot. We would further call this situation of time trace as 3-level system.
The second observation is the near-stepped (though seen as a continuum,
but with a certain marked step) increase of current in Fig. 5.13 shown as
'red' region and marked through 'yellow' dashed line. This line marks the
availability of the first excited state in the transport window along the edges
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of the 'black' dashed line, which denotes the ground occupation state. We
will discuss this situation in terms of tunneling rate that we observe through
the either barriers across the dot.

The figure of 5.13 was generated through 4040 data positions and for a
unique dot bias and gate-G2 bias, time traces were measured for each of
this position. The time traces varied from few hundred to up to about 2
million events per recorded trace of few seconds each, as both the biases
were varied. Factorial cumulants were evaluated for each of this unique
position.

The blue 'single' dagger of Fig. 5.13 position was observed for the dot bias
of 0.85mV and gate-G2 bias of 173.5mV. The factorial cumulants evaluated
at this point is shown in Fig. 5.15 as 'red' points. The data points get more
scattered at longer times, owing to the short time trace data. The time
evolution is hence calculated for up to 0.5 ms time.

Equation of 5.16, with single elementary probabilities of pi, is evaluated for
factorial cumulants as [125],

� nm �= (−1)m−1(m− 1)!
[∑

i

pmi −Q
]

(5.21)

where, Q = 0 for our case of uni-directional transport. The factorial
cumulants here alternates signs with respect to the order m as (−1)m−1 (the
statistics being generalized binomial). This expression is further theoretically
evaluated (and discussed in [125]) as,

� nm �=< nm >F −
m−1∑
k=1

(
m− 1
k − 1

)
� nm �< nm−k > (5.22)

with < nm >F being the mth order factorial moment.

This idea is immediately observed in the figures of 5.15 for the experimental
data ('red' points). The theoretical fits from the model as observed from the
expressions discussed above (also in 'Appendix' of the work of D. Kambly
[125] along with the idea of 'detector' in their calculations) is shown in 'blue'.
The fits were determined by Mathematica codes provided by D. Kambly
from her aforementioned work.
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Figure 5.15: Factorial cumulants for first four orders (normalized over
first) calculated for the 'blue single dagger' position of Fig. 5.14. Red data
points are from the experimental data. Blue fit is from the theoretical model
explained in work of Kambly et. al. [125].
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We see near accurate fit, for the theoretical model for the following parame-
ters;

ΓSource = 0.597 kHz
ΓDrain = 3.880 kHz
ΓDetector = 250 kHz

while the experimental values were,

ΓSource = 0.590 kHz
ΓDrain = 3.807 kHz
ΓDetector = 250 kHz

The ΓSource and ΓDrain would otherwise also be referred to as tunnel-IN and
tunnel-OUT rates respectively.

We observe the factorial cumulants of even order taking negative values,
and odd orders taking positive values. This follows the theoretical factor of
(−1)m−1 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4. The factorial cumulants do not oscillate though.

Following a simple Coulomb blockade model of our dot system, at a low-bias
regime of 'single blue dagger' from the experiment, the energy level at the
dot is well above the electrochemical potential of the drain and much lower
than the electrochemical potential of the source, µsource � εdot � µdrain.
The transition from (N) → (N+1) → (N) state (Fig. 5.16), carries an
electron through the QD across the barriers. Since this corresponds to a
simple unidirectional transport through a single energy state in the dot (a
two state Markovian system), we expect no electron-electron interactions
that would influence the statistics of the electron transiting through the dot.
We do not have any situation for a Coulombic interaction at the dot. The
factorial cumulants agreeably do not oscillate at this situation.

We further evaluate the factorial cumulants at the position of 'double blue
dagger' of Fig. 5.13 which is at a comparatively high-bias situation than the
situation at 'single blue dagger' position. We expect the energy window to
further open up, to allow more states to become available, for the tunneling
electrons to traverse across the source barrier through the dot. We would
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briefly discuss the scenario of the electron transfer schemes across the energy
levels at the dot. Once the (N + 2)nd energy level is visible to the electron,
the probability for two electrons to occupy the dot at the same time gets
very high, which was also shown by Gustavsson et. al in [169]. Depending
on the coupling of the QD with the source and the drain leads, at higher
QD biases, electron transitions of (N) → (N+1) → (N+2) → (N+1) → (N)
or (N+1) → (N+2) → (N+1) get highly likely.

The figure of 5.14B shows the time trace for this situation with the electron
occupation probability of '1' and '2' at the dot. For this unique situation
we would evaluate the factorial cumulants on the conditional statistics of
tunneling-IN and tunneling-OUT cases as schematized in Fig. 5.17.

The tunneling events for the 3-level state data are identified as (N) →
(N+1) or (N+1) → (N+2) transitions counted as single tunnel-IN event
for each time bin and (N+2) → (N+1) or (N+1) → (N) transitions as
single tunneling-OUT event for each time bin. The P(n,t) for either of
these processes are different. We however never counted jumps of 2 states

N-1

N

N+1

Source Drain

P(n, t)

Figure 5.16: Simple Coulomb dot system. The 'Drain' barrier is slightly
less transparent than the 'Source' barrier (as considered for a one-to-one
comparison with the experimental situation). The schematic shows only one
occupation possibility for the electron, akin to situation discussed for 'single
blue dagger' of Fig. 5.13 and factorial cumulant results of Fig. 5.15.
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N

N+1

N+2

t

Figure 5.17: Conditional tunneling cases used to evaluate the factorial
cumulants for the 3-level dot system. Each 'green' arrow is a tunneling-IN
event, while each 'red' arrow is a tunneling-OUT event.

like (N) → (N+2) or (N+2) → (N) (though it was sparsely observed in
few time traces) as, our experiment was bandwidth limited to few kHz, it
was very likely that these double jumps as seen at the QPC were due to
non-resolution of single state jumps at the QPC. Also we would further see
that it was necessary to avoid extremely short time events (within the limits
of experiment bandwidth) so as to conclude the waiting time distributions
did not follow two different distributions.

The factorial cumulants for the conditional tunneling situation at two
different positions (different from the blue dagger positions) of Fig. 5.13 is
plotted in figures of 5.18 and 5.19. We discuss two cases, where for "Case
A" represented by Fig. 5.18 is at a situation of dot bias of 2.175mV and
gate-G2 bias of 164.5mV. "Case B" represented by Fig. 5.19 is at situation
of dot bias of 2.175mV and gate-G2 bias of 166mV.

The factorial cumulants in both figures of 5.18 and 5.19 are plotted for the
4th order as this order could represent the highest possible with least amount
of noise for the set of data from this experiment. The plots are plotted in
log-log format, to allow for very clear observation of the oscillations where
the factorial cumulant values move about the 'zero' of y-axis at very short
time scales.
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Figure 5.18: 4th order normalized factorial cumulant for the conditional
tunneling situation of case A (G2-gate bias of 164.5mV, dot bias of 2.175mV,
see text). The log-log plots very clearly identify the oscillations away from
'0' at very short time scales which is otherwise not clear in the linear plot
shown in the inset. 'Blue' points show negative values while 'red' points
show positive values. The time scale is up to 4ms. The data is shown as
numerically extracted from the calculations, to show the noise development
at the longer time scale. We observe oscillation for both tunneling IN and
OUT situations for the electrons, as shown in A and B respectively.
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Figure 5.19: 4th order normalized factorial cumulant for the conditional
tunneling situation of case B (G2-gate bias of 166mV, dot bias of 2.175mV,
see text). The log-log plots very clearly identify the oscillations away from
'0' at very short time scales which is otherwise not clear in the linear plot
shown in the inset. 'Blue' points show negative values while 'red' points
show positive values. The time scale is up to 4ms. The data is shown as
numerically extracted from the calculations, to show the noise development at
the longer time scale. We observe oscillation only for tunneling IN situation,
and no oscillations for the tunneling OUT situation, as shown in A and B
respectively.
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Figure 5.20: 4th order factorial cumulant shown for both tunnel-IN and
tunnel-OUT cases across the whole span of dot and gate-G2 bias as shown
in 5.13. Fig. 5.18 situation as Case A, and Fig. 5.19 situation as Case B is
exemplified as 'yellow' and 'green' dots at the length of dot bias of 2.175mV.
The cases of A and B of figures of 5.18 and 5.19 actually extend over the
either side of the 'dotted' green line which is otherwise also the 'dotted' yellow
line from Fig. 5.13 with the 'black' colored region representing the case of
oscillations for both tunnel-IN and tunnel-OUT cases, while the 'orange'
colored region represent the case of oscillations only for only tunnel-IN case.
The 'greyed' out region is the region where the 4th order factorial cumulant
could not be properly resolved for oscillations due to noise effects. 'White'
space is the Coulomb blockade region, 'blue' is the region with only one
occupation probability and the factorial cumulants in this region do not show
oscillations. A further point at 178mV of gate bias marked in 'pale violet'
dot, exemplified for a bias situation of 4mV is discussed in Appendix F (Figs.
12.1-12.7), in the same analogy as bearing the characteristics of the whole
'orange' region.
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We observe that for case A, the oscillations are visible for both the conditional
tunnel-IN and tunnel-OUT cases while for the case B, the oscillations are
only visible for only tunnel-IN case. This observation actually is made for
the entire region of two occupation probability region of the high bias span
as visible in Fig. 5.13. This is shown in Fig. 5.20.

We will try to explain this behavior also in terms of tunneling rate picture
across the whole span of dot and gate-G2 biases.

We have the following situations, one where varying the capacitively coupled
gate voltage, continuously tunes the energy levels in the QD relative to
the Fermi-levels in the leads [1, 170] and it also shifts all the dot levels
in a similar fashion as the gate voltage is effecting the electrochemical
potentials to change all at the same time and, secondly the tunnel coupling
which exponentially depends on Vsource−drain and Vgate [171], also becomes
exponentially stronger with the further opening of the gate [172].

With this aforementioned idea, we start with a situation of Fig. 5.22A for
slightly high dot bias and low gate-G2 bias situations (somewhere around
where 'blue single dagger' of Fig. 5.13 was discussed). In this situation the
tunneling happens through single occupation state through the dot and we
do not expect any interactions. This was also shown in Fig. 5.16.

In a further high bias situation (1.2mV - 2mV dot bias) and and at certain
higher gate-G2 voltages of Fig. 5.22B referred to as 'Case A' or 'Case B'
(gate-G2 at 164.5mV or 166mV respectively) at the QD, we have a situation
of two unoccupied energy levels coming into the transport energy window
of the dot, the second being very likely the first excited state of the first
ground state unoccupied level available in the dot. The tunneling rates for
the transition '2 → 3', from Fig. 5.21 (either 'yellow' or 'magenta' points)
in this case show a stepped increase than for transition '1 → 2' for the same
'yellow' or 'magenta' point, with the involvement of the excited level close
to the source level at the dot and this increase is parallel to the diamond
edge of the source → dot and dot → drain tunneling directions across the
available energy level in the dot for these high bias situation.

When the gate-voltage is at 166mV (case B situation), the source fermi level
is comparatively strongly coupled to the dot due to gate-G2 being at the
source and, after the first electron having tunneled into the dot, the stronger
Coulomb force from the first electron effects in the tunneling probability of
the second electron in waiting at the source. The tunneling-IN distribution
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Figure 5.21: Tunneling rates for respective tunneling cases (as mentioned
in the title of each sub-figure) shown for the whole span of dot and gate-
G2 biases as mentioned in Fig. 5.13. The 'yellow' and 'magenta' points
correspond to 'yellow' and 'green' points from 5.20. Refer text for explanation
on annotations. The rate values are colored as base-10 log values of the
actual rate values. 'Red' arrows show the marked step increases of the rate
values, very likely at positions of the first excited state of Fig. 5.13. Please
see Appendix E, on the explanation for the extraction of different rates.
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is henceforth influenced from Coulomb interaction at this point. This is
clearly visible as oscillations in the combined factorial statistics of the higher
orders for the tunneling-IN case for Fig. 5.19A. Figure 5.22B schematize
the tunneling-IN processes for this particular case.

The comparatively weakly coupled drain lead with the dot, does not influence
the tunneling-OUT process and hence, the electrons tunnel out very much
stochastically. We observe the tunneling rate for the '3 → 2' transition
significantly smaller which is for the second electron for the tunnel-OUT
process and so also is the case with the first electron ('2 → 1') since the
drain fermi level is further below the energy level of the first electron in
the dot (for rates at this situation, refer the magenta point of Fig. 5.21).
Henceforth we do not observe any oscillation in the factorial cumulant (even
at higher than the 4th order) for the tunneling-OUT process (5.19B).

Now at a gate-G2 voltage of 164.5mV, (which further opens up gate G2;
schematized in Figs. 5.22B-D), the electron distribution is further altered
and ideally both the source and drain fermi levels gets 'comparatively
strongly' coupled with the dot, though there is also a weaker influence on the
gate barrier on the drain side from gate-G2 (source) voltage. In this situation,
for the tunnel-IN process, we would follow the aforementioned argument
(in the previous paragraph) as the reasons for Coulomb interactions and
oscillations in the Tunneling-IN factorial cumulant. Now for the tunnel-OUT
process, after the second electron has tunneled out stochastically, the first
electron in the QD (implying 2 → 1 transition) sees a larger Coulomb force
from the levels in the drain lead (also that, since the drain side is now
'comparatively strongly' coupled to the dot) "effecting" the tunneling-OUT
process through Coulomb interaction from the drain side, which in turn,
effects tunneling-OUT factorial cumulant to show marked oscillations just
like in the tunneling-IN case (5.19A-B).

We can very strongly negate any 'back tunneling' since in these high energetic
regimes (involving high bias and 3-level states), we do not observe either
tunneling-IN or tunneling-OUT rates to be similar for any point in this
regime, i.e, neither '3 → 2' and '2 → 3' or '1 → 2' and '2 → 1' rates for
both 'yellow' and 'magenta' points are similar. The rates were determined
through the slope (and later factored with normalized distribution values
for case of 2 → 3 and 2 → 1 tunneling processes, due to certain behavior
of waiting time distributions further discussed in the section of 'waiting
time distribution', also see Appendix F) of the log plot of the waiting time
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Figure 5.22: Schematic depicting tunneling schemes for situations of low
and high bias situations. 'High Vsd' implies high dot bias, 'high (low) VG2'
implies high (low) gate-G2 bias situation.

distribution for each point in the dot bias and gate-G2 bias span, by a linear
fit through the slope as we have the distribution given as,

P (n, t) ∝ eΓt (5.23)

with Γ being the tunneling rate. The rates shown in Fig. 5.21 are the
base-10 log values of the actual rate values. Figure 5.23 shows how the
distributions are skewed at very short time scales and at comparatively very
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long time scales and the fitting process ideally was done at the region where
the the time scale was in between as shown in Fig. 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: Determination of rates depended on fitting to the right region
of the waiting time distribution (shown in the figure above), since at very
short times, the distribution was highly skewed (also shown as magnified
in the inset), since the counting of waiting times gives high density of very
small time events which are thought to be present due to the experimental
bandwidth limitation and possibly their length not entirely representative of
actual waiting time. At very long times, the distribution also gets scattered
(which can vary to high degree in short data set) due to sparse long time
events. Hence the fitting algorithm to determine the rate (for the set of
about 4000 data distributions of Fig. 5.21), was made to consider regions
predominantly shown by the black line limits in the figure.

The idea of the above discussed argument in favor of the observations
of figures 5.18 and 5.19 is complemented by the continuation of similar
observation over the range of two occupation probability regions at high
bias situations of the dot as is seen in the figure of 5.20.

We shall just try to look at the 2nd normalized normal cumulant (the
Fano factor) for the cases of 'Case A' and 'Case B' from figures of 5.18
and 5.19 in Fig. 5.24, and, we do observe the fano factor getting over the
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observed over time for the dot bias of 2.175mV and the range of gate-G2
voltages discussed in figure 5.13 and the case of figures 5.18 and 5.19 are
particularly presented here.
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value of 1, which ideally signifies super-poissonian distribution and very
likely a hint of interaction. Dramatically the tunnel-IN case shows values
larger than 1, for both gate-G2 bias values as referred in figures of 5.18
and 5.19, but not for the tunnel-OUT case. We just try to validate our
arguments for the interactions through the normal 2nd cumulant though
it is not very indicative as the factorial cumulants of figures 5.18 and 5.19.
We also observe that the 2nd cumulant normalized over the 1st, takes larger
than 1 values at short times scales, close to 0.2 ms, which ideally is also
not affected due to noise factor in the evaluation of the statistics which
otherwise is very visible at long times. Another situation just as discussed
in Case B (of Fig. 5.19) above but, for a very high dot bias of 4mV is
discussed Appendix F (Figs. 12.1-12.7) of this thesis wherein we show a
similar behavior of oscillating factorial cumulants for tunnel-IN case and
non-oscillating factorial cumulants for tunnel-OUT case.

Further as discussed by Philipp Stegmann and Jürgen König in [[173]]
for the generalized factorial cumulants, we also show in our experimental
results that, the factorial cumulants even during the presence of interactions,
observe the power law over time t as, tm, m being the order of the factorial
cumulant. This is shown in figures of 5.25 and 5.26. We observe that as the
order increases, the magnitude of the factorial cumulants also increase from
1 to 4, only at the shorter time limit. For the first factorial cumulant, the
slope of Fig. 5.25A shows the magnitude increase from 5× 10−2 to 5× 10−1

for a respective change in time from 10−2 to 10−1 and hence we have a 1st
order power law with time. In Fig. 5.25B we have, for the 2nd factorial
cumulant the magnitude increase from ≈ 2.3 × 10−5 to ≈ 2.3 × 10−3 for
a respective change in time from 10−3 to 10−2 and we have a 2nd order
power law with time. From Fig. 5.26A, for the third factorial cumulant,
we have the magnitude change from ≈ 2.5 × 10−7 to ≈ 2.5 × 10−4 for a
respective change in time from 10−3 to 10−2 and we have a 3rd order power
law with time. From Fig. 5.26B, for the fourth factorial cumulant, we have
the magnitude change from 4.0× 10−9 to 4.0× 10−5 for a respective change
in time from 10−3 to 10−2 and we have a 4th order power law with time.
Appendix F (Figs. 12.1-12.7) further discusses the factorial cumulants in the
log-log scale for further higher orders (for a different experiment) and while
they are plotted there in the normalized (over the first factorial cumulant)
form, they very much show similar behavior at the shorter time scale, as
orders increase.
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Figure 5.25: Power law fit tm of time t, for order m = 1, 2 [[173]]. The
factorial cumulants are from the case A situation of Fig. 5.18 and are not
normalized. We see the magnitude scales up proportional to the order as
function of time with order 1 in A, and order 2 in B (see text for slope
values).
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Figure 5.26: Power law fit tm of time t, for order m = 3, 4 [[173]]. The
factorial cumulants are from the case A situation of Fig. 5.18 and are not
normalized. We see the magnitude scales up proportional to the order as
function of time with order 3 in A, and order 4 in B (see text for slope
values).
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5.3.3 Waiting time distribution

Complementary to the discussions of cumulants from previous two sec-
tions, the waiting time distributions (WTD) [124, 174–178] also provides
us with a significant statistical insight into the tunneling events and as
well allows detailed investigations into very short times scales. The waiting
time distribution is the delay time between two switches or events for the
electron tunneling in / out of the dot and is widely studied in the realm
of quantum optics. Waiting times carry (a) a certain causal information
(we will see further in our discussions that, this causal information is from
the electron's state across the barrier), (b) the single or more than single
reset characteristics of the dot (in our experimental consideration) and (c)
possibly the Coulomb interaction information (in relation to point (a)). We
start our discussion with a very unique observation on similarity of two
tunneling rates, for 3-level state system (more than single reset system)
of our quantum dot and cross relate this observation with the stochastic
behavior of widely used functional mathematical function used in computing
systems.

We shall foremost discuss our simple Coulomb blockade dot and the 3-level
state system that it offered us at high bias situation to discuss how the
waiting times evolve through the tunneling process across the barriers.

We observe from Fig. 5.27 that the distributions for the transition from
2→ 3 and 2→ 1 state always have the same slope, while we still think that,
the tunneling process from the state 2 in either direction of the barriers,
which can bring an additional electron or, empty the existing electron at
the dot, though expectedly stochastic in character, their waiting times are
distributed alike (not same distribution though) and their tunneling rates
are nearly the same.

We could simulate the model of the simple Coulomb blockade dot with two
tunneling barriers (Fig. 5.30) but with no detector in the simulation, using
the following algorithmic description.
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Figure 5.27: Waiting time distribution for a time trace as highlighted
in the top, the color of the distributed data corresponds to the state of
electron waiting to transit to either state, looking in the forward direction
of time and unidirectional transport mechanism. The data set show time
distribution which is scattered to a higher degree at longer time scales. The
y-axis show the actual distribution of the waiting times. The solid colored
lines are guide to the eyes which were also fit through regression based fitting
method, to show the nature of the slope for the different waiting times. We
see that, distributions shown for yellow and blue data points, have a similar
slope. Black data point is the sum of the distribution for tunneling events
happening on either directions from state 2 (sum of yellow and blue). Please
see Appendix E, to find how we got ahead with rate differentiation for the
two tunneling rates from tunneling events from either directions of state 2.
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Figure 5.28: Waiting time distribution for a time trace as highlighted in
the top, simulated using the random number generator of Matlab (Mersenne
Twister) and Windows OS. Along with discussions in the text, flow chart of
Fig. 5.29 explains the algorithm behind this simulation. We again observe
the distributions given by blue and yellow data points having similar slope,
the characteristics is very similar to that described in Fig. 5.27

The algorithm also explains the Fig. 5.29 in the following steps;
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Figure 5.29: State flow picture for simulation of the waiting time distribu-
tion and time trace shown in Fig. 5.28.

1. Since, there are only two tunneling barriers, we will technically have
only two tunneling rates which of course will depend on the waiting
time of 'blocking' electron in the dot, for the tunneling-IN electron
and, the tunneling-OUT rate would depend on the waiting time of the
'blocked' electron in the dot, due to electrons across the 'Drain' barrier.
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Now this idea though is straightforward, the presence of an another
occupation state within the dot, would create a third tunneling rate
for this electron, and for clarity, this third tunneling rate would in
principle be due to the waiting time of that electron being again
blocked due to electrons across the ‘Drain’ barrier

2. The inputs are;
2 tunneling rates (Rate 1 and Rate 2 respectively as Tunnel-IN

rate and Tunnel-OUT rate) due to two barriers irrespective of the
number of occupation states available in the QD; and we have from
these rates, two respective scalar values, 'Scalar 1 = Rate 1 x shortest
time resolution of the experiment' and 'Scalar 2 = Rate 2 x shortest
time resolution of the experiment'

the total number of the tunneling events (Total length)

3. The simulation starts with the electron in an arbitrary state, say state
1:

4. Within state 1: a random number is generated and evaluated against
Scalar 1: i.e., Is random-number() ≥ Scalar 1: True? As long as
random-number() ≥ Scalar 1:, count variable Count-for-state-1 is
incremented from zero value and this count is the waiting time the
electron will spend in State 1: If random-number() ≥ Scalar 1: is
False ? then, Waiting-time-for-State1 = Count-for-state-1, Goto step
5

5. The electron is in State 2:

6. Within State 2: again, two conditions are evaluated in parallel since
after State2 an electron could be next visible in either State1 or State3,
and the two conditions are evaluated until Count-for-State-2 > 0 and
no jumps are made from State 2; another count value Count-for-State-
2 is incremented from zero Condition 1: Is random-number() < Scalar
1: ? If True ?, Waiting-time-for-State2 = Count-for-State-2; Break
the step 6 loop and Jump to Step 7 (into state 3) Else if Condition 2:
Is random-number() < Scalar 2: ? If True ?, Waiting-time-for-State2
= Count-for-State-2; Break the step 6 loop and Jump to Step 3 (into
state 1)

7. The electron is in State 3:
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5 Full Counting Statistics

8. Within State 3:, random number is generated and evaluated against
Scalar 2, i.e., Is random-number() ≥ Scalar 2: ? Until this condition
is true, Count-for-state-3 value is incremented from zero value If
random-number() ≥ Scalar 2: is false, Waiting-time-for-State3 =
Count-for-state-3; Goto Step 9

9. If '(total number of Waiting-time-for-State1 + total number of Waiting-
time-for-State2 + total number of Waiting-time-for-State3) < Total
length (of events)' is True, Goto Step 3, else Goto Step 10

10. Stop

and the tunnel-IN and tunnel-OUT values for the simulated result was
25kHz and 10kHz respectively, while the minimum data point size was 2µs
as it was in our actual experiment. The total numer of events was about
100000, inclusive for all the three states.

N+1

N+2

N

Γ 
N       N+1

N+1 Γ 
N+1       N

Γ 
N       N+1

Γ 
N+1       N

Γ 
N+1       N+2

Γ 
N+2       N+1

N-1

N

N+1

1 electron transfer process

2 electron transfer process
N

Figure 5.30: Tunneling probabilities shown for 1- and 2-electron tunnel
process through a simple, two barrier Coulomb blockade dot model.
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5.3 Time analysis of counted Electrons

Figure 5.30 schematizes the tunneling process through single or double
occupation states across the two barrier Coulomb blockade dot model.
Tunnel-IN direction is observed as (N) → (N+1) or (N) → (N+1) → (N+2)
change of charge states while respectively (N+1) → (N) or (N+2) → (N+1)
→ (N) change of charge states are observed as tunnel-OUT directions. For
the case of three level states this conditional treatment of tunneling time
distribution for the tunneling direction just follows what we do for the
case of two level states. The tunneling rate ΓN−>N+1 or ΓN+1−>N+2 or
ΓN+1−>N or ΓN+2−>N+1 could be either extracted from the corresponding
slope of the line fit as shown in the figure or by considering, Γ = 1/〈τ〉
where, 〈τ〉 is the corresponding averaged tunneling time extracted from
the respective distribution or the slope of the linear fit of the respective
distribution.

The observation in the case of 2-electron transfer process, the slope being the
tunneling rate, the rates are similar when the electron is tunneling from one
particular level which is the (N+1) state (i.e, the slopes for the distributions
of 2 → 1 and 2 → 3 is very similar). This behavior is observed for any
3-level state transport process. For a process which is very stochastic this
observation is very unique. The two tunneling process from the (N+1) level
is supposedly an independent one from each other owing to the Coulomb
blockade influence from two different sides (barriers) of the quantum dot
but still the averaged tunneling times are observed to be very similar.

The simulation study through the model (as described above) yields results
seen in figure of 5.28 very similar to that of Fig. 5.27. This idea of stochastic
transfer involving only two barriers keeps the state of transfer from N + 1
state very much same. There is perhaps a memory effect ideally due to
less of a random process and while it is also known of the random-number-
generator algorithms used in Matlab and Windows OS, being not purely
random in nature (called as pseudo-random). In analogous case of our
actual experimental quantum dot with two barriers, this ideally in terms of
Coulomb blockade, allow the (N+1)st electron in the dot see the barriers
(implying 2 → 1 transition, with dot being emptied) in the same way, as
the (N+2)nd electron waiting at the barrier contacts see the dot (implying
2 → 3 transition, with dot being filled with 2nd electron).

We think that the Coulomb interaction limits the stochastic nature of the
transfer process particularly when the dot provides the energy window for the
electron to accept second electron immediately or transfer the first electron
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5 Full Counting Statistics

immediately and, this very likely is influenced by the barrier transparency
at that moment, into the electron rate in a same way, which makes the
rates very similar for both tunneling processes. The barrier transparency for
these two tunneling processes while being similarly influencing the electrons
to interact at the dot, the transparency is always unique for a given gate-G2
and dot bias values.

Having discussed the waiting time distribution idea from an experimental
point of view, when we observe the rates for tunneling process of 2 → 1
and 2→ 3 to be similar, we differentiate the rates for these two processes
by factoring the slope-obtained values with the ratio of the mean of the
distributions of either process ('yellow' or 'blue' data sets of Fig. 5.27) with
the mean of the distribution of the sum of both the processes ('black' data
set of Fig. 5.27). This way the tunneling rates (for the two processes) are
understood to be influenced by the pseudo-stochastic process at the barrier
which ideally makes one distribution different from other ('yellow' and 'blue'
data set of Fig. 5.27).

We further plot the waiting time distribution in linear scale for cases of both
2-level state system and 3-level state system in figures of 5.31 and, 5.32 in
reference to two gate-G2 biases as referred to in the figure caption.

For the data of Fig. 5.31 ideally follows the simple example of single-
reset system of [124], where the dot is able to reset to its initial ground
configuration (within the regime of Coulomb blockade) with tunneling of
single electron, with the waiting time distribution W (τ) for time τ given as,

W (τ) = ΓL · ΓR
ΓL − ΓR

e−ΓLτ − e−ΓLτ (5.24)

with ΓL and ΓR forming the rates at input and output barrier at the dot.
We do observe W (τ)→ 0 as, τ → 0 for this simple case (the fit in Fig. 5.31
also accounts for a small factor in the denominator, along with the result
of the aforementioned equation). The fit values were, ΓL = 2.55 kHz and
ΓR = 7.2901 kHz, which from actual experiment data were 2.2333 kHz and
7.2901 kHz respectively.

The vanishing of the waiting time ideally indicates that once the electron has
tunneled out of the dot, the dot recedes into the empty state configuration
and can be filled immediately by another succeeding electron.
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Figure 5.31: Waiting time distribution for a 2-level state system (just one
occupation state at the dot) for the case of dot bias of 2.175mV and gate-G2
bias of 169mV (see Fig. 5.13). The fits are from Eq. 5.24.

From the discussions of Tobias Brandes in [124], we expect the 3-level
system to be a sort of a multiple-reset system though our system is not spin-
degenerate compared to the theoretical discussion therein. The waiting time
distribution for a 3-level state system is plotted in Fig. 5.32. The tunnel-
IN and tunnel-OUT times were determined with the immediate preceding
waiting time to the tunneling-IN process (see Fig. 5.17) and the immediate
succeeding waiting time to the tunneling-OUT process respectively. The
waiting time distribution here, approaches '0' as τ → 0 with a certain jump
for both the cases of tunnel-IN and tunnel-OUT situations. This is again a
new observation which unlike the case for 2-level state system. The jumps
are not from the counts of more than 1-electron at a time, but the statistical
distribution of the tunneling times observed in our experiment. The fit in
the figures of 5.32 is through Gaussian and not through the multiple reset
model of [124]. The step from 0 to a finite value in the distribution is not
due to omission of short time events during the counting process. So it is
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Figure 5.32: Waiting time distribution for a 3-level state system (two
occupation state at the dot) for the case of dot bias of 2.175mV and gate-G2
bias of 163.5mV (see Fig. 5.13). The fits are Gaussian.

interesting to observe how the waiting times evolve with a definite value at
short time limits and follow a Gaussian as time increases.
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5.3 Time analysis of counted Electrons

While it is possible that the limitation of our detector could be a reason to
have this observation, but it is very unlike from the distribution of a 2-level
state system where the distribution evolves gradually from the short time
limit and progress into a Gaussian like behavior as time increases. It would
definitely be important and interesting to see the same experiment done
with a very high bandwidth detector.

5.3.4 Concluding Remarks
We have observed that counting statistics in terms of normal cumulants
are not strongly indicative of absolute changes in temperature or barrier
asymmetry, except that, due to changes in temperature and barrier asym-
metry, the distribution of tunneling events does change and that is seen as
changes in the time evolution of higher order cumulants. The magnetic field
also has a similar effect on the subjection of tunneling through strong spin
blockade which is observed in the cumulants' time evolution behavior, but
as such information on spin blockade cannot be extracted from the evolving
statistics. The influence of parameters of temperature, barrier asymmetry
and magnetic fields are inferable in only relative terms with changes in each
parameter.

On the other hand, we evaluate factorial cumulants and we can absolutely
infer the presence or absence of Coulomb interactions with looking at the
presence or absence of oscillations in the magnitudes of higher order factorial
cumulants. While it is important to note that, the oscillatory behavior of
factorial cumulants have been observable only in the 3-level state system
and not on the 2-level state system, we infer that, the 3-level state system
is a better choice to study better any interacting system as the presence
of 2 electrons in the tunneling process at the dot, increases influence of
electronic interaction to become visible in the tunneling statistics.

Secondly we also observe from 3-level system experiment that, there is a
certain causal relationship on the electron tunneling processes into and
through the dot. The 2nd electron in waiting to tunnel in (to fill N+2
state), gets influenced by electron already at the dot and further, the 2nd
electron in waiting to tunnel out (emptying N+1 state), also gets influenced
by electron at the dot. Due to this we do observe a similar tunneling rate
for both the tunneling processes, which is possibly a good indicator of a
causal (and less of a purely stochastic) relationship in the tunneling process.
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5 Full Counting Statistics

We should note that, this observation is made at all positions of dot and
gate-G2 bias for 3-level state system.

While if can ask why this behavior is not indicated in a 2-level state system,
the answer could be that, in this system, the statistics from the only electron
to tunnel in and tunnel out is not fully representative of any Coulombic
interaction that might have happened at the dot, which is otherwise strongly
visible in a 3-level state system.

We have hence presented counting statistics as a useful tool to apply into
the studies of physical system in mesoscopic systems.
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6 Conclusion
The primary result in this thesis work discusses the idea of using full counting
statistics of single charge transport to clearly identify an interacting and a
non-interacting electron system. Further, towards the quest of creating a
reliable multiple quantum-dot and charge detection system, hybrid nano-
structures were investigated and attempted to be fabricated in our lab.

Hybrid nano-structures were fabricated with the intention to increase detec-
tion sensitivity of charging/discharging happening at the quantum dots and
hence improve the signal to noise ratio at the quantum point contact (QPC).
Hybrid nano-structures were fabricated on shallow 2DEG heterostructures
employing top gates, forming the dot structures and QPC gates while AFM
structured barrier isolated dot structures from the QPC gates. In prelim-
inary studies using this design, the sensitivity of the QPC was found to
be much better than those employed through purely top gated structures
(and hence holds good promise to form a very good charge detector, with
more dots in the scheme of detection). High noise content in the measure-
ments rendered the fabricated devices not usable for counting measurements.
The high noise in the devices were primarily reasoned to the design of
shallow 2DEG heterostructures which are naturally more susceptible to
noises arising from impurities and dopant ions compared to deeper 2DEG
heterostructures. This warrants a need for rigorous system of production
and evaluation of shallow 2DEG heterostructure and devices made with
them. The hybrid nano-fabrication involved rigorous steps using Optical,
AFM and SEM lithography techniques and the thesis also discusses the
bottlenecks and many optimization procedures undertaken at all the three
lithography steps to create an electrically correct hybrid nano-structure.

Use of Palladium based ohmic contacting process was successfully imple-
mented which allowed very small ohmic resistances (measured in combination
with the mesa resistance across opposite end contacts). Palladium based
contacts were found to be consistently reliably forming (offering very low
contact resistances), after the annealing steps for all the 16 arms of the
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star structure patterned through the Optical lithography process (using the
current setup). While for the Ge/Au/Ni eutectic alloy based contacts, the
contact reliability were not consistently observable. The need to have many
good quality ohmic contacts was necessitated by the requirement of using
≥ 2 quantum dot structures along with the QPCs or another quantum dot
for charge detection across the AFM barrier structure, in the same mesa
structure. The Palladium based contacts were studied only on the shallow
2DEG heterostructures.

Moving further into the discussions of using full counting statistics to
understand charge transport phenomena in the quantum dot, we have
observed that unlike the higher order normal cumulants which would oscillate
as a function of any system parameter (also time), the factorial cumulants
have been found to behave very differently. Factorial cumulants by definition
(of their generation function) were found to be alternating signs with respect
to their orders while they did not oscillate. The absence of oscillations clearly
represented situation of absence of interactions in our simple 2-occupation
state dot system. The factorial cumulants were further observed to oscillate
when the situations of Coulombic interactions became favorable in our
2-occupation state dot system. This is the first main result of this thesis.
The observation of non-oscillating factorial cumulants very much coincided
with the theoretical observation of non-oscillating factorial cumulants, for
similar system parameters.

Our 2-occupation state dot system was made available through a bias of
> 1mV across the quantum dot. We also showed that, the QPC could
successfully detect the presence and absence of the second electron at the
dot very clearly, which further allowed us to extract conditional waiting-time
statistics for both tunneling-in and tunneling-out processes, involving both
electrons at the dot.

As our second important result, we observed that, the tunneling in rate for
the tunneling process happening from the state of second occupation state
to the third occupation state and, the tunneling out rate for the tunneling
process happening from the second occupied state to the first occupied state,
is similar. There seems to exist a causal relationship for the waiting electron
trying to occupy the third state (in the 3 level system) with the electron
already occupied in the second state. And, similarly, there seems to exist
a causal relationship for the waiting electron to empty the second state
with electron occupying the first state in the dot. This causal relationship
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though not been observed in any other way in our experiments, the presence
of similar tunneling rates for two different supposedly stochastic process is
surprising. This observation is consistently observed in each 3-level system
across the dot and gate-G2 biases.

We suspect that the conditional tunneling process (condition being the
intermediate electron waiting time) carries the memory of the system across
the tunneling barrier (given a non-changing barrier height and temperature
for both tunneling directions). This observation was also observed in our
simulation experiment, using a pseudo-random number generated waiting
times. The simulated result was found to be identical to the observations
made from experimental data.

Our work allowed us to look deeper into the classical tunneling phenomena,
while offering better understanding of Coulomb interactions and therefore
enabling the application of full counting statistic technique to study a
quantum mechanical phenomena. Our observations would be very interesting
to be undertaken at finite frequencies involving both single and a multiple
dot system, which would perhaps bring out more details on an interacting
system through the application of full counting statistics.
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7 Appendix A
This discussion as an extension for Chapter 3, describes the Ohmic and
SEM lithography process steps. The recipes described here for Ohmic and
SEM lithography process were carefully modified upon the standard recipes
(from literature) for,

1. improving on number of steps undertaken until the final hybrid-
structure, which would eventually reduce susceptibilities to process
errors

2. improving on the contrast profile for mask layers and hence the metal
layers

3. accurate placing of AFM and SEM structures

4. efficient bonding of the sample with the chip carrier

5. avoiding any possible damage to the surface and the electron gas layer
in the samples, since the 2DEG was shallow one for the purpose

Additionally, the newer Palladium metal based recipes (also see Chap. 3)
used for Ohmic contact laying is discussed.
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Ohmic contacting process

Heterostructure 

(prepared for positive

image structuring)

Tempered resist layer

Photomask
UV exposure

(positive image structuring

and resist development)

(mesa structure creation 

after etching)
(Preparing mesa structure 

for contact laying through

negtive image structuring)

(Prepared mesa structure, 

after resist development + 

short time oxygen plasma 

etching on contact surface, 

for ohmic contact laying)

E beam metal evaporation

(Thermally annealed-

ohmic-contacted mesa,

ready for AFM-SEM nano-

structuring)

Heterostructure 

(with 2DEG beneath the 

surface)

Figure 7.1: Schema of optical lithography wet-chemical processing steps,
for ’GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG’ sample surface.
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  For posi!ve image structuring 

1 Spin coat Photoresist† @ 6000 RPM for 60s (yields a thickness of 14000    )Å 

2 Resist baked at 92°C for 3min 

3 UV exposed for 10s 

4 Developed‡ for 50s  

5 Exposed surface etched with solu!on of H2O : H2O2 : H3PO4 (40 : 2.5 : 1.5) 

 
 For nega!ve image structuring 

1 Spin coat Photoresist† @ 6000 RPM for 60s (yields a thickness of 14000    )Å 

2 Resist baked at 92°C for 3min 

3 UV exposed for 10s 

4 Resist again baked at 115°C for 5min for image reversal 

5 UV exposed for 20s 

6 Developed‡ for 50s  

7 Exposed surface O2 plasma etched for 30s (ready for metal evapora!on) 
 
 
Deionized water cleaning and Nitrogen drying happens before and a"er 
each step where necessary 

 
† ARU-4040 resist - '2 -Methoxy-1-methylethylacetate' compound, with 
high photosensi!vity, posi!ve and nega!ve image structuring, high 
contrast in nega!ve mode 
 

‡ AR 300-35 developer - 'Dinatriummetasilicate -pentahydrate, 
Trinatriumphosphate' compound, op!mally suited for ARU-4040 
Photoresist development 

  

Figure 7.2: Schema of optical lithography wet-chemical processing steps,
continued from Fig. 7.1, for ’GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG’ sample surface. Using
very dilute HCl after step 7 of ’negative image structuring’ helps remove any
oxide build up and efficient ohmic contact sticking.
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Ge/Au/Ni and Pd/Ge/Au alloy based ohmic-contact recipe

Metal layers Thickness (nm)

Ge 40 Final temp. ( °C ) Dura!on ( s )

Au 60 1 40 60

Ni 27 2 470 30

Au 150 3 470 120

Au [*] 500 ~ 2500 4 40 60

Metal layers Thickness (nm) Final temp. ( °C ) Dura!on ( s )

Pd 10 1 40 60

Ge 40 2 180 60

Au 50 3 180 3600

Pd 25 4 40 60

Au 125

Au [*] 500 ~ 1000

Final temp. ( °C ) Dura!on ( s )

1 40 60

2 400 30

3 400 30

4 40 60

[ramp up from 40 C]

[steady]

[ramp down]

Annealing recipe I for Pd based layers

[ramp down]

At (H2 : N2 - 20 : 80) flow pressure of 

270 mbar for step 1, 2, 4; 150 mbar 

for step 3

[ramp up from room temperature]

[ramp up from 40 C]

[steady]

[ramp down]

Annealing recipe II for Pd based layers

At (H2 : N2 - 20 : 80) flow pressure of 

290 mbar for all steps

[ramp up from room temperature]

Standard ohmic contac!ng 

layers

Pd based ohmic processing

Annealing recipe

At (H2 : N2 - 20 : 80) flow pressure of 

290 mbar

[ramp up from room temperature]

[ramp up from 40 C]

[steady]

Figure 7.3: Annealing recipe for the Ge/Au/Ni and Pd/Ge/Au based ohmic
contact laying process. See the following text, for further details [*].
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All mentioned temperatures were measured at the thin ceramic heating-plate
surface (of the annealing oven) using a Pt-1000 sensor glass-welded to the
bottom of the surface. AuGe has a melting temperature of 360°C and starts
to form alloy at 420°C [9].

The Pd based processing techniques were only tested for shallow (≈ 36-40nm
deep) 2DEGs. Both the two recipes of Pd based ohmic contacting process
(tested out of many other trials, for both optimal use of metals and gases,
and very good and stable ohmic behavior at 4K temperature), yielded very
good ohmic contacts offering ≈ 2-3 kΩ (likely sheet resistance being few
ohms per sq. per contact) between opposite contacts of the star structure
discussed in Chapter 3, at 4K temperature.

Lower temperature processing are always beneficial since at higher tem-
peratures, any impurity dopant species might get activated to move into
the 2DEG region and can cause a larger impurity profile in the 2DEG and
become source sample noise in the nano-structured device. Particularly
the use of shallow 2DEG necessitated that, higher temperature processing
does not introduce movement of any impurities from far side of the 2DEG
and from close to the surface (though it is passivated by thin capping layer
which is also etched at near the contacts).

[∗] The extra layer of Au, helped in reducing pinhole numbers [179] form-
ing at the ohmic contact pads after the annealing step. Reduced pin holes
enhanced Au wedge sticking on the bonding pads during wire bonding
process. Pinholes (see Appendix C) happened to be one reason suspected
for inefficient wedge sticking during gold wire bonding, the other being the
surface property of the eutectic alloy so formed which couldn’t be verified
within the scope of this work. The number of pin holes for the Pd based
processing were often less than that of standard ohmic contact process. At
times it also helped to etch about 5 - 7 nm (not more) surface layer during
the preparation for Pd based ohmic contact laying process, which yielded
much better ohmic contacts but at cost of an extra wet processing step.
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Top gates structuring process

Step 1. Forming e-beam resist mask

Step 2. E-beam exposure

A beam voltage of 20kV and an aperture of 10 µm was chosen after multiple trials 

with di"erent apertures and voltages, with correct line/area dose for, 

(1) a good optimum between DOF and lens scattering, 

(2) allow quick scanning process to avoid over-exposure to the resist, 

(3) avoid possible beam penetration damage to the 2DEG and, 

(4) allow accurate lithography on the shallow 2DEG surface, all at the same time!

The penetration damage was at times reasoned from higher sample (QPC current, 

tested at 4K) noise with samples exposed to longer duration/higher beam than 

not, while the samples were from center & adjacent positions, from same wafer

Step 3. Development and metal deposition

The exposed mask was developed in 1:3 - MIBK:Isopropanol (RT /22°C) for 50s time;

e-beam evaporation of Cr : Au at 10 : 80 nm lays the top gates

Resist layers Recipe I
Spin speed 

for 60s (rpm)

Thickness 

finally (nm)

1st
PMMA - 200k mol. Wt. 

(@ 4%)
8000

2nd
PMMA - 950k mol. Wt. 

(@ 3%)
8000

Recipe II

Only one
PMMA - 950k mol. Wt. 

(@ 3%)
6000 95 ~ 110

220

Be"er li#off 

due to good 

undercut

Advantage

Each layer baked for 7 min at 185 C

Figure 7.4: Brief SEM lithography process recipe.
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8 Appendix B
We discuss here, the MBE recipe used in the preparation of hybrid nano-
structures (see Chapter 3 for more details).

The MBE recipe described in Fig. 8.1, were evaluated for differing spacer
thickness (4 iterations, for other constant parameters), differing delta-doping
times (3 iterations, for other constant parameters) to yield a good mobility
bearing heterostructure. Each time the heterostructure was evaluated for
QPC performance (through the hybrid structure) other than determining
electron densities and mobilities.

Further iterations were also made to figure out the temperature gradi-
ents presented by the sample holder (see text and Fig. 3.8), which were
causing poor samples. The ’best’ obtained values with the recipe iterations
resulted in, for (spacer thickness of 20nm and for the structure of Fig. 3.4),
mobility of 2.3 x 105 cm2/Vs and, density of 4.5 x 1011 /cm2, while for the
case where the spacer was 23nm thick (other parameters same), the values
were , for mobility of 3.56 x 105 cm2/Vs and, density of 3.6 x 1011 /cm2.
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Layer Temp. profile Layer thickness 

/ �me

Substrat GaAs ~450 µm

Buffer GaAs 560°C 300 nm 

GaAs 560°C --> 620°C 100 nm

GaAs 620°C 100 nm

SL (50x) AlGaAs 7 nm

GaAs 3 nm

Channel (forming layer) GaAs 1 µm

Pause 10 sec

Spacer AlGaAs 20 nm

Temp change at Sample 620°C --> 550°C

at Silicon crucible 850°C --> 1068°C

Pause 30 sec

Delta-doping Silicon 300 sec at 2,23809 x 10
10

 cm
-2 

/ s

Barrier GaAs 2 nm

AlAs 2nm

AlGaAs 8 nm

Cap GaAs 5 nm

Figure 8.1: Brief MBE process recipe for the shallow 2DEG heterostructure
discussed in Chapter 3 [courtesy Dr. Eddy Patrick Rugeramigabo].
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9 Appendix C
In this discussion we highlight certain critical issues faced while fabrication
of hybrid nano structures and whose reasonings are hypothesised for the
discussions in this work.

Faulting of SEM nanostructures due to possible
electromigration

Figure 9.1: The SEM image shows the AFM structured oxidation line along
with SEM lithography step markers.

From the SEM image of Fig. 9.1, we see two large pointed markers placed
adjacent to the AFM structured oxidation line. The large metal markers
placed close to the nanostructure region was also to enhance capacitive cou-
pling of QPC structure sitting on the other side of the AFM structured line.
This image is particularly highlighted, for the encircled diffused-darker-than-
mesa (under SEM scan) regions formed around the metal markers which are
suspected to have been caused through ’electromigration’ of certain metal
ions diffusing along the surface of GaAs capping layer along the edges of
the Cr-Au metal layer and, since this could not be experimentally verified
in this work it is a hypothesis at the moment.

This observation was made after between 3 days to a weeks time after
doing the lithography. The metal markers are composed of 10 nm Cr and
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40 nm Au. This kind of behavior was also observed in other samples in
the region of actual top-gate structures. Additionally in any sample where
this behavior was observed at around top-gate structures, the sample also
showed very high noise relative to noises from samples purely from the
2DEG/heterostructure and, the samples were very sensitive to electrostatics
that most top-gated structures blew off at the slightest built of any charges
during handling and transport between labs. Length between the ends of
the markers (tip to tip) is 2 microns.

Faulting of bonding process possibly due to pinholes at
contacts

20 µm

A

B

Figure 9.2: Pinhole formation at the Au/Ge/Ni ohmic contacts.

From Fig. 9.2, after the annealing process using Au/Ge/Ni recipe as
discussed in Appendix A has been undertaken, a thin-layer gold is deposited
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9 Appendix C

in image (A), and comparatively thicker-layer gold is deposited in image
(B). The reduced number of pinholes in image (B), enhanced wedge sticking
during the gold wire bonding process. At times, the thin layer metallization
also creates small pockets of retracted metal upon annealing which is also
visible in image (A).
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10 Appendix D
We hypothesize here, certain unproven idea to improve the experimental
output, particularly for counting experiments.

+ve +ve >> A

A BQPC

in out

+ve << in

Figure 10.1: Schema of QPC current amplification.

From Fig. 10.1, the current through the QPC (1D region) passes through
stages A, B which are biased during the cool down of the sample. Stage A,
is maintained at positive bias while cooling down, Stage B, is maintained
at comparatively (to Stage A) higher positive bias while cooling down; the
output (at ’out’) could be tested while applying a very small bias between
stage B and the output, as well without applying any bias. The increase in
electron density below the top-gates (of the stages A, B) would directly relate
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to the increase in the current flowing through the 2D region. This increased
current would be then easier to amplify (through external amplifiers) with
higher SNR than one without. It needs to be tested how much improvement
one could achieve and vary the positive biases at the gates of stages A, B,
to test the improvements for a given heterostructure (and as well determine
how much the bias current through the 2D region help in improving the
current from the QPC). The thermal and RTS noise (after biasing) from
the 2D region (of stages A, B) have to be observed too.
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In this discussion, we show, on how we went ahead in differentiating the
rates for tunneling event of 2 → 3 and 2 → 1, since the distributions of
both these two tunneling events always had a similar slope.

From, Fig. 5.27 of Chap. 5, we observe that slope of the distribution for
events 2 → 3 and 2 → 1 are similar. Since we had extracted the rates
through linear fit of the distributions, the rates for these two tunneling
events yielded similar values always. Since believe that the tunneling event
of 2 → 3 is a separate event from event of 2 → 1, as the former being the
situation of the dot being filled by the second electron while the latter being
the dot getting emptied of the first electron, we needed to differentiate their
rates to plot the figure of 5.21. We shall describe how we went ahead by
considering the example of Fig. 5.27 as plotted again here in Fig. 11.1.

From linear fit of the slopes, we get the following rates; for ’green’ data, for
the transition 3 → 2 as 17230.25 Hz; for ’red’ data, for the transition 1 →
2 as 38840.43 Hz; for ’blue’ data, for the transition 2 → 1 as 6655.54 Hz;
for ’yellow’ data, for the transition 2 → 3 as 6630.08 Hz; and for the sum,
’black’ data, for the transition 3 → 2 → 1 as 6697.56 Hz;

To differentiate the ’yellow’ and ’blue’ transition rates, we determine the
ratios of the distributions of yellow to black and blue to black, as shown in
figures of 11.2 and 11.3.

We obtain the ratios of 0.35 and 0.65 as shown in insets of figures of 11.2
and 11.3 respectively. The ratios are then factored with the rate value of
the sum distribution (3 → 2 → 1) to yield final rates as, for ’green’ data,
for the transition 3 → 2 as 17230.25 Hz; for ’red’ data, for the transition 1
→ 2 as 38840.43 Hz; for ’blue’ data, for the transition 2 → 1 as 4353.4 Hz
(0.65 × 6697.56); for ’yellow’ data, for the transition 2 → 3 as 2344.1 Hz
(0.35 × 6697.56).
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Figure 11.1: Waiting time distribution for a time trace as highlighted in
the top, the color of the distributed data corresponds to the state of electron
waiting to transit to either state, looking in the forward direction of time
and unidirectional transport mechanism.
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Figure 11.2: Waiting time distributions as discussed in Fig. 11.1 for the
transition of 2 → 3 and the sum which is 3 → 2 → 1. Inset shows the ratio
of the distribution for 2 → 3, with the sum distribution for 3 → 2 → 1. The
ratio yields a near constant mean value of 0.35.
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Figure 11.3: Waiting time distributions as discussed in Fig. 11.1 for the
transition of 2 → 1 and the sum which is 3 → 2 → 1. Inset shows the ratio
of the distribution for 2 → 1, with the sum distribution for 3 → 2 → 1. The
ratio yields a near constant mean value of 0.65.
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We show here a similar situation of 'Case B' at a further higher dot bias of
4mV, and with gate-G2 bias at 178mV. We say the situation at this bias
combination is similar to 'case B' of Fig. 5.18, is because, irrespective of the
high dot bias, the dot is still witnessing a two occupation state in its energy
window and within the region (gate G2 bias) where we observe oscillations
only for the tunneling-IN situation and not for the tunneling-OUT situation
(see Fig. 5.20). We had not swept the gate G2 bias at this high dot bias
situation.

For this situation, we observe for the tunnel-IN condition (Figs. 12.1, 12.2,
as linear plots and, 12.5, 12.6 as log-log plots), while no oscillations for the
tunnel-OUT condition (Figs. 12.3, 12.4 and 12.7). This particular data
was recorded for about less than an hour duration and the length of this
data allowed calculation of factorial cumulants for further higher orders for
longer time limits with comparatively less influence of noise effects at longer
time limits. The data point of G2 bias of 178mV, is shown with a pale
violet dot in Fig. 5.20 which falls in the orange region, which we believe
would take similar space in the three occupation probability region at the
dot at the bias of 4mV, and the arguments for observing oscillations for this
particular situation is same as was discussed in the last paragraphs (even
if there are three occupation probability state at the dot) of section 5.3.2
from Chapter 5. We note here that, the time trace for the current switches
is 'predominantly' the same as that shown for 'two occupation probability'
state at the dot, as in figure of 5.14B, while very rare events of the third
occupation probability was also observed and were considered during the
counting process, presumably the rarity of the events had not brought
different observations from what had been observed in the discussions of
section 5.3.2 of Chapter 5.

We also observe that the Fano factor for the high dot bias of 4mV and gate-
G2 bias of 178mV is > 1 at shorter time limit for the tunnel-IN situation
and not for the tunnel-OUT situation. This behavior is shown in Fig. 12.8.
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Figure 12.1: First 4 orders of normalized factorial cumulants for Tunnel-IN
case, for gate-G2 bias of 178mV which falls on the 'orange' spot but further at
higher dot bias of 4mV as referrable from Fig. 5.20. The factorial cumulants
are normalized over the first one.
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Figure 12.3: First 4 orders of normalized factorial cumulants for Tunnel-
OUT case, for gate-G2 bias of 178mV which falls on the 'orange' spot but
further at higher dot bias of 4mV as referrable from Fig. 5.20. The factorial
cumulants are normalized over the first one.
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we could observe from Fig. 12.1.
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